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suhpoenademanding 41 tapes itsays are 
Ja itsimpeachment inquiry. TheWhite House said 
It would reply by April 22, but would not say if it 
would comply with the terms of the subpoena. 
/ The committee's demand for the evidence was 
approved on a 33-3 bipartisan vote and the legal 
papers were served on the President's special 
Watergate lawyer, James D. St. Clair, at 3:16 p.m. 
G&f. - ;> V- *•* 
THE SUBPOENA demands the tapes by 10 a.m. 
April 25, and White House press secretary Ronald 
Ziegler said an answer would be provided by the 
end of the congressional Easter recess April 22. 
But asked repeatedly if the White House intended 
to provide all the materials subpoenaed, Ziegler 
declined to commit himself, indicating the White 
Bouse believes that the committee would he 
powerlessunde? the Constitution to force Nixon to 
comply.' 
Ziegler, accusingthe committee staff of distor-
The House Judiciary White House's position this way,: 
"THE WHITE House intends to answer the sul* 
poena and all other communications^com the com­
mittee bytbe end of the Easter recew," 2a;egler 
t$d reporters. "" * ""l 
"...We will cooJ>erate and reviewadditional 
materials in the light of this communication justs* 
we did the previous communications with the objec­
tive to allow the committee to make « determina-
tion about the ^President's actions." 
The subpoena was received at the While House 
alter It had made an unsuccessful effort at a last-
minute compromise, which was rejected by 
judiciary Committee members, both Democrats 
and Republicans 
>& 
"distorted" the inquiry 
House position. 
t seems the judiciary staff has distorted the at­
titude v perhaps inadvertently in a desire to 
provoke a confrontation with the committee," 
Ziegler told reporters shortly after the subpoena 
had been hand-delivered to the White House. 
'"THE ACTIONS taken by the committee today 
and some comments suggest the staff has not been 
reflecting accurately the attitude of the White 
Ziegler insisted that the White House has "all 
along indicated our desire to proceed quickly with 
the proceeding, and we are ready to present 
materials in a more specific way." 
poena in the courts, Ziegler replied: 
"1 don't think the courts even have a role in it.'.' 
apparently indicating the White House does not 
believe the committee has the power to enforce the 
subpoena under the Constitution. 
EARLIER, the committee acknowledged that it 
''realistically" had no power to compel Nixon to 
comply. By fighting in the courts, Nixon has 
managed to avoid complying with two subpoenas 
for tapes issued by the Senate Watergate com­
mittee -
W< 
ting the White House position, smnmed up the ticularly special counsel John Doar, charging that 
"WE WILL have an answer to the subpoena and^But Ziegler stoppsd short of saying the President 
to previous committee communications by the end and his lawyers would comply with the terms of the 
of the Easter recess," Ziegler promised. "That subpoena. ' ° 
answer will be comprehensive and conclusive. HE CONTENDED that the White House has had 
We're confident there will be a prompt and just con- only about five days since it received the con­
clusion of the inquiry." mittee's specific request for the tapestobegin its 
But Ziegler criticized the committee staff, par- review of what tapes should be turned over. 
Asked if tl* White Hons# would fight the sulk-
compromise at the last minute! tat ttwasr Ejected 
by Democrats and Republicans alfte |̂f^gi-J 
Forty-five minutes before the ,wrangle® 
assembled, St. Clair telephoned Doar. 
He offered to provide some ~bf£ftota$^ of the 
tapes the committee sought if no subpoena Were 
issued. * -> 1} 
^HE EXCtUDto tapes' i^i^vjjpewfded 
sations between Nixon and aides 31 Jfy. Haldeman 
lllie€ .. s and John D, Ehrlichman between April 14 ana If, 
The one-sided vote for the subfosnh^^as*# 1971 111111 P^od, Ehrlichman disclosed 
llSUTcommit 0tf£ft£w. SdinS N1™>Whatheha4,earoed 
Jr., D-N.J. To give the subpoena the moral authori- Watergate coverup. 
ty of a bipartisan vote and to avoid a party line ;St- Clair's offer 
split, Rodino accepted a Republican modification April 15 to 18,1973, when Nixon was told what John 
making the subpoena more specific in what tapes W. Dean IH — his chief Watergate accuser -H-tiad 
the committee demanded. , , |old the prosecutors. - /j, .4 
The exact number of tapes at issuehas neViSr ' Thbse tapes were listed ih the subpoena;'%Mg 
been clear. Some committee officials believe 41 are with others covering conversations fromorte month 
demanded while others put the figure,at 42. 
IN AN unsuccessful effort to avoid a politically 
damaging subpoena, the White House offered.* 
ViewS'Subooena 
n 




before to one month after mid-April, 1973, when 
Nixon said he first learned of the White House^in» >m, 
volvement in Watergate- iP 




By BILL DAWSON , s ( 
Texan Staff Witter 
If President Nixon refuses to comply with the House Judiciary Com-
lftlttee*j8 Thursday stil^oena of 41 White House tapes, a contempt Citation 
will be "almost automata," committer's chief miaj^y coqnsel i*,J - •#%>••• 
la# «^ool audi^^#f v-
AlbertE, Jenner Jr. salfftheftote^iJlwtlbn could then b^ Included in a bill ;;" 
of impeachment as one of a number of articles. 
"We wouldn't want this to be the oiily article; we would want something 
more substantial," Jenner said to a packed house in Townes Hall's Charles 
I. Francis Auditorium. "That is probably where we'll land," he said of the 
outcome he foresees to a possible Nixon refusal to comply. , . 
JENNER WAS handed a note with news of the committee's historic sub­
poena while discussing possible House actions in tjie event of such a pub: 
poena and subsequent Nixon noncompliance. ?£-, ^ 
Jenner's announcement of the subpoena to his'audience was greeted % 
cheers and applause. He smiled broadly and said, "I've been forking on, 
thatformonths." ^ *-
& Concerning the nature of impeachable offenses, Jenner said "We (the 
Committee staff) feel that'high crimes and misdraieanors' are not limited 
strictly to crimes but extend to what laymen might see as crimes, that is, 
serious abuses against the government of the United States. 
EMPHASIZING such abuses would, in the committee staff's view, have to 
constitute gross damage to the state and serious subversion of the govern­
ment to be considered impeachable offenses, Jenner said, "We believed 
that was what the framers of the Constitution meant." ~ -
• Jenner pointed out that Article One, Section Two of the Constitution limits 
the judgment in an impeachment ci»e, ta separate senate votes, to removal 
from off ice and disqualification from further office holding. The Constitu­
tion goes on to state that the convicted is then subject to ordinary criminal 
proceedings, Jenner said. 
Having reviewed the constitutional directives on this matter, Jenner pos­
ed several rhetorical questions. 
"DOESNT IT seem then that removal is not a criminal proceeding? That 
of ion 
Diploma name cards 
must be-filed by noon 
Friday in the stud­
ent's departmental of­




Council Grants 30-Day 
C ?By LINDA FANNIN |f. SI? ficials, as weU aS study of other aspects of 
: 
M 
• .... fe-S 
fhigh crimes and misdemeanors' are not necessarily criminal offenses? 
eren't the country 's founders thinking of impeachment and conviction as a 
''IP 
'4 
, •; |;5?|political matter?" 
^ f IS Jenner stressed that impeachment is "an inquiry, not a trial," and said it1 
• viiKe a grand jury action, but not quite. It is really a political function." ? 
jenner said in answer to questions after his speech that the role of v 
presidential lawyer James St. Clair in the committee's hearings will be |
4 decided at its May 7 meeting. ' I 
In interviewing prospective committee staff members, Jenner said, "If 
'% -'̂ the slightest degree of bias was evident, we opted against that young man or v ; 
dy." " • : : 'M 
He indicated a confidentiality rule had been adopted, and said, "Unlike! 
:>the Ervin committee, there have been no leaks from our staff, or from the : 
Uu 
Texan Staff Writer 
Political drama ran high before City 
Council Thursday as councilnien first 
voted to deny requests made by 
developers of the Wilding project and them 
voided their decision by granting a 30-day 
extension for environmental studies. ; 
The developers, represented by the ma­
jor stockholder, Southern Living and 
Leisure, Inc., have asked the city to ex-
r tend sewer service to the 3,500-acre tract 
:• on Lake Austin and to approve the crea-
* tion of a fresh water sun^y district — 
^ The public hearing, whidi lasted ap-
" proximately four hours, drew an overflow 
crowd, dominated by Wilding supporters. 
ALAN TANIGUCHI, former dean of the 
> School of Architecture, told the council he 
felt Wilding "should be approved on its 
r". own merits. 
ex' "Concerns about the future develop-
j:. ment of the area between the city and 
Wilding are valid," he said, "but the quali-
the development such as overcrowding of 
the lake and roads leading to the area. * 
ft THE DEVELOPERS, however, did not 
consider 46-day postponement necessary. 
We've spent $2.5 million to date and 
> fluence further developments.' H ̂  ^ 
One of the major questions raised by i$-
ponents of the development is the validity 
' of an environmental impact statement 
prepared by the developers, not by-the ci­
ty. 
In answer to the citizens' questions, 
it's costing us 15,000 a day, 
attorney for Southern 
' 'Forty-five days wOuld violate the point Of,, 
economic feasibility." ' fit 
Mayor Pro-Tem Dan Love then moved 
to accept the recommendations made by 
City Manager Dan Davidson and approve 
both the sewer connections and the water 
district; • .. • ,• a 
By a vote of 44, with Councilmen Hand-/ : 
cox, Bob Binder, Jeff Friedman and 
Lowell Lebermann voting against the mo­
tion. the requests were denied. 
However, a motion was made by Leber­
mann and seconded by Councilman Bud 
Dryden suggesting the council request 
further city study of the environmental 
material within 30 days. 
"IT IS NOT inconceivable that everyone' 
can quit for 30 days and wait for the 
study," Leonard said, expressing, the 
developers' agreement with the proposal. 
The motion passed by a vote of 4-3 with) 
Friedman, Handcox and Bindef voting no. 
Love, who cast the deciding vote, added 
*What we've done is deny the project 




.rescheduled for the May 9 council 
TomLeonard^meeting.City Atty. Don Butler told coun-
Living, said, cilmeh that another public hearing at that 
time would be optional.. 
fab .-'i ;.-1 t 
Skies will be lair 
through Saturday 
with mild nights and 
warm afternoons; The 
high Friday should be 
in the mid-80s with the 
JoWfFriday night near i 
m 
4ra 
Councilman Berl Handcox called for an ' that he voted yes, "in the spirit of trying to 







By United Press Internatiooal 
Arab guerilla "suicide 
its way through two apartment 
hoî as in a northern Israeli settlement 
Thursday, killing at least 18 Israelis, j 
A guerrilla organization claiming it 
sponsored the terrorists said they killed 
themselves by setting off explosives, but 
an Israel! commander said a stray bullet 
set off a cache of explosives the guerrillas 
had with thein. 
Before a satchel charge destroyed an 
apartment with them in it, the guerrillas 
killed » persons, including eightchildren, 
eight adults and two solders 
ed 10 others, one seriously, 
PRIME MINISTER Golds 
a massacre. 
The commander of the Israeli strike 
force that stormed the apartment said ft 
bullet fired from outside apparently 
struck an explosives-fttlei^ satchel the 
guerrillas brought with pj^n.^tting it 
off. 
t^The guerrillas, of the Popular Front' 
General Command, let leaflets written in 
«*•«• #p "w, mmim my 
~ — " • • . . . . . . . . . .  x  . . . .  .  
ertjprists 
ment. 
"We have not come for the sake of kill­
ing but rather to defend ourselves and 
literate our land from the yoke of Zionist 
racism," the leaflets said. 
Israel in the past has retaliated for 
guerrilla- attacks with strikes against 
jfuerrilla bases in Lebanon and Syria. In­
formation Minister Shimon Peres hinted 
iflf front of the Knesset (Parliament) that 
Israeli forces may strike back for the raid 
on this town, three miles from Lebanon. 
"WE SHALL not hesitate to take the 
urgent measures necessary both for our 
.defense and to prevent murderous at-
ftacks." • x ( 1 ,f': 
The three terrorists fired machine guns, 
'̂ bazookas and tossed hand grenades in the 
early morning raid on Qiryat Shemona, a 
'town about three miles from the border 
with Lebanon. 
The military command said the 
guerrillas attacked two .adjacent four-
story buildings, going door-to-door and 
^shooting residents as they answered. 
' In the first building, they, killed 
$vergone in two apartments. 
'It was terrible," said Police Inspector 
Yosef Ben-Dor. "A family was sitting 
down eating breakfast, there was food on 
the table and the radie was playing They 
had no chance. They died, at the table. I, 
carried them out." . 
THE GUERRILLAS then raced to a 
similar apartment building 10 yards away 
and began a deadly trip'to the fourth floor. 
At one apartment, a woman put her . 
grandchildren under the bed. She died in 
the attack, but the children survived. 
The band of heavily-armed Palestinians 
held out on the top floor for about four and 
a half hours, then died In i massive explo­
sion that reduced their barricaded apart­
ment to sifioldering rubble. , 
A military spokesman Thursday night' * 
denied an earlier report that ^aid the 
ble for sheltering the guerrillas. . i 
"There have been other terrorist at­
tacks before," Mrs. Meir said, "But this 
one -exceeds any-of the other ones in its 
abomination." , 
IN BEIRUT, a maverick gueirUla group 
'called the Popular Front for the Libera­
tion of Palestine-General Command said 
three of its members carried out the 
suicide mission from within Israel. 
"The three-man suicide unit that 
.carried out the operation killed 
themselves by detonating explosive belts 
they were wearing," the guerrilla group 
said. "In the ptocesS, some of the hostages 
also died." , r . 
The splinter group said the suicide raid 
was designed to win the release of 100 
guerrillas in Israeli prisons, but that the 
terrorists were under orders to kilt 
!^uS|Sm!££ themsd^.,11 Israeli lores c°u«er,t. 
1 It was the deadliest teriwist raid inside 
Israel since May 30,1972, when guerrillas 
killed 28 persons in an assault on^ Lod 
International Airport outside Tel Aviv.-
guerrilla . _ 
Prime Minister Meir, who resigned 01^ 
ficially Thursday, termed the attack a 
'massacre and sjiid the Israeli government 




A Real Gas 
One at 
C«ntor at 38K Street and IH 35 stery, Ibge 3.) 
m 
mm 
BoardT Discuss Studeiit rees 
R«nl FlrainkC. Brwinait - wind riitherthas limî ijf *gaaraateed base needed -i»: 'prior;#^a|ipu«ring^beiottvlî ' 
student service fee tate work tram." committee. 
Sparr will ineet delegates «rfll be dfecassedL „  ̂ --"^Moore said the TSPddegai- l̂looteali-
from the Texas Stadeat Erwin and Sparr ire tloBwiUraeetatlp-m. Friday will be open. 
PnMirations BnwHai Sta- members of the boards staa-
deat Government at 
Tharsday ia the regents' 
averting room la the Mam rhaacrilnr, is the only other #%- F L*l ft I 
member of the conanttteev|? GfOVB ExHlDlt RemOVd! 
•» w nwiiwi r ia u g o »w  ̂
p a ' to. Donald VakMqpS^r Indian Group Seeking 
' i 
.. The recent ham'-action''' 
placing The Daily Texan, 
Stadent CwttmuMt on 
'̂ Tomorrow Neighbor-





1 • 11 1 • . .• I . .' . " - Vs 
Dr. Michael Bfciflee.• oratf- • *. - v. .. _ * • »•.̂  tit . ^p,., • ~ ±. ..- - • • ~ •» .»». -i. Americaninmwino*rex- aay mgn. 
tSi attempt to Offrafe of theorpmiaticn 
tioa arm petition the  ̂rental <rf an fr focently met witil mawaun 
*» Srate doplay torn the , ̂ 2l)r iraiiam5l2S 
.  . . . . .  (__ ,*?> sy-. - • se « Tens Memorial mwau on fwim Jr., to reqaest removal 
«ma, different governmen- of the "Skeleton of 
Neal Graham, member- tat lwdi." Barke Aimstiuug, Ydkmbowe Oeek"exhB)it, 
electof TSP. added, "We are AINT spokesman, told a bet the exhibit is still on dis-
loofciag for the adequate aad meetiqg of the groap Thra- play. 
^Armstrong said the InSaa 
Faculty 
Fridayf April  12 
^JsifFhe Deadline'; 
llFor RenfingSVr. ^ 
Academic Regalia 
--•T  ̂-V 
April 12 b -
* ; Abo The Dxxflme 
for Seniors To 
. Purchase Their 




' group is studying whether da-
playing the grave coald 
posi&ly be a violation of state 
laws concerning grave 
removal and rebarial. 
AINT may also contact the 
''ethics committee of the 
American Anthropological 
Association, Gov. Dolph 
Briscoe and Rep. Neil 
Caldwell, chairman of the 
House Appropriations Com­
mittee, to bring pressure on:p 
• IMewcombto remove the dis-jil. 
piay 
"We coold ask for the 
lan^rfiidlteiMeto 
Hie moseam/' Armstrong 
said,"bat all we are addag 
for is the removal of this one 
sfcefetflB." 
In Tw& Hikes 
two 
Let the Sun Shine inpfi;'/ 
Williams Wins Senate Mvnoii 
Watch 
Don Williams won the law school Stadent Senate seat over 
candidate^Diek  ̂Price in a ranaff election Thanadayw 
Grow 
v.:!' 
were no no-votes ont of the entire 223 rotes casi_ 
1 Williams' election brought to a dose a cuptiowasv over 
the law seat datng tack to Maach » when the two ordinal 
'runoff candidates. Royal Masset and. Steve Rassell, 
withdrew hecanse of a disagreement over Sassefl"s elî bili-
ty. • 
^ • -
- .at. .mv •* - - - . . Aastm'tram iiieu, 
aarabers have douiiied 
the opening of AmtrA 
Jan. 27. 1973, face 
aa&analtee in 
mnaths. which wfll 
ticket casts J5 to 25 percent | 
Tie first of the increases 
goes into effect Tuesday. 
Ticket prices on a national 
basis will rise 5 percent 
acmss the board. 
BEGINNING Jane », fares 
at . points west of the 
Ifistissippi wiB be boosted an 
addUional S percent Cor the 
peak season Jaw 9 to Sept 7. 
After the peak season, fares 
'--will faD 10 percent to regular 
'season lewis;, or a net fare in­
crease of 15 percent after 
Sept 7. 
The rate changes mean a 
difference of 10 percent 
between snmzner and low-
' season rates, something Am-
' :itrait. officials hope win ease 
• the growing sammer vacation 
i atn %lnp snumae. . 
pf "THE IDEA was to • get 
more people to take their 
tarafint at «Mm> nOinr tmy 
than the peak sammer 
-^aoaihs," Autin Amtrak star 
tkp manager John Imbnrgin 




10 a.m^- 5:30 p.m 
At The Co-Qp 
Parking Lot 
23rd & San Antonio 
It seemed necessary to explain that there were Hems 
in this sale from nearly every dept. of the Co-Op. Just 
what those items were, however, was a mystery to 
Hyrax and, he reflected, to humanity at. large. 
Nevertheless, he sat down to fill up the space in the ad 
as well as he could. Suddenly he felt the sharp 
"thworx" of an equalizer ray. Uuuuunnnnnh" he 
said, wheeling to face his assailant. . 
 ̂Uni*. df Tejfls" C-oiul ra-tt. Pre-iervt. C-O 













J drew this map all by myself Nobody 
helped me. ; 
Signed, 
Sm> Anionto 6ti 
4 
QiMOf 
Ona tiawr frao pwfag with 
Student Ministry 
18 i 
Be nf SMI mm*T UIIOMT, TO, MlfOKVHL" 
Hyde Pdrk Baptist Church 
" TTTll liiMiliini 
KU» Stvdy 9:30 Worship 8:30 & 11:30 
Bus Schedule 
; 9:10a.m. 5:10 p.m. 
/ 9:15a.m* 5:15 p.m. 
SJLA. 9:20a.m î 5:20 p.m. 
raise the' sammer rates and 
lower the off-season rates." 
For"Austin riders, who 
nomber more than 3,200 a 
month, the rate changes will 
be most significant on rides to 
DaBas/Fart Worth, Laredo 
airiflSt. Loais.- The 
E>alIas/Fort Worth ticket. 
• 
ptescntly 10.75 oneway and 
flS for a romd-trip, will rise 
to flAJSand $15.75 April 1A, to 
$12.30 and $18.90 for V 
sanmer season and level 
to $11.10 and $17 aftei 
September 7. 
Tickets for the six*! 
Laredo ride, presently $10i 
and *16, wiU be $11^5 and |17 
April 16,113 JO and $20.40 foe 
the sammer and $12.15 andr 
$17.40 after Sept 7. 1-
THE CHANGES also will/ || 
mean a slight cost increases 
for the 2:10 p m. Monday, ' 
Thursday and Saturday escur-
sions to Mexico City, via?" -
Laredo. This trip, open only to , 
University students and facak ' 
ty. will cost *37 after April 16, 
an increase of $1. The trip, 
which includes bus travel 
from the border, could be | 
rooted completely by tram if -
ongoing negotiations between 
US. and Mexican officials are 
soccessfal. 
Station master Imbnrgin 
does  ̂not expect the increases : . 
to affect significantly the 
level of ridership from the 
ArtstinJtatiqn.Jteisaid--the^-  ̂
summersituationwill be 
"tight," as usoal, and that 
riderdiip. winch was IJOO 
during the first month of 
operation, will average 3,200. 
The Austin station at 250 N. 
Ijwnar Blvd., receives the 
majority of its traffic on Toes-
day. Thursday and Saturday. 
Trains to Laredo, which ran 
Bibniday, Thnrsday and Satur­
day, and the Friday, Snhday 
and Tuesday trains to St. 
Lotus are exceptions. 
Teacher Cited as Courageous' 
Austin School Superintendent Jack Davidson commended 
Thnrsday a jooior high school teacher who fired a pistol shot 
to apprehend a 15-year-old student accused of robbing 
another stndent̂ ef lunch money. 
Although Davidson said the school district does not con­
done and strongly objects to the carrying of any weapons on 
school property, he felt the teacher's action was. 
"courageous and commendable." 
The school superintendent said he saw no basis for any ad-1 
ministrative action against Elton Galbraith, a music teacher 
at Bedkhek Junior High. 
-Galbraith contended he fired the shot into the air, but 
parents of the student, Don Marshall; had demanded that the 
teacher be dismissed because he fired the shot at their son. 
Record Sale 
group of many 
Ip's. 
P#je 2 ^ridpyr, Aprtl 12, 1974^THE DAU.Y 
nunnerds of 
A KECOR0 SALE 
NO HUnANOti CAN 
AFFORD 70 MtSS* 
h 
-?s 
Record SK^p ^ 
2268 Guadalupe p 
476-7211 Ext 42 » ' * '. |. . I , ,*< •«* »mt m, mm, M M. «, » WI 
- * *' 1 •«•*»! II I'll l| III II I «* »«»—»*»« it »• J 
•f $2 «r mora. I 




. By BILL GARLAND 
Texan Staff Writer  ̂
Houston Sen; Walter 
Mengden criticized the 
Constitutional Convention 
staff Thursday for issuing to 
convention delegates 
"prepared speeches which 
strongly praia^toe prop^gi 
:constitoti«m.'^^^^ ,J 
With the "Sott^htt&i" iti 
recess until May 6, convention 
public information director 
Jerry Hall said several 
delegates requested 
assistance in preparing 
for home districts, 
9^S§jKBSi 
bjut "jione of it. _X*he, 
assistance) is anything 
factual." 
Mengden claimed the 
"canned recess speeches" 
offer only the positive side, of 
issues mei>ti?ne(yn the 
prepwtion.:ft#-;:-^^»-' 
"I do not believe tfrat tax­
payers' funds should be used 
to try to sell a new constitu­
tion to the people when the 
deliberations have not even 
been completed yet," 
Mengden said. 
He cited two examples of 
Education Article provisions: 
which are mentioned in the 
speeches^ 
•: •" is^s:' 
"'The prepared recess ̂ "without mentioning the Pan-
speech praises the Education dora's box of problems that 
Article for creating a new 
higher education assistance 
fund for all state public un- • 
iversities which are not a part 
of the A&M and University of 
Texas System. What this 
propaganda doesn' t say is that 
locking in such constitutional?., 
ly dedicated funds will dmse 
the state to have to spend 
millions of dollars more than 
we are spending now," he 
s^aid. * '•<' 
v "Equal educational oppor­
tunity" is also praised in the 
speech,,.,Mengden. said, 
even defining the term wil 
cause, much less Implemen­
ting it." l\ c • -
J Hallo said the staff "cer­
tainly didn't intend fbr it (the 
speech) to be anything but 
straight information. 
"We haven't got this baby 
wrapped up yet. You can't sell 
a bar of soap until it's 
wrapped," he said, 7«( * 
> - "This canned recess speech 
As concluded in the last 
paragraph by claiming, 'The 
new constitution will be, 
above all, a people's 
Large-Gasoline Leak Discovered 




ment — written for Texans of , 
today, yet adaptable to future 
needs,"' Menken said. 
"Instead of trying to sell the 
people a bill of goods, I ' 
Suggest that we wait and first; 
find out if the new constitution 
will be worthwhile. It i$ etv 
tirely possible that the propos| 
ed constitution will contain 
features which will be un­
acceptable to a majority of 
' the people of Texas," he ad<%< 
ed. 
At the beginning of each 
- speech, Mengden said the . 
delegate is expected to fill in 
the blank in the opening 
" jBentence, ''I'm especially 
,'glad to be with you today to 
tell you what your delegates . 
.have accomplished so far." 
>'•'f 
legs sports "The 
truism, 
lares an old 
first to go." 
Crap. The brain departs first, followed 
by the legs. 
A direct challenge, we would get no easy 
^%ay out today. 
"Love too,"answeredpudgy Ralph, 
"but my bum knee is swelling." 
If I had any brains* hiylegs could haVe' Jim deserts to drive Ralph home. 
avoided 30 humiliating minutes, chasing a "No problem," said Blondie. "You take 
group of tireless, flat-bellied teenagers up l#pne of our guys and we'll play four on 
and down a concrete basketball court. "' iour." 
But two hours of Sunday afternoon . . Two minutes into the game, Bert comes 
televised pro basketball action robbed our |F|j»P with the old "twisted knee gimmick" 
fat boy, spectator group of its' common :Ui,hnd Herb outruns me to drive him home! 
sense-. Before the blond Big Mouth could 
So we lumbered and gasped, chasing ^suggest- three on three* I accidentally 
after yesterday's brags.-v 4 v--;.* :/«*• .^proke my glassies. 
\tirtnn, «-« Bnnn "Sorry fellows," I lamented, "but if one Victory we soon gave up (in, ana started ̂ ot ^ me j,6me, ^ can 
s^rchingforawayout. v^sUll play twJ on two." 
^That's 3Q points and game," bubbledlvi Steering me home, the blond kid slipped 
the thin blond kid with the razor sharp Miinto a drainage ditch and banged up his 
elbows. "You guys want to play anotheru&knee. j&g&u 
one to 50 points?" Justice. • 
By RODOLFO RESENDEZ JR. 
Texan Staff Writer 
A gasoline leak at East 38Vi Street 
and IH 35 Thursday resulted in the loss 
of approximately 2,800 gallons from the 
Delwood Shell Service Center. - ' ; 
N.W. Dandridge, district chief w(th_ 
the Austin Fire Department, explained 
that a leak in the station's gasoline line 
running from the storage tank to the 
pumpsprobably causedthe gasoline to 
spill into the storm sewers that empty 
into Walnut Creek. The creek runs un­
derneath East 38Vi Street. 
Dandridge said he believed the gas­
oline had been leaking since Wednes­
day. The leak, however, was not. 
reported until Thursday afternoon. 
Five units of the Austin Fire Depart­
ment equipped with water and syn-; 
thetic foam were sent to the area. 
7 Firemen sprayed water into the 
creek to dilute the gasoline, avoiding 
the danger of explosion. 
"The rain this morning must have 
helped us a whole" lot." Dandridge said. 
Fire Capt. Edwin Goodwin, using an. 
• explosive meter, tested the creek's 
water for Content of gasoline. 
— Goodwin said that earlier in the day, ~ 
. he had recorded a dangerous reading, 
: but the gasoline content had decreased, -
lessening the threat of explosion. ' 
He said leadings would continue 
throughout the day. 
Dandridge said evidence indicated ' 
" the gasoline did not go beyond Manor . 
Road. 
Neighborhood residents were notified 
of the possible danger , but no one w:as 
evacuated, said Dandridge! j 
Austin police closed the afeato traf* 
!fic. 
1 Mike Rech, patrolman, said he had 
not. encountered any trouble with 
.sightseers. 
Bill Raybuck, owner of the station, ! 
' said he still had gasoline and workmen 
were trying to fix the leak. ? 
He said the leak probably occurred 
underneath the gasoline pump; 
Raybuck said he discovered the leak 
Thursday morning and didn't know 
whether his lost gasoline would be 
replaced. 
The spilled gasoline was part of 
April'£45as allocation, Raybuck said. 
City Council voted un­
animously Thursday to delay 
action for 90 days on condem­
nation of three North Lamar 
Boulevard buildings owned by 
Kenneth Threadgill, including 
Threadgill's once-popular 
beer tavern. 
The city will allow the 
structures to stand if renova­
tion is begun before the 
allotted time period ter­
minates. . - -
In other action, council 
members approved the second 
reading on amendments to the 
city gas rate ordinance after 
adding an additional amend­
ment:" • -
I The amendments, approved 
iMarc|f' require Southern 
-Union Gas C6. to absorb 
losses from increased natural 
gas prices. Southern Union 
must refund money collected 
from customers without coun­
cil approval to cover the 
losses, which amounted to 
$213,360. 
The council also approved a 
public hearing requested by 
the Austin Energy Conserva­
tion Commission, which 
proposed two building code 
amendments. The hearing 
was set for 1 p.m. Thursday. 
The two amendments call 
for -proper installation of in­
sulation in building construc­
tion and for proper installa­
tion of insulation of heating 
and air conditioning ducts. 
The council-also gave a 
favorable review to. a propoal 
submitted by Women's. En­
vironmental Colition (WE 
Care). V; . -
Ms. Jean Bringol, WE Car# * 
president, proposed that 
sidewalks and curbs at each 
corner of Congress Avenue be 
extended, and trees, benches 
and planters be placed 
wherever possible. Ms. 
Catnappers 
Best 
By Zodiac News Service 
People Who sleep short 
periods of time are probably 
in better mental shape than 
those who spend extra hours 
dozing. 
Researchers Jerome 
of Yale and Ernest Hartman 
of Tufts University have found 
that (breaming is a kind of do-
it-yourself psychiatric -ses?. 
sion. 
The two professors studied 
the restless "desynchronized" 
sleep periods usually 
: associated with dreams, They^ 
discovered that people who* 
are smooth, efficient and in 
control of their lives usually: 
required much less 
eye a night 
•iM, 
^Mound-Up Sweetheart Finalists Announced 
Finalists have been announced for the^|; major. Kappa Kappa Gamma; LAF Foster?||^ 
University Sweetheart election to be held iiv junior elementary education major, Kappafe?? 
conjunction with Round-Up. 'Wf Alpha Theta; Janie Strauss, sophomore|^ 
The five finalists are Barb Bailey, junior* 1 French major, Kappa Kappa Gamma; ano^ 
history major 4nd a member of Kappa Kappa ' . Lezlie Weber, .junior finance, major, 
Gamma; Becky Butler, junior government: * Delta Pi. 
if 
if 
f - u 
a *hould«r bag, too!) 
A great looking canvas 
tote that is a back-pack 
and with a quick snap of 
the Straps converts to a 
shoulder bap Water 
proof lining... available 
in assorted colors 
$5.00 
Bringol also asked that ramps 
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comment 
t Thursday's public hearing on Wilding, local citizens 
registered an insightful reading into City Council 
priorities, value judgments made all the more critical 
because of Wilding's egormous implications on develop­
ment of the area north and west of the city. Councilpeople 
Jeffrey Friedman, Bob Binder and Berl Handcox 
represented voices for caution and careful study; Mayor 
Butler, Dr. Dryden and Dan Love voted as usual with the 
developer ; Green Panther Lowell Lebermann nearly fell 
oft His Electric Building podium by straddling the fence. 
^LEBERMANN AND THE COUNCIL were confronted 
with the contradictory ends of city financial support for 
developers and the implementation of thoughtful land use 
controls. Opposition to Wilding centered mainly around 
it§ implications for Austin's future, its impact on Lake 
"Austin and the city's over-all lack of planning informa­
tion on the Highland Lakes area. As Les Gage, chairper­
son of the city's environmental board, said, the issue fac-
iijjg the city is not one of growth versus no growth, but one 
o  ̂proper planning. Despite Wilding's well-planned in­
terior, the fact is where sewer lines go, roads and sub­
divisions will follow: The city should take a long, hard 
look at Wilding's over-all impact on the Hill Country 
before obligating Austin taxpayers ty .the proposed water 
district.- •• ' - -
Reacting to this sentiment, Councilperson Handcox 
' asked for City Manager Dan Davidson's estimate on the 
time needed to undertake such a project. 
Davidson answered that "to do It well," the city would 
need between 45 to 60 days for the study. City Planning 
Director Dick Lillie said he felt such a study would take 
at least six to eight months and preferably a year. 
THIS DID NOT SUIT the pleasure of Southern Living, 
and Leisure, Inc.,, whose attorney said SL&L needed ap­
proval now to acquire the needed city authorized tax free 
bonds. At Love's and Butler's behest, attorney Tom 
Leonard  ̂indicated his firm's desire for a final verdict. 
Southern Living took the plunge and lost 4-3, with Leber­
mann voting for "further study." After Ihe.vote Leber­
mann moved for a city 30-day study, "in the spirit of try­
ing to work with the project." City Manager Dan David­
son had said the council would need a minimum of 45 to 60 . 
days to study Wilding's impact; he now asserted it is "not 
inconceivable" the project could take place within 30 
days.  ̂ ::-vY 
By the initial admission of Austin's city manager and 
planning director the city cannot study Wilding's impact 
on the Highland Lakes and "do it right" in a scant 30 
days. Lebermann's fence straddling shows the coun­
cilperson for what he is: a millionaire banker-invester 
who would rather ingratiate himself to a group of his 
fellow politicos and speculators than take a researched, 
insightful look at the city's land use problems. With "en-
|̂rironmentalists" like Lowell Lebermann Austin can e: 
pect a continuation of subsidies to big developers ai 
diminution in the quality of life. This panther's greel 
found not in parks, but in banks. 
. One of the few rewards in the Texan's'Struggle for 
financial stability has been the generous expression of 
fifsupport from such diverse institutions as the Pleasanton 
' Express and Playboy magazine. We have received the 
' 'best wishes of 15 priests and ministers* 40 delegates to 
the Constitutional Convention, swarms of political can-
i ©didates4nd countless students, faculty and staff at this 
/ university. It's enotigh to make one feel ail warm and fuz­
zy inside. 
> • WE ARE PARTICULARLY grateful for the backing of 
' campus newspapers and student governmets across the 
state, for these are the folks who share otir lifeboat. We 
bail each other out, or we go down together.t "r 
The House of Student Representatives at TCU pitches 
enough to fill a $6 million swimming pool last week with a 
unanimous resolution-which reads in part: 
, ' Whereas: The Board of Regents at the University of 
Texas recently acted to deprive the UT Student Govern-
ment of guaranteed funding necessary for various stu­
dent programs, and to deprive The Daily Texan of such 
funding, and 
Whereas: The House of Student Representatives at 
Texas Christian University is concerned with the welfare 
of its sister student governments at other academic in­
stitutions, and with student newspapers, and 
Whereas: The students of TCU pay various taxes to the 
State of Texas, which created and maintains the.Univer-
sity of Texas and oversees its. Board of Regents, 
Be it resolved: that the House of Student Represen­
tatives of TCU expresses its support for the. Student 
Government and The Daily Texan and urges the rapid 
reinstatement of guaranteed funding for UT Student 
Government and the Daily Texan. 
But just because we're right, and you know we're right, 
and everybody else seems to know we're right, don't 
think that THEY know we're right. You've got to tell 
them — for some reason, they don't want to listen to us. 
So write. Write your legislator. Write, your mother. Just 
X 
write. C.W. 
Red bean boogie 
As anyone who has bought a pound of beans lately 
knows, Nixonomics has begun to play hell with vegetable 
prices. Maybe the bean growers paid him off, too. 
Whatever the reason, high food prices are closing in on 
one of our most beloved campus institutions  ̂ Sattva 
vegetarian antiprofit restaurant. 7 V ;\f - . <! *' 
SATTVA HAS BEEN DISPENSING the best and the 
cheapest veggies from the Methodist Student Center for 
several years now, and we would miss the food as much 
as the unselfish aid Sattva has rendered the United Farm 
Workers and other worthy causes if the restaurant should 
kick the bucket. Plum Nelly, Lee Ann and the Bizarros 
and other friends of Sattva will play a benefit for the 
valiant vegetarians on Easter Sunday from 2 to 11 p.m. 
Food will be'available for those who want to rediscover 
Sattva's culinary delights. When was the last time you . 
boogied with your cook? 
— S.R. 
Indecent burial 
In these days of ethnic studies reguirements, in- j 
tegrated football teams and minority recruitment, we 
had thought that at least the most blatant and visible 
racial slurs had disappeared. Or at least gone un­
derground. At least on campus. Of course, we were 
wrong. 
The reference is to the display of the Indian skeleton 
and artifacts at the Texas Memorial Museum. Now this is 
not some precious prehistoric find, or etfen an infor­
mative anthropological specimen. According to Museum 
Notes No. 8, it "does nothing to illuminate the prehistoric 
or protohistoric knowledge of an era." It is, rather, a kid­
die exhibit, a novelty, a tourist attraction. 
W.W. NEWCOMB, director of the museum, claims that 
the bones are a valuable historical find. If this is true, 
why was the exhibit thrown together in little over a 
month. Why are the remains out for gawking tourists in­
stead of in workrooms for scientists? And what does 
Newcomb hope to find out anyway? By his own estimate* 
the body is little over 100 years old, well within the age of 
photography. 
SEVERAL YEARS AGO, there was a movement to 
rebury the remains of the ancient dead. Notably, the 
Field Museum in Chicago held reburial rites, complete 
with a traditional meal, medicine man and ceremonial 
fire. Is Texas so far behind as to allow this display of 
racism and poor taste to continue? ' - , 
Newcomb remains intractable. After consultation with 
American Indians Now Texans (AINT) he refused to 
recognize the offensiveness of his exhibit, although he did 
offer to make AINT members "Indian Guides" at the 
museum. There are no Indians on the staff of the 
; museum, although Newcomb points proudly to two 
chicano work-study students and purportedly hopes to 
have a Negro someday. 
Maybe Newcomb finds nothing offensive about 
" desecrating a burial site for public spectacle, btit this 
writer is appalled at the lack of human compassion on the 
part of the museum director. If you find yourself With a 
queasy feeling in your stomach about this disgusting dis­
play of racism, give Newcomb a call, at 471-1604 or 453-
8426. 
Who knows, you might be next. 
liiUMiMimiiiiniNi 
rrffitMr 
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'So what's wrong with claiming You and Nixon as dependents?' 
Professor pleads for Texan 
m'-
PiV 
By STEPBEN B. OATES 
Editor's note: Stephen B. Oates is a 
professor of history at the University of 
- Massachusetts and a University of Tex­
as alumnus. Oates is the author of eight 
hooks on American history and 
biography, among them "To Purge 
This Land With Blood :^A Biography of 
John Brown," "Portrait oif America," 
and "The Fires of Jubilee: Nat 
Turner's Rebellion." 
I was dismayed to learn that the Univer­
sity of Texas administration and Board of 
Regents have once again sought to curtail 
and possibly to control The Daily Texan 
because of its critical editorial policies — 
this time by Shaking student funds optional 
rather than mandatory. I am certain th§t 
no official who advocates this policy would 
call it harassment, although that is what it 
blatantly is. I am also sure that no official 
would favor making tuition optional as 
well, although that should be done if 
University policy is to be consistent. 
Hypersensitivity 
Still, what is going on in Austin is not 
funny, not at all. What distresses me is 
that this has all happened before— this 
struggle between a free and outspoken 
newspaper and a hypersensitive ad­
ministration and boanl of regents over 
what The Daily Teian should tir should not 
say. I am thinking of the embattled 1950s 
: when Willie Morris fought the .administra­
tion of that time to a showdown over a free 
and uncensored student newspaper — and 
won- In "theory, Morris thus established 
the right of a Texan editor to express his 
views, to criticize government and ad­
ministration alike* without fear of 
reprisals afid repressions. But evidently 
the Morris precedent has been lost on the 
current University of Texas ad­
ministrators and regents, who have their 
hackles up over critical Texan editorials 
and seem determined to "regulate" the 
paper because they don't like what it^ays. 
Alas, the University of Texas Board of 
Regents has an unhappy bistqry of 
repressive tactics and political cen­
sorship, dating back to the days of Homer 
Rainey, and I suppose that it is this 
dubious precedent that now motivates the 
University's administrators. , 
What is it that upsets them so? Can UT 
officialdom not bear criticism from stu­
dent journalists? If so, why? If the regents 
and the administration are innocent, they 
have nothing to fear from unfriendly 
editorials in a student newspaper — 
however reasonably or stridently these 
may be presented. It is, axiomatic, of 
course, that those who are guilty are the 
first to scream for censorship and restric­
tion -- the Era of Waterg^te^ftaught us 
that lessen all oyer ram. # it is not 
criticism that has up4et UToJficialdom, 
what then is it? Is it politics? Is it that the 
present editor is too "radical" for the 
likes of Frank Erwin? (A radical may be 
defined as anybody who disagrees with 
you — the same definition works for Com­
munists and Fascists). If this is a political 
struggle between radicalism and conser­
vatism, if the administration. is rattled 
because the students won't print what the 
regents,want tft heari'then-any attempt to 
restrict The Texan in any way is* an act of 
oppression, pare and simple. If regents 
and administrators disagree with the 
views- of the Texan editor, let them not 
worry and threaten the paper and cause 
another disgraceful episode in University 
history .Jnstead, let some regent.or a dean 
(surely there is an articulate dean down 
there somewhere) write' a response to the 
editor and publish . that response in The 
Texan. Let the official and the editor 
debate in the paper's editorial page and let 
Texan readers make up their own minds 
whois right and whois wrong. That is the 
essence of democracy, of free speech, of 
freedom itself. 
Leave them be 
As a University of Texas alumnus (BA, 
MA, and PhD all three) and a former con­
tributor to The Texan (1960-1961), I want 
to do all I can to preserve the integrity and 
independence of what many of us consider 
one of the finest college newspapers in the 
land. For The Daily Texan has a cherished 
heritage./of uncensored journalism and 
elected editors, a heritage that must be 
defended from all those who menace the 
freedom of expression under whatever 
pretext. And I fervently hope that my 
letter finds itself one among many, sent to 
Austin from all over the country, implor-
ing-UT officialdom to restore the funds of 
The Daily Texan — and the Student 
Government — to the blanket tax and to 
leave them be. Leave them be. And as we 
debate these momentous issues, let those 
who would coerce The Daily Texan recall 
the ringing words of Thomas Jefferson, 
that "if I were to choose between a 
government! without newspapers or 
newspapers without a government, I 
should not hesitate to choose the latter." L 
am certain that Jefferson would'have said 
the" same about University< ad­
ministrations. j ' 1 • 
' Stephen B. Oates 
«  * B A  ' 5 8  
_ MA 'CO 
PhD 'tt 
c -o ^ ' /* 
To the editor: ' s 
Since arriving at the University of Tex­
as, I have witnessed a variety of 
happenings. Many strange, exciting and 
new, but some have been beyond all 
reasoning. I am a junior college transfer 
from Southwest Texas and without a doubt 
am generally content to not shake things 
up. I often support the administration, the 
campus police and sometimes even the 
regents, but even I have reached a limit. 
Some may accuse me of thinking small but 
the parking situation on this campus has 
hit a new low. 
Monday morning the campus police 
cruised into Parking Lot 67, off Speedway 
and west of Jester, and began a 
systematic issuing of traffic tickets, 
several hundred. Why? Because this mor­
ning a majority of the newly repaired 
parking lot was transformed from a "C" 
lot to an "A" lot, after everyone had park­
ed Sunday night. When the lot was under 
repair and few "C" spaces, and fewer "A" 
spaces were available, the "A" lot was 
never full. Now that the construction has 
left, the "A" lot has more than doubled in 
size while the"C" has, in my opinion, 
decreased slightly. 
It is appalling that one of the finest un­
iversities in the country can at times be 
guilty of some of the most insipid acts. All 
students, to whom I have spoken, which 
have received tickets have stated that 
they will not pay them and neither shall I. 
In closing I urge all students to protest 
these tickets and do all in your power to 




To the editor: 1 
No one who has worked with or simply 
watched Sandy Kress can fail to notice the 
dedication to principle, the force and the 
unusual ability he has brought to the office 
of student body president. His year as stu­
dent body president has been one of action, 
and we believe positive action, which has 
reflected great credit on the University 
and its students. 
We have been particularly impressed by 
his sincere advocacy of increased minori­
ty admissions at all levels. Indeed, he has 
been a skilled advocate on behalf of 
students before this Legislature on a wide 
variety of issues which-touch the lives of 
students, and he has been effective. 
We are not unaware of criticism of his 
czars 
must take on personally. Sandy Kress has 
stood firmly for the citizenship of 
students. The University of Texas and its 
students have been well served by his ef­
forts. 





Samuel Hudson, HI, 
Eddie Bernice Johnson, 
Paul Eagsdale 
Inept review ^ 
To the editor: 
Believe me, I've tried, but I just can't 
take it any longer. It seems sad that 
something as actually insignificant as a 
movie~re*iew should cause such rash ac­
tion on my part, but I've had all I can 
stand from Mr. William A. Stone, Jr. 
Mr. Stone, you are an ass. 
I've gotten angry at his inept reviews of 
movies before. In fact, I nearly wrote this 
letter after his review of "Under Milk 
Wood/' But, after reading his opinions on 
"Three Sisters," I simply could Ho ionger 
contain myself. 
Mr. Stone's argument in both criticisms 
was that in filming Dylan Thomas' poem 
' and Anton Chekhov's play, the directors 
did not take full advantage of cinematic 
techniques. The literature was not 
transferred well to the screen. Did Mr. 
Stone ever stop to think that the directors 
might have had something more serious in 
mind than using the medium to its fullest 
potential? 
"Three Sisters" is a psychological study 
of personality a probing look into the 
lives of several people with a strong 
emotional undercurrent. It is in­
conceivable to me that Mr. Stone's mind 
wandered. Every speech, every detail 
offered a wealth of insight to the 
characters and sparked much self-
reflection. I found it a very moving ex­
perience. , 
"Three Sisters" is a play. Lord Olivier 
understood that. Mr. Stone apparently did 
not. 
The important things about a play are 
the dialogue, the acting. Set designs and 
costumes are used to enhance meaning, 
not to wow the audience. Mr. Stone men­
tioned the. excellent acting in his last 
paragraph, saying that room did not per­
mit his discussing it. But, in a play, acting 
is the essence; nothing elseHs as impor-
tant. 
In reviewing American Film Theatre 
productions* I think Mr. Stone has to 
realize that "theatre" is the important 
word, not "film." „ 
I don't dispute his* right to express his 
opinion, but I think The Texan should take 





the full participation of the young in the 
decision-making apparatus we call 
"government." We do not share their 
views. 
Aristotle defines "citizen" in his work" 
"Politics" as. "he who has the power to 
take part in the deliberation or judicial ad­
ministration of ~a state." One, then, is not 
a citizen by virtue of such obtuse start- ; 
:dards as place of residence or cir­
cumstances of birth. Rather citizenship 
requires actual participation in decision 
making. ^ 
In the final analysis, it is somethirig tire' 
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, ByNICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN 
p 1974 The Wutt^lit Po«t-Kiag 
.WASHINGTON—There is ailnew 
you" coming; Hie dairy industry 
tells us in its TV commercials. But 
it is possible, if you drink enough 
milk, that the new you will end up at 
the undertakers. Homogenized milk 
may be the cause of a cardiac death 
rate which, next to Finland's, is the 
highest in the world. 
This unorthodox explanation; of 
the causes of cardio-vascular death 
Jjgcomes from Dr. Kurt A. Oster, chief 
of cardiology, Park City Hospital, 
Bridgeport, Conn. Oster is also a 
Fellow of the American College of > 
Physicians, i 
''M.,. v . - ; r - : w . .  -
... .„ _ .. , which consume largequantities of for healthy heart and arterial tissue. 
have a high incidence - Nowhere comer the cholesterol. If 
heart diseases of whatever kind or \ of heart disease, while others do not. 
name - are attributed to a variety - the Masai people of East AfHca 
of causes like smoking, lack of exer­
cise, hypertension, anxiety and an 
excessive consumption of animal 
fats and eggs. The sets of evidence 
for all these etiologies are less than: 
conclusive, with those wtyo blame 
cholesterol having M%_,r, 
;W»kestia^tn«at8.^^^^^^^ 
The anticholesterol people say, in ** 
effect, that when you eat eggs and 
animal fats, the cholesterol in these 
foods rushes out of your stomach 
and causes atherosclerosis by clogg­
ing the arteries. Even if some heart 
doctors don't , know it, physiologists 
do know the metabolic process is 
slightly more complicated than this; College for Clinical Pharmacology au uu  u u u ttuiu ui ini i 
but for aU his credentials, his ideatfS So itshouldn't be a surprise to learn 
have gained little acceptance aroong^ that no reliable correlation between 
his peers, a fact of less than com-.|j5 the cholesterol in the number of 
spelling significance since doctors!#*! eggs you eat and the buildup in your 
are often the first to scoff at new f *' arteries has been established. „,; 
High fats, no bulld-ttp fX'4& 
oster points out some countries 
medical knowledge and the last to. 
recognize it. 
have a diet which normally consists 
of 60 percent saturated fats, yet 
have no cholesterol build-up in the 
arteries. 
^The answer to this set of con­
tradictions. according to Oster, lies 
in following the activities of an en­
zyme named xanthine oxidase, or­
dinarily found in the liver. Xanthine 
oxidase also exists in cow's, but not 
human, miljc, In old-fashioned, un-
homogenized milk, Oster believes 
that the enzyme is excreted like any 
other waste; but not so when the 
milk is homogenized — that is when 
the fat globules in the milk are 
reduced in size, thus permitting 
their absorption, along with the 
xanthine oxidase, through the small 
intestine walls. •> 
•. Once in the blood stream, Oster 
thinks that this enzyme attacks a set 
of chemicals called plasmalogens, 
which are thought to be necessary 
Outer's hypothesis is correct, the 
cholesterol build-up "is part pf the 
body's attempt to repair the damage 
done to heart and artery by the ac­
tion of the misdirected enzyme, 
xanthine o^idasft^oti the 
plasmalogens. k> „„ 
Supporting this proposition is a 
*$tudy of soldiers killed in the Korean 
war. Seventeen percent of these 
young, active men already, had cir­
culatory systems silted up with 
cholesterol, a fact that may well be 
explained by the universal 
American practice of feeding our 
oung homogenized milk. 
' Promising heart treatment 
' Other confirmation of Oster's 
ideas comes from his experience in 
treating heart patients. Angina pec> 
(oris patients given doses of 
doesn't and, administered in large 
amounts, leefris to be anequally 
. promising method of treatment. 
^•This' isn't Written to encourage 
* heart patients to swallow large 
amounts of folic acid. Oster's ideas 
are promising and persuasive but 
unproved. If he's right, you may not 
need to undergo the heart transplant 
grizzlies. But right or wrong, we 
have another illustration of what 
homogenize milk. It doesn't im­
prove the taste and it doesn't im­
prove the nutrition. All it does is up 
the cost, force us to buy cream 
separately, prolong the milk's shelf 
life in the store — and possibly kill 
us. Homogenization is of absolutely 
no benefit to anyone but the dairy in­
dustry, those masters of the furtive 
allopurinol, a drug which suppresses apd illegal campaign contribution 
xanthine oxidase, have responded in So drink milk and be thankful 
rather dramatic fashion* but there's a new you coining, 
allopurinol can have toxic, side the old one may be on the way .to the 
effects. The B vitamin, folic acid, morgue. 
more firing line 
mi 
.C 
To the editor: 
. Once upon a time there was 
a law student named Gordon 
Stewart; He was k white 
male, and he resented 
.. "reverse discrimination." He 
- even wrote articles about it 
(cf. Guest Viewpoint, April 9). 
He also liked sports and once 
he was the judge at a track 
meet. Halfway through a race 
someone pointed out to him 
that a runner who was lagging 
. far behind had steel weights in 
his shoes. Now Gordon's fine­
ly honed education forced Mm 
to admit that wasn't fair. 
He blew his whistle. 
"Everybody stop where you 
•; are!" he shouted. He gaVe the 
straggler a pair of standard 
Crossword Puzzler 
• ACROSS 65 Genus of 
shoes and started all the 
runne^jyip again from where 
they had stopped. He felt all 
good inside because he knew 
everything was fair and 
equitable now because of what 
he had done. He knew the 
winner had won solely on the 
basis of his ability. 
H. Neal Parker 
University Staff 
Some value 
To the editor: 
As professional newsmen 
and fornieF Texan staff' 
writers, we have a keen in­
terest in both the University 
and its student newspaper. 
While in the past we may have 
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1 Soft food 
2 Guido'shigh 
note 
3 Swiss river 
4 Classifying 
5 Piece of bed 
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huesi asaian erata 
decisions concerning the 
newspaper, we now agree 
completely with their decision 
to do away with mandatory 
student funding of The Texan. 
What could possibly be 
more American than the, 
freedom of. deciding whether 
or not to subscribe to The Tex­
an? The American-Statesman; 
does not force Austin 
residents to subscribe. Why 
should The Texan? Should the 
American-Statesman make 
such a move, we are sure the 
Firing Line column would be 
filled with howls of protest 
from the very same persons 
who are supporting just such a 
position concerning The Tex­
an. 














25 Roman gods 
26 Pigeon pea 
30 Rang 
32 Above 
33 Armed con 
flicts 






45 Note of scale 
47 Girl's name 
48 District in.:- m 
Germany 
49 Girl's name 
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political issue. One of us'is a 
Goldwater Republican add the 
other is a McGovern 
Democrat. We also feel the 
next time The Texan 
criticizes Frank Erwin, it 
ought to consider just how 
much he has done for the 
University. 
, . We can see no justification 
for mandatory funding. Some 
regent funding is fine, and we 
jvoiild support that. The Daily 
Texan has advertising rates 
higher than many other Texas 
dailies, including the paper we 
work for* ^ 
The Texan piays no' taxes, 
has low salaries and almost no 
circulation costs. If other Tex­
as newspapers run a 
profitable business with much 
higher: costs and lower ad 
rates, why can't The Texan? 
One way to induce students 
to purchase Daily Texan sub­
scriptions is to raise the quali­
ty of the newspaper. This 
year, news stories were so in­
accurate that all candidates 
for editor promised to in­
stitute a corrections column, 
-i- It is absurd to think anyone 
would subscribe to a 
newspaper of that quality— 
unless they were required to. 
I'"'. ' ' '" ' V • • 
; "Robert C. Borden BJ '71 
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is just in i 
time for the 
Bunny 
1601 Rio Grande 
512/477-6204 
D. WYLIE JORDAN, M.D.-fr 
Announces the opening of his office - -
for the practice of • j 
PSYCHIATRY 
The Jefferson Professional Building 







< Congress is the cruciaic " " " ~ 
linK in a democracy, for it is 
her^" that our elected repre­
sentatives must .voice our 
concerns and fears, our 
hopes and aspirations. 
And then Congress must 
act. 
But lately, Congress has 
not responded to the menace 
of corruption. It has just 
plodded along, business as usual. While stalling on 
impeachment, Congress has allowed education 
funds to be impounded. 
Yet there is a desperate need to overhaul our 
government and the way we elect our national 
leaders. 
Two years ago, Larry Bales was elected to 
the Texas House of Representatives for his first 
term. He sought and received overwhelming 
support from the students at the University of 
Texas. And he pledged himself to proposals 
to reform state government. 
Larry Bales delivered. The bills he 
worked for and the cause he supported 
prove his commitment to reform. 
• Co-author of Texas' new ethics 
law, one of the strongest in the 
nation. 
Strict control of lobbyists.  ̂
Campaign finance reform 
boards and city councils. 
• A100 percent reform . 
voting record, according 
to Common Cause of 
Texas... 
Today, we need that same spirit of change and 
reform in Washington. The revelations of corruption 
which have spanned almost two years prove that 
representatives of the past have lost their grasp on' 
the problems of the present. And they have little 
chance of coping with the challenges of tomorrow/ 
Larry Bales will work to clean up Washington. He 
wholeheartedly supports Common Cause's pro­
gram for federal election reform. *- ^ 
• Firm spending ceilings on campaigns. 
• At least partial public funding for federal elec-
i|am "p \ ' j t ^ i < ' 
• An agency independent ov the Nixon Adminis­
tration to enforce all reform laws. 
. He will work for public disclosure of finahciar 
interests of high government officials and 
tighter control of lobbying. 
Two years ago, Larry Bales enlisted the help of 
students in reforming state government. Today, ^ 
he seeks your help again, for there is much to 
v. be done. 
Support Larry Bales lor U.S. Congress in the 
Democratic Primary May 4th. 10th 
Congressional District. 
Lany Males has been endorsed by 
' UT Young Democrats '.? 'w$M. 
Student Action Committee 
Travis County Democratic 
Women 
-*AFL-CIO 
South Austin Democrats 
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AUGUSTA, <*a. (AJPKr4: Jim Colbert took the lead on tbe 
strength of a five-under-par 67 in the first round of the Masters 
Golf Tournament Thursday, but Jack Nicklaus, that familiar, 
menacing figure, was looming just two strokes back. \ 
A trio of scramblers, Hale Irwin, Hubert Green and longstaot 
Don Iverson matched 68s and shared second place. 
But itiost of the attention was centered on Nicklaus, who is 
heavily favored to win a record fifth green jacket, symbol of the 
•'Masters.-''' - ' 
Nicklaus, one of the late starters'on the hilly, 7,020-yanJ 
Augusta National Golf Club course, shouldered his way info a 
tie for second with a string of Wee birdies in four holes but 
blew it with a bogey on the 10th and dropped back to a 69. He 
was tied with Dan Sikes, gallant Gene Littler and Ray Floyd. 
South African Gary Player and British Open champ Tom 
Weiskopf had 71s. Johnny Miller, the current U.S. Open 
titleholder had to fight the frustration of a balky putter and a 
heavy cold for a 72. * • -V-V- ^ 1 
'Miller missed nine putts of IS feet or less, including two 
'failures from six feet or undei* 
His troubles were nothing, however, when stacked against 
those of defending champion Tommy Aaron, 44-year-old Arnold 
Palmer, rookie Ben Crenshaw and England's Tony JacUin. 
Crenshaw got himself in the woods on the second hole, took a 
double bogey seven and finished with a 75. 
Palmer was tight-lipped aid grim after a 76. He three-putted. 
He got it in the water and he got it in the woods. "I'm sick," he 
said. ' \ 
{ Aaron went to a 77. including a 41 on the back nine, and 
. jackHn had a horrendous 81 that included a fat nine on the par 




By BILL TROTT 
Texan Staff Writer 
Smiling Jeff Bennett was pretty happy 
about the way he won the Texas Relays-U.S. 
Track and Field Federation decathlon, es-;fS5? 
• Te«e*»rffPW#ekr CM* I 





Affinity charters and group fligt$s ex­
clusively for 
The University of lexas 
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June 9—July 2 
Capital Airways DQ-8 
KLM Group Flints 
I Houston 
lay 22—August 20, $4€»2.4 
May 22-July 9, $462.6L 
June 5-July 3, $541.60 
tadd$3 Departure Tax 
SPECIAL INCLUSIVE TOUR CHARTERS 
IXC. Charters 
-Great EuropeanIters 
OPEN TO GENERAL PUBLIC 
June 3—June 18 
16 days 
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By ED DALHEIM 
Texan Staff Writer 
At the suggestion of Texas 
Relays Director Cleburne 
Price, tennis has been added 
to this year's Relays. Texas 
A&M, the IJniversity oT 
Houston, Trinity and Texas 
will start the two-day event at 
10 a.m. Friday at Penick 
Courts. 
Each team will enter six 
singles and three doubles in a 
revolving three-division setup 
designed to make each team 
play an equal amount of 
CALL 476-6795 
BIG DADDY PIZZA 
DELIVERS (QUICK) 
14 YEARS EXPERIENCE TO 
SERVE YOU... 
HOT PIZZA AT YOUR DOOR 
BACARDI 
V ADULT 
\ PARTY GAMES 
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REUBEN'S ANNUAL 
EASTER SALE 
IS NOW ON! 
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THRU SAT. 
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I I 
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1344311 8311 RESURCH 
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Relay medals will be 
awarded for the first three 
places in each event The win­
ning team will receive a 
trophy and the winning coach 
will be awarded the Texas 
Relays waitch. 
The four teams competing 
ranked three, four, five and 
six in the state last year, and 
all figure to be among the top 
this year. 
The University of Houston, 
on the1>asis of its 6-i-victorws 
over both SMU and Texas, is 
running away from the field in 
the Southwest Conference-
Trinity has beaten Texas 
two out of three times this 
season but has lost to SMU 
and Houston, as have the 
Longhorns. 
Texas A&M is currently 
pushing Texas for No. Jin tbe 
SWC. 
Texas will play Dan Nelson, 
Stewart Keller, Gonzalo 
Nunez. Graham Whaling. Dan 
Byfield and Brad Nabers. Bill 
Fisher and Jim Bayless will 
play No. 5 doubles. 
of his flight by 40 yards in the final event, the^pj 
1,500 -:̂ wk 
"Yeah, I'm really satisfied," he said, '•r"* 
thought I did pretty well considering -r 
evoything. espedaUy my knee." 
A MYSTERIOUS knee injury bothered 
Bennett, who placed fourth in the 1972 Olym­
pics, especially in the high jump and pole 
vault where he didn't reach his usual stan­
dards, but not enough to prevent him from 
winning his second consecutive Relays 
decathlon championship. 
Bennett, competing unattached, amassed; 
7^789 points in the 10 events, with Chrisler 
I^ynthell of Bngham Young University plac­
ing second with 7,518. Texas' Greg Hackney ' 
finished the two-day affair in third place with 
a career high of 7,352 points, qualifying him 
for the NCAA championships. 
"My attitude was al lot better this year," 
Hackney said. "I wasn't worried as much, 
, and I tatted a lot with some shot putters and v 
bad a guy named Bob Workman help me mi 
my hun&es a lot — and it helped. ^ 
"I decided that you just have to get mad, 
get the adrenalin flowing," he said. "You do 
that and you're already there." 
Hackney improved upon most of his best 
AAU Swimming 
mares in each of the 10 events and 
Thursday's competition with the field's 
pole vault and ending the day with .4:56.1 
the 1,500 meter run. ^ 
"I worked on getting myself up," Hackney 
said. "I even went around kicking things to 
get myself up for it." 
LYNTHELL AND teammate Runald; 
Bachman, both natives of Swed«», were 1-2 
after Wednesday's first five events, but; 
Bennett started Thursday's competition with 
a 15.2 time in tbe 110-meter high hurdles, the 
third best time, and took the lead. 
Lynthelland Bobby Coffman of USC, the two 
strongest athletes in the competition, and 
Bachman outscored Bennett in the discus, but 
Bennett came back in tbe final three events 
and scored among the top mark in>each. 
' Bennett tied with Hackney and John Whit-, 
son of the Baton Rouge Track Club for the 
best pole vault and outdistanced Bachman in 
tbe javelin. Bennett easily won his heat in the 
1,500 meter, finishing with a 4:29.7, second to 
the '4:28.5 by Ted Heroman of LSU. 
While Bennett did his scoring in the final 
three events, Coffmann, Bachman and 
Lynthell folded. 
fJACHMAN RAN into difficulties in the 
pole vault and failed to get a point, missing on 
all three tries. 
' Coffman also went out early in the vault 
and finished 10th in the javelin. 
Lynthell didn't throw to expectations in the 
javelin, finishing eighth. 
of:-*; 
American Records FaII 
DALLAS <AP) - Sen­
sational Shirley Babashoff-
shattered her second 
American swimming record 
Thursday night in the National 
AAU Indoor Shortcourse 
championships, but tiny 15-
year-old Jenni Franks of 
Wilmington, Del., stole the 
show in a stunning individual 
medley upset 
Miss Franks cracked 
Australian Shane Gould's 
American record in the 
wonten's 400-yard individual 
medley with a time of 4:26-22 
minutes. The old standard es­
tablished in 1973 was 4:27.11. 
Miss Babasboff of Mission 
Viejo. Calif., who churnedto a 
500-yard freestyle American 
record Wednesday night set a 
new standard in the women's 
200-yard freestyle. She splash­
ed the distance in 1:48.79 to 
surpass- the old mark of 
1:50.02 by Kathy Heddy. ^ 
Santa Clara's A team es­
tablished a new American 
record of 3:54.24 in the 400-
yard medley relay as Kelly 
Powell brought the team 
home with a sizzling 51-6. 
cond anchor leg. The old 
record of 3:57:13 was held by 
Santa Clara and set in 1973 at 
Cincinnati. 
'Not to be outdone, Southern 
California's A team pulled off 
the same trick in the men's 
400-yard mei^r relay in a 
clocking of 3:20.87. Stanford 
had the old mark of 3:22.51. 
Miss Franks was in the fight 
of her life with Miss 
Babasboff in the exciting 400-
yard individual medley. The 
pert Miss Franks built up a 
, big early lead but had to hold 
off Miss Babashoff in tile 
freestyle leg of the event. 
• The gold medal was the first 
for Miss Franks, who was 
se- entering only her second AAU 
competition. She has been 
swimming just six years. 
The records were the 
seventh and eighth of the four-
day competition at Loos 
Natatorium. 
Kurt Krumpholtz of Santa 
Clara was the winner in the 
men's 200-yard freestyle in a 
nonrecord time of 1:39.47 
while Rick Colella of Seattle 
captured the gold medal in the 
men's 400-yard individual 
medley in 3:57.19. • 
: LAM'S YUM YUM 
Z CHINESE RESTAURANT 
• 3301 N. IH 35 477-1687 
f lantern Light Dining 
• World Known Cantonese Dishes 








Haircuts for people 
Mon.-Fri. 10a.m.-6p.m. 
409 W. 14th 476-4890 
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Apartments for Austin s NOW Generation 
1 
ALL BILLS PAID 
3 pools with water votteyball court 
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'T® Star-Studded'Texas Re" 
sm * ® ' ' j " j®?, •' c1. < fr#*/v . "JfF^ 
-^®.r«nW:iSNtt'Wrte ass* 
^"The 47th annual Texas 
'%eiays this weekend' in 
Memorial Stadium is ex­
pected to be a class track and 
Afield meet. 
• i The field of more than 2,400 
Slithletes from more than 230 . j 
Schools certainly will s^bstai^^j,- "WE'REV tiaay to run, 
iate those expectations. s&SEejias Track Coach Cleburne 
Price said Thursday. "The 
^Texas Relays presents 
greatest competition of the 
outdoor season as the Horns 
. try to defend their 1973 "triple 
crown" relays title. They won 
the triple crown of the relay 
; circuit last year by winning -
I lSpK . , . 
Shotputters A1 Feuerhach 
and George Woods will com­
pete against each other out­
doors for the first time this 
year. Feuerbach holds the 
world outdoor record with a 
put of 71-7 feet, while Woods 
owns the world indoor record the Texas Ksuisds Drsdkc 
Relays. .:>§|||(aiid theworld'saHtime best 
:: 
j. 
only question mark is 
Patton, who has spie 
lung congestion."^ '<* 
Patton, a 6-0, 
Tim 
; .;g Preliminary roundsjare set 
for 9 a.m. PHday, and the 
finals will begin at 1 p.m. 
aturday for the university-
> 'Icollege division. High school, 
%omen's and junior college junior from Hermosa Beach, 
,division finals will begin at Calif., has dominated the 
6:30 p.m. Friday. »f^three-mile run throughout 
For the Tqcas track team^ most of the outdoor season. 
has been bothered with 
CnfriAC •^congestion for a week or so. 
' "It's some sort of' wierd 
Facist allergy," Patton said. 
"They (doctors) have been 
giving me stuff for it, but it 
just doesn't seem to want to 
go away." 
Price believes the Horns 
are in pretty good shape for 
the relays. "We're ready to 
run as well or better than we 
were last year," Price said. 
"But then again, the competi­
tion is bigger and better than 
last year." 
BIGGER AND better is one 
way of sizing up the competi­
tion for this year's relays. 
Four world record holders, 
representing the Pacific Coast 
Track Club, will be at the 
relays competing in open 
division events. • 
•v Javelin — Petermann, Hackney L > 
y_ Discus — McGoldrick, LeOuc>j 
Oolegiewlci , ^ 
Long lump — Berry 
1 Shot put — LeDuc, Dolegiewlcz 
; f High lump — Tompkins, Bosch 
;• Pole vault — Shepherd, Hackney. 
120-yard high hurdles' — Robinson,' 
Lightfoot i 
100-yard dash — Nash, Spence . 
440-yard medium hurdles —. Colley, 
Primeaux 
Mile run — Maldonado 
Three-mile run — Patton 
Shuttle-hurdle relay — Hackney, 
Primeaux, Robinson, Lightfoot 
Sprint-medley relay — Spence, Robin­
son, Sturgal, Griffith , j ^ 
Two-mile relay — Gotdapp, John 
Craig, Griffith and runner to be named 
later 
Four-mile relay — Patton, Klonower, 
Paul Craig. Fischer 
440-yard relay — Smith, Robinson, 
Jackson, Spence : 
880-yard relay— Smith, Robinson, 
Jackson, Spence t 
Mile relay — Goss, Wright, Jackson, 
Sturgal 
throw) of 72-2% feet. 
Francie Larrieu, holder of 
three women's world records,. 
also will compete in the 
relays. Ms. Larrieu, represen-
_ ting both UCLA and the 
ite-pourilT' Pacific Coast Gub, set all 
three of her records indoors 
this season: the 1,500-meter 
run in 4:12.4, the two-mile run 
in 9:39,4 anil the mile run %. 
4:34;6;?f|i^ 
This will be the first year 
that women will run the mile 
in the Texas Relays, and Ms. 
Larrieu is the heavy favorite 
to win. 
Dwight Stones, high jump 
world record-holder at 7*6% 
feet, will compete in the open 
division high jump. Stones, 20, 
set the recotd in a U.S.-West 
Germany dual meet in Munich 
last year. "A flopper," Stones 
swears he'll reach his per­
sonal goal of 7-10V4 someday 
...but not at the Texas Relays. 
"I'M IN a rut right now try­
ing to get into shape," Stones 
said. "This is my second out­
door meet, and the second 
time you jump outdoors 
always is the roughest. 
"Last week, at Long Beach 
(Calif.) I jumped 7-0, won and 
1 i V  *  *  
liSP i 
- vauir Mm lllis^ dldn't 
' compete much over the 1973 
season because of injuries but 
' has already vaulted -17*7 this 
season. 
Vic Dias, another Beverly 
Hills Strider, has a 17-8 foot 
vault this season. 
Others entered in the open-
division pole vault who have 
cleared 17 feet are: Bob 
at 17 thifewliKfena,"Shet 
said. "So I'd like to clear 1(H5 
onmy first try.1f \"||i wk 
While 17 feet is th£ Weam'of 
most pole vaulters, Shepherd 
refuses to let that mark 
become a barrier "for him 
"I TRY not to think about 
that," Shepherd said. "I don't 
set a big goal like getting 17 or 
beating Isaksson and .Roberts 
'a I 
Richatds Jr., son of the If you do that, it's like 
former U.S. Olympian and idolizing them/' Shepherd 
world record holder; Casey said. "At a home meet like 
Carrigan, who vaulted 17-4% this, I'd rather win at a lower 
as a high school senior; height than finish fifth at a 
Roland Carter of the Texas .. teal" high one. 
Striders; Dave Roberts, 
Rice-ex who won the uniyersi-
wa§ fini and "he said. 
"This year, I started lifting 
weights with the big boys in 
the fall and put on about 15 
pounds. Now, I just do some 
light gymnastics and a lot of 
vaulting." 
BUT POLE vaulting isn't 
just a measure of strength, 
speed and jumping ability. 
There's more technique in­
volved in that event than in 
any other. 
"Right now,' I'm really 
working on my technique," 
Shepherd said. "Also, I'm 
forking on my grip 
ty division last year, and 
Larry Jesse of UT El-Pas?* 
gShepherd feels the 16-6||| Shepherd grips th^ 16-6 foot 
mark he'll have to clear to get pole at the 14-9 mark. On his 
a shot at 17 feet 
"mere formality." 
will be $ 
who vaulted 17-4 at the NCAA v; *'Films taken of me in past 
Indoor 
year 
Championships , this 
Pole vaulter David Shepherd 
Sport Shorts 
HOUSTON (UPI) - Rice 
University's champion discus 
thrower Ken Stadel, bothered 
by a nagging back ailment, an­
nounced Thursday he would 
not defend his title this year at 
the Tqtas ftelaxs 
Stadel, ot Quenemo, Kan., 
tossed the discus 209-9 last 
year to win the relays. He also 
was second in the NCAA meet 
in 1973 — and is a three-time 
Southwest Conference chamr 
pion. 
A Rice spokesman said the 
senior athlete is suffering 
from a back injury and has 
performed below par in recent 
weeks. 
Stadel is expeeted to be 
ready for the Kansas Relays 
at Lawrence, Kan., next 
week. 
• • • 
The University Ski Club 
defeated the Ft. Hood ski 
team in two special ski club 
slaloms held during spring 
break in Taos, N.M. 
In the men's competition, 
Texas freshman Dwight 
Ingram took first place, 
defeating Ft. Hood's Scott 
Barry by two seconds. Texas' 
Mark McAfee and Burke 
Armstrong finished third and 
_ fourth respectively. 
In the women's competi­
tion, Jennifer Staub, also a 
Texas freshman, placed first. 
DETROIT (AP) - Ray 
Scott, the man who stopped 
the revolving door of Detroit 
Pistons coaches, believed 
from the start he could turn 
the team's fortunes around. 
•44* tanM ra<4 aaitla Imi T17S 
ALBERT DAGAR'S 
SCHOOL OF SCUBA 
OFFERS YOU 
1. Certified P.A.D.I.:imtnictloh 
21 UtnHtd dam fv Individual 
ImtnKtlon 
3. All Imam induct* text, all 
•KCMtary •qulpm*nl, air, 
P.A.D.I, certification card, A all 
transportation la & from diva 
4. AM* to (apply DACOR oqulp-
mant at 30% balaw factory Ml 
far further information call aft«r 
5 p.m. 474^437 
A lot of people didn't believe 
him. They had seen too many 
coaches try and fail to make 
the Pistons a contending team 
in the National Basketball 
Association. 
But Thursday it was an­
nounced that Scott, a former 
No. 1 Detroit draft choice, had 
been named the NBA Coach of 
the Year. 
He received 3$ "votes of 51 
ballot cast by sports writers 
and broadcasters — three 
from each of the 17 NBA cities 
while runnerup Jack Ram­




w rant on daily or weekly 
bash sleeping bags, packs, 
tents, ( siovet 
BAG - $2/DAY 
PACK - $2/DAY 
TENT - $2/DAY 
STOVE - $1 /DAY 
wiMtnwss/whittwotor 
supply 
5440 Burnet Road 
452-4647 
quit there," Stones said. "The 
college kids Mil probably win 
their division with a higher 
jump than I  wil l  this  
weekend." 
The reason for that, Stones 
said, wasn't totally his fault. 
"Well, it's true that I'm out of 
shape right now, but I can't 
jump off this stuff you have 
here,"  he said of the 
Memorial Stadium AstroTurf. 
"It's downhill and is real fast. 
I just don't have the strength 
to handle it right now-." 
But Stbnes' won't have to 
: worry to& -much—about the 
AstroTurf since his competi­
tion isn't too strplngi ^ i 
THE CLASS idoesrt't stop 
there. Most evei^eyent in the • 
relays is loadied with class-
r - -—i  
athletes but no event is more 
chock full of class than the 
pole vault. 
. Seven pole vaulters entered 
in the relays this year have 17-
foot-plus vaults to their 
Credit. 
<Kjell Isaksson, representing 
the Beverly Hills Striders, 
returns to the relays, the 
scene of his world record 18-1 
A CLASS field like that 
might tend to frighten some 
aspiring collegians, but not 
Texas sophomore David 
Shepherd. 
^"Shepherd will break the 
school  record as a 
sophomore," Price predicted* 
The Texas record is 16-7, set 
by Bill Smalley last year. But 
Shepherd, a 6-2, 175-pounder 
from Houston Lamar, has 
vaulted 16 feet consistently 
this season and came close to 
clearing 16-9 at the Dallas In­
vitational tyvo weeks ago. His 
personal record i§.~l6-3, set at 
Dallias.. ,v 
, •' 'I'd at least like a good shot 
meets have shown that I could 
have cleared 17.  I 'm not ,  
scared of it," Shepherd Said. 
The reason for that is 
Shepherd's improved training 
program, "Last year, all I did 
hear miss at 16-9, Shepherd's 
push-off was about two feet. 
"If I get my grip up to 15-3^-C 
T i l  b e  a b l e  t o  v a u l t  1 7 , - 4 :  
said. 
And with the way Shgptierd 
has steadily improved over, 
the season, 17-3 is more thar|J_ 
"just a far-fetched dream. 





We're Not REDNECK I 
Barbers ! 
I 
# MEDICAL ARTS 
BARBERSHOP , 
2915 Red River 477-0691 j 
HAT 124 
vwlri'VVe. * r& 
SI*, bw mil.1 . 
VW SUPER BUG r t 1 HOC 
SIT'SI'DV*; • — " 1895 MAZDA RXttt uf v, f;:OCOC 
$»d. air radio 
TOYOTA CORONA ht . ' 
auto air radio 
vw THING ^ ̂ mnooc-
6000 itiilfs now tar warranty ^vP.vZTTS 
VW ' f  . n  ftC-
&Sni uo : •*-
ltd. atr radii 
0Nl2dr 
ltd. oir . . 
vwSQUAREMCK ^ OTAC 
1 (td. air radio,.1<Vj> Zi/D 
. VW SEDAN '•:% 
t ttd.nico .. .»!\ rV. 
IOZ.O SAAB S0NNETTII 
1968 like now 







'* John J. Monfrey Wine and Liquor Co. 
Oittributor of Pabst BtiMlUbboN and Andokor Boor Suprono . 
207 E, 4th - 472-4961 
@ Hi QUALITY SERVICEHi ® 
YOUR AUTHORIZED DOWNTOWN _  
OLKSWAGEN DEALER 476-9181 •  
CORNER bTH & LAMAR 
•, r'. x "**•<<^*? *.- y3-
OPENA BARBONE 
SAV1N3S ACCOUNT. 
if a|| yOU need this fall is a little room (with AC ^ " 
carpeting), maid service and aH the good home-cooked - • 
food you can eat, perhaps you should consider the 
Barrone. At $117.50 a month (installment rate) you> 
can't lose. 
And you can take all your left-over bread and 
. invest it in something worthwhile. Like yourself. ;; 
Or your chick. 
THE WORLD'S NUMBER ONE PLAYER IN THE 
WORLD'S MOST SPECTACULAR TENNIS ARENA 
and this time the WOMEN play, too. 
ILIE NASTASE 
NANCY filGHEY GUNTER 
ROSEMARY CASALS 
and another WCT player 




\ Playing for the w 
AUSTIN JUNIOR TENNIS BENEFIT 
Saturday April 20th 12 Noon 
"• v, - at 
- ftp The Lakeway World of Tennis 
 ̂ Sponsored by l 
Wettwood Country Club 
y The Courtyard 4  rt r  " _ -s VIP Reserved Seating 
i University of Texas Men's Tennis Team Complete mail order form 
University of Texas Women's Tennis Team below. Tickets also sold at 
— . . ' —»- thesate The Lakeway World of tennis 
Address 
City, state fczip 
Pleas* send me Please send e - ticket(s) for the AUSTIN JUNIOR TENNIS BENEFIT 
Enclosed Is my check or. iraney order for full amount of tickets desired In amount of 
$  ̂ ^ —  > •  ^  
STUOKNT TICK1TS AVAIlABlg AT UNIVERSITY CO-OP 
The Barrone. Two and a half blocks from campus 
Member FDIC 
2700 Nueces 472-7850 
\ 





General Admission w  ̂
r : Students _ V ' . 3.00 each 
"• 
:ML 
Fl-iday; April 12, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN Page 
'2;:% M jfe. 
ByLARRYSMITH 
Texan Staff Writer 
In downing Southwestern 
Louisiana, 9-3 and 24-8, in a 
Thursday doubleheader at 
Clark Field, the lefthanded 
hitters on the Texas baseball 
team taught the SWL pitching 
,VK\ 
come. 
SWL led Texas, 8-2, going 
into the bottom of the third in­
ning of the second game, 
which was shortened to seven 
innings because of a late start 
caused by early morning 
rains 
staff the original meaning of — The Horns scored two runs 
the word sinister, 
siuthwesfefh Louisurita in a 
doubleheader beginning at 1 
•J/,- p.m. Friday at Clark Field. 
>- , .Sinister is derived from the" 
Latin word for left or evil. 
£ < Following opening game 
y- home runs by all the lefthand-
^. ed batters in the Horns' 
lineup, Rick Burley, Blair 
Stouffer, Bobby Clark and 
? 5' Mickey Reichenbach, the 
. SWL pitchers must have been 
thinking evil thoughts about 
(t>4- people who bat from the 
"'His ' 'wrong'' side of the plate. But 
f <• for SWL, the worst Was yet to 
Statistics 
in the third and three in the 
fourth. Burley drove in two of 
the fourth inning runs with his 
second home run of the day. 
He had five runs batted.in in 
the second game and seven for 
the doubleheader. , -
Texas tied the game in thfe 
fifth on a single by Reichen­
bach, a double by catcher 
Doug Duncan and a run-
scoring sacrifice fly to center 
field by second. baseman 
dark ** 
Rightfielder Tom Ball then 
grounded out, but the next six 
batters reached base, with 
only three hits. Leftfielder-
catcher Ride Bradley, who 
was four*for-four in the night* 
cap, reached base when he 
yias hit by a pitch. 
The biggest blow in the fifth 
occurred when centerfielder 
David Reeves hit a grand 
slam over the left field wall. 
This made the score 14-8 and 
put the game out of reach. 
Texas  fcas  f a r  f rom 
through, the Horns came 
back in the sixth and scored 10 
•m: 
^DETROIT (AP) — Bob Lanier, who scored only four points 
before intermission, poured in 24 in the second half to lead the 
runs to give the team its 
highest single game run of the 
year. Every Texas batter 
scored during the game. 
"We jus t  r an  ou t  of  ;  
pitchers," SWL Coach Don 
Lockwood said. "Butyou have/ 
to say Texas is hot. You ex­
pect somebody tit pop up 
sooner or later and none of the 
Texas batters did." 
SWL plans to counter in. 
Friday's doubleheader, which 
begins at 1 p.m., with its two 
best pitchers, Carl Meche (7-
3, 1.92 ERA) and Danny 
Mclver (3-5, 2.30 ERA). 
' Texas Coach Cliff Gustafson 
has righthander Jim Gideon 
(13-0)  and Bur ley  , (8 rOX 
scheduled to start. ' 
!While SWL's pitching was 
poor in both games, Texas 
received two excellent perfor­
mances. ' 
In  the  f i r s t  game, -
sophomore  l e f thander  
Richard Wortham- gave up 







. Reeves, cf 
Duncan, c 
Clark, 2b_ 
Ball, rf,. ? 
. Totab •* 
» I M H M So 
Wortham, (W, 7-4) 7 3 3 2 4 8 
Floret *. 1 2/3 S„ 2 I 6 3 
Cavanaugh ' ^—2/3 ,3 0 3 1 1 
























Detroit Pistons to a 92-88 victory over the Chicago Bulls Thurs-, two-RBI triple. 












day and send the National Basketball Association playoff series 
to its seven-game limit. 
The triumph evened the series at three games each, with the 
teams to meet Saturday in Chicago to decide who will facethe 
Milwaukee Bucks for the Western Conference championsmp. 
Lamer, the 6-11 center from St. Bonaventure, scored 10 points 
in the third period and rattled the hoop for 14 in the final stanza • 
in almost a one-man fourttequarter^bfctzi;. that carried the 
Piston*. >-
Lanier fitted out with 1:06 remaining, while Chicago's Chet 
Walker sank a goal and got a free throw after the foul to pull the 




day," Wortham, whoisnow 7-
2. said. "My best, two games 
this year have been last 
week's game against Baylor 
and today's game. Maybe it's 
a sign of better things to come. 
The second game saw Fros­
ty Moore allow only two hits 
in  a  4% inn ings  re l i e f  
appearance. Texas starting 
pitcher Martin Flores, who 
was beginning his first game 
since injuring his' elbow, 
lasted only 1% innings. I{i that 










SAN DIEGO (UPI) - The 
Houston Astros, aided by Bob 
Watson's soio home-run arid 
two-run double, defeated San 
Diego 94 Thursday night to 
sweep their three-game set 
and deal the Padres their six-
th straight defeat. 
Righthander Tom Griffin 
started and went the tirst 
seven innings to post his first 
win of the season. 
In the Houston second, 11 
Astros went to bat as they 
back? 
No, you'd '^1 
make a lousy 
s, ceiling. 
You can pa int  in  any  posi t ion  
you choose on anybody who's  
wi l l ing  a t  the  Union AI  i -N  i  ghter  
Friday. April 19. mm 
Bring your  wel l -su i ted  bodiesf l j  
and we' i l  b r ing  the  pa int .  b rushH 
es.  b lack l ights .  and music .HjHj  
Act ion s tar ts  a t  10  p .m.  and a l l  
nave l  reserve  are  welcome.  
[Texas Union 
All-Ni&htci 
r iday  and Saturday 
p .m.  -  4  a .m.  
Apr i l  19  & 20  
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
D & M Volkswagen Repair 
BRAKfcb 
Rsplac* Brake Shoes on All-
4-Whaels. Turn Drums and 
Repack WHmI Bearings 
129.95 
Disc Brakes EXTRA 
ALIGNMENT 
Align Front End 
Balance Front Tires 
*12.50 
Align Rear" End 
Balance Rear Tires 
$ 12.50 
MAJOR ENGINE TUNE 
*18.00 
Parts and Labor 
. ; i WARRANTY 
6 months - 6000 miles Parts 
and Labor 
Type IV's end 1972 
Type li s extra 
Factory Train^dT Mechanics 
MASTERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD 
836-4480 
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
611-C West Powell Lane 
preached Jones for five hits, in­
cluding doubles by Milt May. 
Cesar Cedeno and Watson. 
£• Lee May walked to open the 
inning, and after Doug Rader 
fanned, Ollie Brown legged 
out a single toward third. Milt 
May doubled home Lee May 
and Brown scored on Griffin's 
bad-hop single to short. Larry; 
Milboume struck out -but 
Roger Metzger drew a walk to 
fill the bases. 
Cedeno then looped a two-
bagger ' into short right to 
drive in May and Griffin and 
hike the Houston lead to 4-0. 
Waison followed with his dou­
ble to chase in Metzger and 
^Cedeno with theJinal runs of 
the inning. 
• * * • 
ATLANTA (AP) - Hank 
Aaron drilled his 716th career 
home run in the seventh in­
king Thursday night, snapping 
a tie and helping the Atlanta 
Braves to a 6-4 triumph over 
VEGETABLE SEEDS 
AND 
FREE TOMATO PLANTS 
KITCHEN GARDEN 
913 N.LAMAR 
It was the first hit for Aaron 
since Monday night, when the 
40-year-old superstar slam­
med home run No. 715 to 
break the alltime record of 
Babe Ruth. 
"•  • 
NEW YORK (AP) - A ninth 
inning single by Jose Cruz and 
a  sac r i f i ce  f ly  by  T im 
' McCarver carried the St. 
Louis Cardinals to a 4-3 vic­
tory over the New York Mets 
and a sweep of their National 




MAY WE SUGGEST 
Miateus Rose 
Douro Fathers Rose 
Lichine Rose d'Anjou 
Paul Masson Cracklin' Rose 
Lancers Vin Rose 
Lagosta Rose 
Many More Specials 
Happy Easter, 
UQU°R T j  
SXORES I 














ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
Filet of Flounder , 
Golden Fried Chicken 









• JOEY'S • I 
RESTAURANT! 
mm14,18pn h 










SPECIAL ROUND-UP EDITION OF 
THE DAILY TEXAN 
I. 










36,500 circulation Massive 92% readership J 
To p/ace your ad in this edition 
2*f CALL «T / I -IOUJ TODAY 
ajid let one of our advertising representatives 
Jheip you plan your ad for this tremendous 







Get out from under it at McDonald's. 
i . V. Lwk 
2818 GUADALUPE 
5355 N. INTERREGIONAL 
303 E. OLTORF . . , 
7950 BURNET ROAD * 




1600LAVACA . 478-54231 
S353 BURNET RD. . . . 465-86891 
SPECIALS GOOD FRIDA YAND SATVRDA Y 
OPEN 10 A.M. 'Til 9 P.M. ^ 
VIRGIN BOURBON 107 pr. a qq 
Straight Bourbon Whiskey t7.,. ...5th H# •# Tr ! 
JIM BEAM 
86 Proof Straight Bourbon Whiskey 5th 
OLD TAYLOR 
86 Proof Straight Bourbon Whiskey 
SUNNYBROOK 
. to Proof Straight Bowrbon Whhkjy 
CANADIAN LORD CALVERT o oo 
»0froofCanadian WMtlwy 5th O • OO 
BOURBON SUPREME / 
86 Proof Straight Bourbon Whiskey 
BACARDI RUM 
•0 Proof Puerto tkon Rum 
GORDONS GIN 
.*0 Proof Ofcv....... 
JOHNNIE WALKER Red 
•6 Proof Scetdi WMsky v.......;.. 
HAIG v , 
M M Snlth Whbky 
HARVEYS 




•O Proof Vodka 
PALO VIEJO RUM 




86Proof TennessetWhiskey ............. 
LEGACYSCOTCH 
WfMliMiMMif ijji.i.iirti 
54 GAl. 8.99 
.Mr-1.59' 
CASE 4.19 











'A GAl. 6.99 
Yi GAL. 10.49 
Vi GAL. 8.99 
+•*4 III PEARL . " n« •onus 
J.AI5TAFF, : ^ { . > IB™ 
M A fk AM <1 > > J ** /f F 
•. P ABST 
ICAMI  
• --nmr 12 PAK 1.99 
M*S„PR!D6.,^: CASE'3.79 
S&Bv •life , Hi; r-
Vr 
\ \ t - . S mmmmmmmmmmmrn wmmmmmmmmmm wmmmm mmm m 
i 
m 
Pioneer SX-828P? JBL l-TOO Pioneer PL-12D 
tsr̂  
• """-ESsi ..Ji&fe-5- • '• 
es^1 
The 5X-l2loffers power ptrfor-
fliD PIOMEER 
lite ultimate in sound reproduction with 
the Pioneer QX-949, the finest quad 
receiver on the market. Features include 
built-in CD-4 demodulator and both SQ and 
RM decoders. Four JBL 1-26 speakers will 
fill the room with clarity and precision at 
any volume level with any speakers. 
The Pionear PL-SI completes this Am tyitim. 
Your Price Save 
1,595.00 1,186.00 410.00 











Doobie Bros. —What were o.nce vices... 5.98 3.79 
—The Oiptain and Me 5.98 3.79 
—Toulouse Street 5.98 3.79 
Seals qnd Crofts —Unborn Child 5.98 3.79 
7 »• ' " —Summer Breeze : / 5.98 3.79 
Allman Bros. Band —Brothers and Sisters 4.98 3.39 
:—Eat a Peach 6.98 4.98 
David Bowie —Pinups 4.98 3.39 
Jim Croce—(all albums) 5.98 3.39 
Emerson, Lake and Palmer —Brain Salad 4.98 3.39 
—Pictures in an Exhibition 4.98 3.39 
•—Tarkus .:- 4.98 3.39 
Grateful Dead —American Beauty 4.98 3.39 
—Wake oif the Flood 4.98 3.39 
—The Best of 5.98 3.79 
Hot Tuna—The Phosphorescent Rat 4.98 3.39 
—Burgers 5.98 3.79 
Loggins and Messina—Full Sail ' 5.98 3.79 
—Sittin In 5.98 3.79 
Commander Cody—Live from Texas 5.98 3.99 
Mike Oldfield—Tubular Bells 5 >8 3.79 
Bob Dylan—Planet Waves 5.98 3.79 
. Uripli Heep —Sweet Freedom 5.98 3.79 
' '' • —Demons & Wizards 5.98 3.79 
—The Magicians 5.98 3.79 
. Pink Floyd —Dark Side of the Moon v''-te; 5.98 3.79 
The Sound Gallery also features a selection of used 
albums and buys used albums in good condition 
from the public. Come by and check us out. 
fjThe Sound Gallery offers you peace of mind and guaranteed satisfac­
tion with your component purchase with these unique services. 
30 Day initial defect merchandise exchange, you never get stuck 
fvpjth defective equipment at the Sound Gallery. 
Warranty coverage extended to a full 3 year labor and 10 years 
parts on all system purchases. -/ , j| 
If you decide to move up to high end equipment (SAE, Klipsch, 
Audico, Toshiba - photoelectric), the value of your initial system 
purchase from the Sound Gallery is applied in full to the high end„ 
equipment purchase. There is no time limit'on this service. • 
High end systems have warranty coverage extended to a full 5 
years labor and 15 years parts. 
The Sound Gallery provides factory authorized service "for alf 
merchandise sold at the Sound Gallery. Non-warranty repairs for 
most major brands is also performed by our service department. 
Service is done quickly,- at reasonable prices and carries a full 90 
day guarantee. 
;*lt7he Sound Gallery also offers a complete line of services for the professionalL 
musician. Among these are: ' . • , 
Custom made'Public Address systems for Band and commercial use featuring 
professional quality Audico components known for their durability, high power 
handling capacity and high efficiency. -
Professional loan out service*We are distributors for many^professional lines 
Including studio microphones, studio tape equipment, microphone stands, ^ 
tables and accessories. • 
Guitar, Bass and musical instrument speaker cabinets for electronic amplification 
tion of any instrument. . •, • ;?||| 
Spund system design, sales and installations for nightclubs, auditoriums, out- . 
door applications and any professional or institutional needs. 
Raw speakers sales with a selection of components, cabinet designs, crossover ^ 
networks from Audico and many other fine manufacturers. . rs| 
So, whatever your needs for profession or home, check out the Sound OaNeryJi! 
Chances are we either have or can get anything you wont... AND FOR LESS 
morne and unparalleled vtrsatill-
ty. Featuring a fuH'54 watts per 
channel RMS continuous power 
with advanced design direct 
coupled circuitry, plus superb 
tuner specifications ftlie 17 uv 
sensitivity and a capture ratio el 
U db. One of the finest products 
to have ever came out of Japan. 
Retail 
,150.00 
version of .WWu, 
JBL 4110 stadia control monitor. 
High efficiency phis high powet 
hcindling capacity and a lifetima 
guarantee. The system features a 
high compliance 12" woofer with 
alnko magnet and 4" midrange 
and 1" direct radiator tweeter. 
Make the sound of the studio the 




table on the market. Hinged dust ••'J 
cavtr and walnut base aretach»d-
ed. I*H drive insures long Ufa and 
lew rumble. AnH-skaHng compen  ̂
sation and anti-thrust mean ac f̂ 
curate low mass tracking^ifi 
Pioneer, whan **«nt-'̂  
: something better. 
Save 
mm 
w THE MIDDLE OF THE WEEK 
Toshiba SA-400 Pioneer R-500 Dual 1214 
Li 
The definitive low prka receiver 
en the market featuring a lull IS 
watts RMS per channel. Direct 
coupled circuitry allows law dis­
tortion in the lower bapdwidrtis. 
Tuner specifications are excellent 
at 2.0 uv sensitivity and 2.0 cap­
ture ratio. Suparb performance 
for the money and batter than 
many at twice the price. 
to WH mi tmMl H eft* 4 HcK sew mmi 
I  A M  ̂ '  
Traditional (tool rekebiRtyaitd perf«p 
monce art years with the 1214. Stick­
ing er single play tapebillty are 
featured as is luge byitetisis meter 
fer a long life ef tamih reterd play­
ing. Sensitive tene arm ellews lew 
tracking with. high quality phono 

















The SX-525 shews that quality it still 
obtainable at budg.t prices. Tin SX-
525 is a sensitive versatile unit that 
features 72 watts IHF power and 
(lawless tuner specifications as well. 
Complete facilities for tape decks, 
phono and auxiliary inputs art of 
course provided. Moreover, the SX-
525 is Pioneer built and Pioneer 
guaranteed and in stereo that says , 
just about everything. 
Retail 
470.00 
A fine low cost speaker wifh 
woofer and J'V" direct radiating 
tweeter. Total Energy Response in­
sures the best musical balance for 
your listening area; Trademarked 
Htxair suspension aids greater clarity . 
and rtalisin. Balance control allows 
the adjustment of high end response 
to suit your taste. 
Your Price 
70.00 
The 42M/S changer'will hondle year 
records with ease whether playing 
one at a time er Stacking. Hysteresis 
synchronous motor means e long 
trouble-free Me for year changer. . 
Damped seeing allows yea to play 
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SPECIALS OF THE WEEK 
a ' r b 
Retail Your price 
-Vo'- % 
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- ;v siJsfa 
Save 
Pioneer SE1-40Headphones 
Pioneer SE-505 Headphone 
Pioneer KP-400«-tra«k/fM 
; Toshiba S A-400 receiver -
Toshiba SBr404quad amp ,y" 
Pioneer KP-333cassette deck, J 
Toshiba SB-504qaod receiver 
Jeitsen tit car speakers 
Pioneer Project 802 way speaker 
Pioneer SE-20A Headphone 
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Also Op«n Sunday For Browsing J 
SOUND 
GALLERY WILL NEVER LOSE 
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the 200,000-member United 
Mine Workers union for near­
ly a decade, was convicted of 
three counts of first degree 
murder Thursday on charges 
he "set in motion the 1969 
Yablonski slayings. 
A jury of nine men and three 
women found that Boyle 
ordered the assassination of 
union archrival Joseph A. 
"Jock" Yablonski in June,' 
19®), and authorized a secret 
UMW fund of $20,000 to pay 
hired killers. 
Yablonski, 'his' wife and 
daughter were shot to death 
Dec., 31 at their home in 
Clarksville; Pa., three weeks 
after Yablonski failed to un­
seat Boyle in a union presiden­
tial election. 
, Boyle, 72, who was later 
election, was the ninth defen­
dant in the four-year-old case. 
-.Three other persons pleaded 
guilty to murder and four 
others, including two high un­
ion officials, were convicted 
of first degree murder. , 
UMW District 19 President 
William Turnblazer, who 
pleaded guilty to federal con-
.. spiracy charges in the ease, 
testified for the prosecution 
, that Boyle ordered Yablonski 
killed during a meeting on 
June 23, 1969, at the union's 
Washington, D.C. head­
quarters v. -
The jury deliberated only 
four hours and 25 minutes 
befote delivering the verdict 
at 6:25 p.m. Boyle faces 
automatic life sentences on all 
three counts under Penn-





. •  • « .  ,  ^  ,  
It's Happy Time! 
It's Easter. It's Spring! What better time to have 
a party. Make that happy time even more enjoy­
able with a Hallmark party set. From cute and 
colorful Easterrabbits and chicks to a more gen­
eral springtime decor, we have a convenient 
party set that's right for any party. 




sylVartla law. " ~ ~ 
Defense attorney Charles 
Moses, in a heated voice, 
demanded a 30-day extension 
to file briefs for a new trial, 
but Judge FranlfCatania rul­
ed he would be given the 
customary seven days, to file 
the documents. 
Boyle, recuperating from a. 
drug overdose taken last 
September shortly after he 
was indicted on federal 
charges in' the case, sat 
passively while the jury was 
polled: He frowned slightly 
when the jurors were dismiss­
ed, stood and waved sadly to 
his wife EthelV 73, and 
daughter, Mrs. Antoinette 
Engebregon, sitting behind 
- him. 
Mrs. Boyle laid her head on 
the bannister separating her 
from her husband and 
whispered, "Oh, no," when 
the verdict was announced. 
Mrs. Engrebregon whispered 
"1*11 see you" to her father 
before he was taken from the 
room in a wheelchair. 
Kenneth Yablonski, elder 
son of the late union leader, 
hugged special prosecutor 
Richard Sprague in the cour­
troom and said, "You can't 
know how I thank you." 
, Sprague, who directed the 
investigation and prosecution 
from Its beginning, said the 
result showed how "effective 
law enforcement can get to 
people at the top." 
"Mr. Boylewas the initiator 
of this crime and he was the 
beginning, and we've gone 
from the end and traced it 
back to the beginning and an 
American jury decided." 
Sprague said he would now 
proceed to the deferred cases 
of the four confessed defen­
dants, all of whom provided ; 
prosecution testimony at 
some time during the series of 
trials, e -."-v-f- -an ! 
-a *.VW" w 
During the prosecution** 
six-day case, Sprague tried to 
prove Boyle's complicity by 
showing the jury a series of 
checks authorized by him to a 
UMW District 19 organizing 
committee. Several com­
mitteemen, including con-' 
victed murderer William 
Prater, testified the money 
was kicked back to Prater and 
Albert Pass, another district 
official also convicted in the 
case. 
Prater confessed following 
his trial and testified at the 
Pass and Boyle trials that he 
channeled the money to a 
group of hired killers. He said 
he was told by Pass that Boyle 
had ordered the killings. 
For Campaign 
3WASHINGTON (AP)- The Senate Thurs- tax revenues to finance election campaigns^ 
day passed a far-reaching campaign reform arguing this would be a raid on the Trteasury 
bill with the avowed aim of eliminating big-®^ and siphon off funds from pressiogj^onal 
m o n e y  i n f l u e n c e  i n  p o l i t i c s .  .  n e e d s .  • '  -  ; f  -  ^ \ r - .  $ > / *  
It provides for the use of tax funds in finanv>f Similar arguments were made against 
cing general and primary campaigns for«#?' public financing by Senate opponents, led by.. 
federal offices. , /'I, 
ALSO FOR the first time it puts a ceiling on' ;; 
campaign contributions and limits the totalis 
expenditures of presidential and con-i^v 
gressiopal candidates. ^ 
Another key section established'a bipdr-\ 
tisan Federal Elections Commission em-
p o w e r e d  t o  b r i n g  c i v i l  a n d  c r i m i n a l ,  
prosecutions, independently of the Justice 
Department, for violations of campaign 
financing!?® > 
Passage 'of the bill, 53-32, after a debate 
that began March 26, climaxed a battle in ; ' 
which the Senate's antifilibuster rule was in-, r 
voked by a one-vote margin. 
Sen. James B. Allen, D-Ala., who said tax^-f 
payers should not be forced to help .gay foi 
the campaigns of candidates they oppose. . 
_ Sen. Edward M, Kennedy, D-Mass,, a chief 
advocate of public financing, said that "at a 
single stroke we can drive the moneylenders 
outxof the temple of politics." sa. v 
W UNDER THE bill major party candidates 







38th and Speedway 
is having a sale f 
All plants, pottery, 
and hanging baskets 
10% 
Friday & Saturday 11:00 to 7:00 
Senator Details 
Use of Virgin 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. 
Richard S. Schweiker has 
protested the use of U.S. 
foreign aid funds to circulate 
in . Panama a birth control' 
comic book picturing the 
Virgin Mary on the cover. 
It bears a caption, 'Little 
Virgin, you who. conceived . 
without sinning, help me to sin : 
Without conceiving," the 
Pennsylvania Republican said 
Wednesday. 
provisions for public financing of campaigns,--
but all moves to. remove this part of the bill ~ 
were rejected. 
Much of the impetus for passage of the bill, 
which now goes to the House, came from the 
Watergate affair and related scandals of the 
1972 election. y 
< However, the legislation is expected to • -
have rough going in the House where opposi­
tion to public financing of congressional 
races and primary campaigns is regarded as 
stronger than in the Senate. 
EVEN IF the bill should be accepted by the • 
House, it is threatened with a presidential 
veto. 
President Nixon has opposed using federal 
Minor party s8fr "li^peridfent' Simididatet' 
would be entitled to payments in proportion 
to their popular vote, either on the basis of 
their showing in the last election or through 
reimbursement after an election.' * 
l-"-S A candidate could rely entirely on private 
contributions or he could finance his cam­
paign with, a mixture of private and public? 
funds. ' 1 
• A PRESIDENTIAL candidate would have 
to raise $250,000 in contributions of $250 or 
less, including $5,000 from each of 20 states, 
to be eligible for federal matching grants to 
finance his quest for the nomination: " 
. The bill would limit presidential candidates 
to over-all expenditures of about $17 million 
in their general election campaigns. 
- This compares to about $55 million spent on 
President Nixon's re-election .campaign in 
1972 and upwards of $25 million spent by Sen. 




Infoffliation on Dtnwnd 
1906 Pearl • Suit* 201 
476-9292 
Austin', Texas 78705 
M-F 11-6 • Sat. 12-3 
WE WILL ANSWER ANY 
QUESTION FOR ANYONE 
• ANY SUBJECT, LENGTH, LEVEL 
OR AREA 
• THOUSANDS ON FILE AT 
2.SO PER PAGE 
• 3-DAY DELIVERY 
• STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
VMMWIMUWWVIAAMWWWIWMAMMMVVWi ' 
Lack of Pollu tion 
r 
DALLAS (AP) - Several 
witnesses Thursday criticized 
lack of Texas Air Control 
Board (TACB) data being 
used to determine which 
areas of the state may exceed 
federal pollution standards. 
The U.S. Environmental. 
Protection Agency (EPA) has 
ordered the states to 
designate areas which have 
the potential for exceeding 
national air standards Within 
the next 10 years. 
Meg Titus, director of the 
Air-Water Quality Board for 
HEY, WHY DID THE STUDENT 
the League of Women Voters 
of Texas; Pearl Wiiidcorn, 
chairman of the Environmen­
tal Control Board of the 
Dallas chapter of the League 
of Women Voters; and Nancy 
Johnson, president of the Air 
Quality Council of North Cen­
tral Texas, said they had been 
supplied insufficient material 
by the NACB to evaluate What 
the state agency is doing. 
Following public hearings 
that ended Thursday, the 
TACB said it will draw up a 
final list of areas which -may 
•..f. \ 
The street's Guadalupe and the answer's simple: because he was looking for a place to 
live this summer and had heard some good things about the Castilian but wanted to see 
it for himself. 
So away he went. 
When he arrived he found a total environment featuring an indoor swimming pool, a 
game room (with billiards, foosball, ping pong, pinball etc.), sauna baths, a mini-gym, 
covered parking (at jio cost during the summer), a typing room with IBM electrics, maid 
service, a reference library and more. ' > 
He also liked the idea of getting all the good, home-cooked food he could eat 
sirloin tips, roast beef, chef salads, breaded veal, shrimp, and beef stroganoff 
that are becoming too expensive to buy except in large quantities. 
And he liked our price (which isn't really hard to believe). 
Compared to the costs of living in an apartment, it's chicken feed. 
So visit us before you make your decision. Just cross the 
street, and hop an elevator to the 
11th floor. 
Castilian 









Quick, Reliable Service 
Hit 
Data 
. exceed federal guidelines and 
will present the list to the 
' EPA. * 
The TACB report said it 
found no cities that would ex­
ceed federal standards for 
nitrogen dioxide, carbon 
monoxide or photochemical 
oxidants. 
On the other hand, the 
report said Beaumont, Corpus 
Christi, Dallas, Fort Worth, 
Galveston and Houston have 
been designated areas where 
particulate matter may ex­
ceed EPA guidelines over the 
next 10 years. 
The TACB noted that 
Brownsville, El Paso, Laredo, 
Lubbock, Odessa and Sail An-' 
tonio were not included in the 
list of cities likely to exceed 
particulate limits. 
Mrs. Johnson criticized the 
TACB because "no positive 
action has been taken at the 
state level to promote mass 
transit. We must have a 
program to cut automobile 
miles by 15 percent and we 
must press for legislation for 
mass transit funds," she said. 
She said the entire North 
Central Texas region will .ex­
ceed federal standards by 1985 
unless "strong control 
measures are taken. We need 
regional authority to deal with 
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Sunday, April 14 
11:00 A.M. 
22nd and Guadalupe 
iV .-/> 
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ic intentions, buthesaid .. WASHINGTON <UPI) 
, Atty- Gen. William B. Saxbe Jaworski during previous 
disclosed Thursday he had weeks had sought clearance to 
assured special Watergate look into the tax returns of in-
Prosecutor Leon Jaworskl dividual Watergate defen-
that he has authority to dants without seeking any 
prosecute tax cases, including - clarification of his authority. 
fcPffgag. •* Saxbe said he bad given 
. . .  .  .  '  J a w o r s k i  t h e  l e g a l l y  r e q u i r e d  
Saxbe told reporters clearance to obtain returns-of 
Jaworski asked for clariflca- "12 or 15" individual 
tion of his authority in a letter Watergate defendants. Saxbe 
which he initialed and return* suggested that the purpose 
ed last week, assuring the was to obtain "corroborative" 
special prosecutor that his evidence against the in-
authority extended to prosecu- dividuals, as d'^Mngnigh^ 
4ion of tax cases. , - from a tax prosecution. 
Saxbe was asked> if that Saxbe said he also received 
meant — h: 
Israel's prime minister explains resignation. 
Meir Steps Down 
ising Discontent Cited as Rationale "'V. "&3S8 -. . u 
aJtER^£.t|LEM (VP,) ^^'WerW'OK legislatai. ^.emmenl. 
L"r came to ^ conclusion Under Israeli law, Mrs; 
of national discontent with her that perhaps the public should Meir's resignation 
Prime be given the opportunity to automatically means the^nd 
SmS -f reassess its political wishes." of her government's mandate, 
/ 1 Hinting she wanted new but it does not require new 
and turned her five-week old elections soon, Mrs. Meir elections for the 120-seat 
cabinet into a caretaker said, "It would be best that Knesset unless the president 
g0^e<*. . the opportunity be given to the dissolves the body. 
, tjesiaent Ephraim Katzir public and its representatives The latest cabinet crisis 
said he has begun looking for a to examine and decide once was triggered by growing 
-u5^sSj[*. i. - -moreabouttheestablisJMpent demands for the resignation 
Mrs. Meirtold the Knesset of a solidly baaing' of Defense Minister Moshe 
Jp^3i?men']L ® will remain government." £ J Dayan. Dayan had been under 
in office until a replacement Menahem Begin,^vgadegyol pressure since last week, 
'1 the meantime, the right-wing opposition when an official government 
she said, she would not relax Likud bloc, said another inquiry blamed top military 
the military alert against national ballot, Israel's se- officers for Israel's lack of 
possible renewed Arab at- < cond since Dec. 31, should be readiness for the October 
tacks on Israel, but she also held within 10 weeks. Begin War. 
vowed to continue the pursuit said Wednesday he would try The commission cleared 
• if ,dip")rnatic settlement to form an interim govern- Dayan, but his adversaries 
with the Arabs. ment anyway from elements said he bore primary 
Before issuing her formal outside Mrs. Meir's outgoing ministerial responsibility, 
resignation statement, Mrs. ' —— 
Meir warned Lebanon that 
Israel held it responsible for 
an Arab guerrilla attack, 
launched from Lebanese 
territory, that killed 18 
Israelis in the northern border 
town of Kiryat Shemona. 
"I came to the conclusion 
that in the public bodies of 
Israel and in parts of other' 
bodies, public unrest exists 
which should riot be ignored," 
the 75-year-old grandmother 
The largest Selection of 
RECORDERS 
, n;, in Texas J)'-




Four student* can save by sharing. 
1 BR—IB, from -1, 
$61.25 each 
unfurnished ALL BILLS PAID 
• 1,2,4 bedrooms, 1 or 2 baths • (comakers, large decks 
• Pootewtth water volleyball •Parking a laundry 
• Clubhouse with wet tar, ,. • Second stop en shuttlebus| 
fireplace route 
: 444-4485 1221 Algarlta 
from IH-35, take Ottorf exit to Algarlta, tumright one block. 









UT STUDENT CONFERENCE 
ON LATIN AMERICA 
Conference Schedule 
Friday, 12 April 1974, Main Auditorium, Joe C. 
Thompson Conference Center 
9:30 am. THOMAS C. MANN, FORMER ASS'T 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INTER-
AMERICAN AFFAIRS. "DEMOCRATIC 
THOUGHT: THE LATIN AMERICAN 
CASE" 
10:45 11:15 A Lucas, Multinational Corporations and Imperialism in 
Latin America r J t} '1; '  t '  K u I , *• V f ̂  * iv -, 
11:15 - 11:45 E. Wyatt, Peru, Post-1968: Towards State-Directed 
• Capitalism -, '  v/-*/. ' • 
1:00 • 1:30 M. Ortiz, Pqnama-U.S. Relations: New Treaty on the 
Canal , 
1:30 ,• 2:00 J. McDowell, The Cristero Rebellion of Mexico - A 
Sociological Approach 
2:00 - 2:30 T. Wheeler, Military Civfc Iction in latin America 
2:30 • 3:00 V. Castro, Imperialism and Ideological Penetration ',r through the Mass Media Km < iP)$ 
3:15 - 3:45 K. Winkler, U.S.-Brazilian Relations 1961-1964; A Clash of 
„ /J-:- ii'ss-'*/-.̂ Interests 
3:45 - 4:15 D. Davies, Cuban Economic Dependence: I 
ysm;- ' J' il ii'iitfiim'tfi I'liiwiiin'i' • 
,WRM W ̂ ^>tPost and the Soviet Union in the Present?" 
4:15 -̂ :45 R. Vil&mftar, Agraridn Industrial Colonfalilfr. Atpiiti of 
r;, Hie U.S. Influence in Colombia 
• p.nu HACKETT MEMORIAL LECTURE 
JULIO COTLER, PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AT THE COLEGIO DE 
MEXICO, FORMER EDITOR OF SOC/fDAO y POLITIC A (LIMA, 
PERU) FORCED INTO EXILE BY THE PIRUVIAN GOVERNMENT. 
"POLITICAL PROSPECTS IN THE LATIN AMERICAN FUTURE" 
£ fv .  
iypothetically — 
that Jaworski hasauthority to 
investigate the preparation of 
the Nixon claim of a deduction 
of $576,000 for his vice-
presidential papers he 
donated to the government. 
"I think that is basically 
what he asked,". Saxbe said. 
Saxbe said' he assured 
a Jaworski request for 
clearance to obtain tax 
returns of Frank DeMarco, 
the California lawyer who has 
admitted he back-dated the 
deed for the vice-presidential 
papers to meet the expiration 




Marlifriao>« With Gain 
NEW YORK (AP) - The stock 
market closed a holiday-shortened 
week with a Arab and indecisive show­
ing Thajsda^fv 
" ^riccjs :stayed close to even:, 
throughout the session, andv trading 
remained light. 
,v,C> " ~ 
At the close the Dow Jones average 
of 30 industrials was up 1.10 to 044.8}. 
^ssiitss' 
caâ Sst 
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)f— 
J m 
Committee. 
The condorij#\ilation nas aropi 
from 60 to 50 at last count, the "super 
vultures," on the government's 
protected listr live in the Sespe 
wildlife area in the Los Padres 
National Forest: 
Wilhur, a researcher, said the coiP 
dors' urge to breed is fa<^^ " 
$ 
Padre Party Bl 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND CUP|| -. 
Law officers Thursday arrested 11 
young men and women on 'disorderly 
conduct or drug charges and prepared 
for numerous more arrests at the site 
The Presfdent has since 
Jaworski that the "charter" denounced the deduction and 
under which his office' was set is expected to borrow money 
to pay the back tax. The deci#*3 
sion was made last week afteii 
a joint House-Senate co: 
mittee staff inquiry concluded 
that the deduction was im' 
proper. • 
ff population of the nearly extinct j^of the annual South Padre Taiond 
California condor is dwindlingEaster surfing bash. 
because the, birds are Josing an uWe'U just have to cope with them 
,terest » go along/* said Peace Justice 
m * ' '  -r  -V #,Bud Emmons.  WS^M • '  
? ,The reproduction rate iS;'^:  "We may notle  al le  to stop them 
decreasing,*' Sanford Wilbur of the>^from smoking marijuana but we'll 
U.S. Bureau of Sports Fisheries and ̂  break them of theJhabit as times eoes 
Wildlife told the Condor Advisory along.fe 'J -i- ,*•*? 
up- to investigate and 
prosecute Watergate crimes. 
was broad enough to extend to 
tax matters. 
Saxbe emphasised he does 
not know of Jaworski's 
*** A** * 
ITARTS FRIDAY 
A SECOND ANNIVERSARY SALEsl 
10-50% OFF HOUSE PLANTS, ? <-.w 
HANGING BASKETS, UNUSUAL > 
"4|; 
!•& 
CACTI ANP BROMELIADS 
Aprfln-J' , . v10 A.M. - 6 P.M. 
THE JUNGLE STORE 
29th Street Nursery 
•v» •W« n«tJI to bring to Umdi again fh« $acr«d trM «f ltf«. 
SPECIALS 
Tomato ind Pappor SMdllngs 10* 




Enjoy s Free iecture 
Christian Science 
>/% 1 
' V  ̂
 ̂" i- -s ' 
'GROW WE-MUST 
by 
Harvey Wood, C.S.Bl 
xriM i fziiT TONIGHT^^irf: 
.... 7:30 
| Room 4.102 RLM 
•<*Sponsored by Christian Science College Organization 
A A A  A  A A kkkAA * * * * * * * *  
f-Kf * 
9 
When you think of summer, you 
usually think of sun, sand and surf. 
It's only natural. 
However, if you're planning to attend 
summer school perhaps you should 
alter your thinking a little and consider 
us... we're the sun, sand and surf of 
off-campus housing environments. 
But it's also only natural. 
We have covered parking, reasonable 
prices, home-cooked meals, maid 
service, an informal environment, 
a swimming pool with sundeck and/"""*1"^ 
more. Plus, we're within walking dis-1 
tance of campus, just two and a half -
blocks to be exact. 
So visit us before5 you make your 
decision. Experience our experience 
Because after you do, we know you'll 
want to stay with us this summer. 
And in the Fall. And Spring. 
Contessa & Contessa West . v. your 





Austin, Texas 78705 
(512) 477-9766 
2707 Rio Grande 
Austin, Texas 78705 
(512) 476-4648 
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xWe meetpor beat any stereo price.' 
_.. M00.000 INVENTORY 
MQhCIEARANCE' SALE,, 





j5te *̂v. " 
SBSji-'.V. " > ' -4u - • • • 'a .L 
brand equipment consisting of filar 
' :r P/oneer/ion Sonsuh-AkaijDual.M 
many more, 
SA NSUI-BSR-AMPEX '•SET 
. T? 
SANSUI 210: 
• 10 Watts per eHannel 
• Loudness control 
• Walnut casing 
• Ust; $159.95 
LIST: $395.75 
BSR-260: 
'* Dust caver 
• Cartridge 
• Cueing 
• Ust: $76.80 
lAMPEX 710: 
•8" Woofer 
• 3" TwMttr 
• Ust $79.95 
i?5 
comp 
112" BLACK & WHITE 
TV 
I* HHechi P0-21 
1* Sofid Stats 






I* BSR 710X 
l» Wilwt vinyl base 
1* Dest cover 
• Shan M91I 
!• list $205.95 
195 
I0BLANK CASSETTE 
• Ampex COO CRO-2 
• Chramieni dioxide $1 99 
• 90 •fcwtas |:;'-





I* 10 Watts 
I* Ust $119.95 *69" 
STEREO SPEAKERS 
• KIH 31 
• i" W( 
• 3" Tweeter 
• Ust $94.95 pr. 
HOME T-TRACK DECK 
t 
• Sftrw «r 
• aese-oet 
Prin 
• Ust $99.95 
SCOTCH ft HIGH OUTPUT 10W 
NOISE BLANK teTMCK TAPE 
£*Xex 
• Good fsr aay nunhr 




• fits aay car 
• 5 Watts 




• 54 Watto 
• Walnut Case 
• Loudness Control 
• Ust: $199.95 
BSR-260A* 
• Plastic bat* 
• Oust cover 
• ADC Cartridge 
• Cuoing 
• Ust $76.80 
• AMPEX 710 
• 8" Woofer 
t* 3" Twootor '" 
.• Orillod Front 
• Ampex smooth 
sound 
• Ust: $79.95 ea. 
UST: $436.55 
STEREO SPEAKERS 
• Ampex 710 
• B" Woofer 
• 3" Tweeter 
• Grilled treat 
• Ust $79.95 
• 5 Yeor Warn 
195 
HOME 8-TRACK DECK 
• Hogs iate any system 
• tomes with all 
potdi cords 
• U»t $49.95 
198 
BLANK REEL TO REEL 
• 1100' polyester 
• dose-eat price 
• Ust $3.91 
CALCULATOR 





• AC mi DC 
• Ust $49.95 
150 
STEREO SPEAKERS 
• Ampex 1210 
• ir Weefer 
• 5" MMiwge 
• r Tweeter 
• Grided froat 
• Ust $129.95 
195 
FRIDAY 
10 - 7® 
, ' „ "l>k' 
SATURDAY 
10 
SANSUI-BSR-AMPEX Component System 
SANSUI 661 v 
• 100 Watts. 
• Walnut case' 
• Main. & remote 
Speaker " 
• Loudness 1 
control 
• Hiqh filter i-
• Ust: $329.95 
USt: $766.65 
F STEREO SPRHP 
• ICI-1253 5 
• ir* Weefer ; 
• 5"MMnmge 
• 3" TwMTtr 
• Aceustk grill 
• Ust $149.95 eo. 
• Exclusive 5 year warranty 
A >, r i j. 
BSR 510X 
• Plastic base 
• Dust cover 
• ADC cartridge 
•Hydraulic , 
cueing 




• 3" Tweeter 
• Arripex smooth 
it>wnd ~ — 
• Ust: $129.95 ea. 
95 
195 
19" COLOR PORTABLE TV 





A X  
j - r - v 
19" dh). awes, lastwrt pktara owl swnhL 
AfC swiUb x̂cWsiv* APS-Plas**. 
Moawy (lee timing. Deteat VHf ami UHF 
Iwwrs. Wriait |wlw< Mn«' w*ad 
cakiaet WHH canying haeA*. CATV cm-
BKtia| jack. 
• 5 ysar warranty aa ail traasistors 
• I yaars MI pktwr* tube 
• 1 yaer tabf pmnlw 
MARANTZ SD-5 
STEREO HEADPHONE!; 
• Jay SH-01 
• Beilget Km 
• Ust $9Jt 
$3>8 
ihmUi 
RECEIVERS - CLOSE-OUT PRICES 
[ 1. Haneae Kerdea 50 plas. I res per chaaeal 
qeetL Ust $209.95. 
$100,000 leveatery Cleerance Sale Price 
2. Harmed Kerfce 75-plas. 10 nas par dieaee) 
Ust $499.95. ' 
i $100,000 layaetery Cleeraece Sale Price 
1 Hartaea Kenlaa 100 plas. 24 nasi* 
I per cheeesl Ust $599,95. 








SPEAKERS — CLOSE-OUT PRICES 
11. AR «. 2 way "Mew" freai Aft. Ust $119.00 ee. SOt9S 
I $100,000 lavaatery Ckeraace Sale Price n/ 
Yl AR 7.2 wey saw! tpialiir„|}| sea«4"»"...." - t. 
I Ust $49.00 ae. 
pW-Wla*aateiydaereeceSelePrice ..... .. 
II AR 3A Tap ef the Uea AR 3 wey speeker, 
I Ust $2t5.M ae. 
I $100,000 fawaatery daaraace Sele Price "f;7 •  • • • • ,  •  e  •  •  »  *199" 
RECORD CHANGERS 
1. BSR-240. lase, Ant cever, Shara CertrMge. 
Ust $74 JO. 
$100,000 Inventory Oieraaca Sele Price ......... 
2. BSR-310AXE. Oese, Jest cever. 
Ust $M.00. 
$100,000 hweetery Cliareeu Sele Price 
3.8SR 510*. Base, dnt cover, ADC 
CartiMte, Ust $105j0l 
$100,000 levaetary Oaareate Sele Price 
4. BSR 010X. WMaat kase, Ant cever, 
ADC cartridge, Ust $140J8 cetaplete. STA9C 
$100,000 lavaetan Qiaieate Sale Price / y 
5. Deel 1729. VMaet base, hiagerf 4est (ever, 
Share M91ED. Ust $319.95. $01095 
$100,000 lev safety Oaaraete Seie Price A I V 
4. Deal 701. Direct drive teiatshle, Bese, <"*••• 
Dest cever, Shore M9IED, list $454.95. / t4AA«t 
$100,000 lavaatery deeraoce Sele Price j29 
7. Gerrard *2. Base, Store M44E. Zfm 
New (reel Gerrerd. Ust $99.95. «# esc 
$100,000 leveatery Cleereece Seie Price 04. 
0. GerrerJ Zare 1M c. Bese, Share 
M91ED. Best fra* Gonertf. Ust $2M.95. . $17il9S 
$100,000 lavsiiteri Cleeoawe Seie Price I / 4 
• One el the best 
• Clear comfortable sound 





- System .' 
vj-
«® Vjw &S&5 . 
SANSUI 771: 
> 45 Wotts per channel -
tree #«wer • 
• 3 Set speakor < 
• Walnut casing 
•'High and low filters 
'• Good reproduction 
• Ust: $379.95 4. I 
UST: $820.65 
S.'V,' !«V 05^ 
ECI-1253 BSRATOX 
• 12" Woofer ' * Walnut base 
• 5" Midrange * Dust cever 
• 3" Tweeter " ADC Cartridge | 
• Acoustic grille * Hydraulic 
front cueing 
• Ust: $149.95 eo. Ust: $140.80 
<  •  • • •  
liii STEREO SPEAKERS 
KIH 17X v-
• 10" Woeler * 
• 3" Tweeter 
• Ust $04.50 
195 
• KllL-6 
• ir Weefer 
• 3" Tweeter 
• 2 wey 
• Ust $149.95 
DOKORDER 7200 
$9995 
AKAI 6X 38-D 
• Aefo reverse reel to reel 
• CeHanoid central 
• Ust $499.95 < 195 
• Cassette deck with defcy . 
• 10,18,000 frsjflhcy respei 
• 1 year complete werraaty 
• Ust $219.95 
AMPEX 60 MINUTE 
LOW NOISE 
BLANK CASSETTE 
• deer repreductien 
• Ust $1.09 ea. 
• Memorex C-90 CRO-2 
• Chremium dtoxide 
• 90 Mimtes 






25' Csil,̂  -
Extension. 
• One cl the best 
quad heedphones mode 
• Ust $05.00 . •95 
Will fit almost eH 
• Ust $5.95 
149 
TAPE RECORDERS 
1. Altai 220D,3 heeds, reel to reel 
eeto raverse 30 to 24,000 Hz. Ust $529.95. 
$100,000 Inventory Clearance Sele Price ..... 
2. Akoi CS35D Cassette deck with 
qaelity rep rejection. Ust $149.95. 
$100,000 hiveatery Cleerance Sole Price 
3. Dokorder MC40.0-Track 
recerder/pleyer Ust $149.95. 
$100,000 Inventory Cleerance Sole Price 
4. Akai CR01D. 0-Track Recorder. 
Best fre^eency. Ust $209.95. 
$100,000 Inventory Cleerance Sele Price 
5. Alrni 40000S. Reel to reel. 
Seend en seand. Ust $299.95. 
$100,000 Inventory Cleerance Sole Price ............. 
0. Teoc A24 cossette dock 
(esed) QaelHy Teec. Ust $229.95. 
$100,000 Inventory Cleerance Sole Price 
7. Alia) 1730 DSS. fear channel Reel to reel 
wHh qeattty sound. Ust $419.95. 
$100,000 Inventory Clearance Sale Price 
1 Dokorder 7140.4chetmel reel to reel, 
wHh nwlti-syech. Ust $029.95. I :f • 




• 15" Woofer 
• 5" Midrange 
• 3" Tweeter 
• Acousticel grille 
• Ust $199.95 




GrenAa HU250 RTtl-250pb 




• Unhrersol 4 $090 
• 00 minvtes v for A ] 
• Ust,R50^ 
STEREO CARTRIDGE 
F SHURE M91ED^I 
• Share M91ED 
• Blipticel stylos 
• Share next 
to best, 










1.Uoydi 004 AM/MI S-track 
2 speakers, Ust $139.95. . 1,:'' 
$100,000 Inventory Cleerance Sele Price 
2. Sony HP319 AM/FIR, 2 speakers, phone, 
cassette player/recorder Ust $379.95 
$100,000, Inventory Clearance Sole Price 
3. Sony HP410-SS410. Best compact from Sony 
"No Boloney" List $429.95. 






a t . R I O  G R A N D E  f 4 S I  
CAR STEREO 
1. NUkodo Cassette for car, fast 
forward, tone controls, list $71.95. v ; 
$100,000 hiventery Clearance Sole Price 
2. Pioneer KP333E aeto-reverse cassette for car. 
Oeafity listening. Ust $99.95. 
$100,000 Inventory Cleeronce Sole Price vV.: 
3. Pioneer KP300 eeto reverse cassette with EM 
Quality car listening, Ust $154.95. 
$100,000 Inventory Cleerance $ale Prke ,. 
4.- Motorola TM213S 0-track phyor far ce^# 
OwRty listening, Ust $49.95. * 
$100,000 Inventory Claeraeci Sale Prke 
*39" 
b e • O> e-0 e • e *74" 
*116" 
*34" I; 
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Solar Energy: U.S l̂Must Wait 
WASHINGTON ,(AP) rlA ^ y®81"8^ ' III*; Americans first inihe heating A'CENTRAL heating and 
Sunshine is limitless and free. SOhr CncrfiV 18 V€rV mUCn : anri oAnllna nf hnmoo •llr.onnilifinnlAa iinlt'ln a iunv 
I  ;< > 
" ola E e gy is ve y i 
On a elear day, there is to its infancy. It's extremely 
enough energy in the sunlight optimistic to expect it to con-
on square foot of ground' to tribute 1 percent of total 
keep a* Christmas tree light energy demand in the country 
burnings , ' in 30 years," said Rep. Mike 
But few Americans are like- McCormack, D-Wash., chair-
ly to meet even a small por- man of the House subcom-
tion of their daily energy mittee on energy, « 
needs with solar energy Sow® energy experts ah-
before 1985 or beyond, despite ' ticipate that by 2020 solar 
the immense promise its ad- energy might provide one-
vocates claim: ' ~lM~ 41,101 °* America's energy 
The harsh efcononii^t" of °®eds. 
«•* w . Splash Down! 
Delta Gamma's Sandy Oliver #f Jacksonville, Hav loses Greek Olympic. Othe  ̂e ventswere licorice eatlrui, nie 
ner piHoWboating «wnt Inflorido State University's eating and a tufl-o-war. _ 
SPe 
(C) 1974 New York Times 
- News Service 
NEW ORLEANS - A 
HB 
'energy supply and demand are 
responsible. 
THE COST OF building and 
operating machines to collect 
and transform sunshine into 
usable energy is expected to 
be quite high. 
So great will be the expense 
that only as the cost of 
traditional energy sources 
continues to climb will solar 
energy compete with oil, coal, 
gas or nuclear power; 
Solar energy enthusiasts are 
excited.' They say harnessing 
the sun to supply a significant 
portion of America's energy 
needs will become increasing­
ly economically attractive. 
NEVERTHELESS, they 
cautiously outline their grand 
schemes in terms of decades.' 
"We can't afford not to lay 
the solar energy groundwork 
now," said Dr.Paul Donovan, 
head of the National Science 
foundation energy, policy of­
fice. 
LAST SPRING President 
Nixon directed the National 
Science Foundation to coor-' 
dinate ^government's solar 
energy research effort.' , Y 
Federal support jumped 
from about $100,000 9 year in 
two prior decades to $1 
million in fiscal year 1971. 
This year it is estimated at 
|13.2 million and is expected 
to swell in fiscal 1975 to $32 
million. By 1979 the .annual 
budget mijght approach $50 
million. 
Solar eneirgy would touch 
family-planning program here 
that has; been hailed as a- . Louisiana 
programs in Brazil,;Colombia-
and Mexico and has helped 
start a system in Illinois 
similar to the one in 
pacesetter in the struggle to 
control the world's population 
is under heavy attack from 
two levels of government — 
Federal and state officials 
are investigating a wide range 
of charges against the 
Louisiana Family Planning 
Program, which is ad­
ministered by Family Health' 
Foundation, a nonprofit cor­
poration, with public and 
private money. 
The program is helping to 
devise birth control and health 
Problem 
Officials of the program; 
have been accused of misus­
ing millions of the $62.5 
million of federal; state and 
private money it has spent.. 
since its founding in 1966. 
They have been accused Of•' 
trying to buy political support 
;in a number of places, from 
fthe White • House to the 
Louisiana governor's office, 
using favors, • contracts, 
patronage and lavish enter­
tainment. Some have been ac­
cused of profiting 
from their official connec­
tions. - -
Dr. Joseph D. Beasley, 
chairman of Family Health 
Foundation, has predicted he 
will be indicted. He charges 
that the massive investigation 
has been inspired by this 
state's .'.'organized medicine'' 
and its public health 
bureaucracy, which, he said, 
felt threatened by the effec­
tiveness of his program, p 
One of the more spectacular 
charges against Family Plan­
ning is that it "laundered" 
$200,000. of federal money 
through several private 
organizations and companies 
earlier this year, passed it to 
the state* government and 
caused it to be used there to 
get another $1.6 million in 
federal matching funds from 
the Department of ilealth,. 
Education and Welfare: r 
agnancy Counseling Service i|| 
Student Health Center 
105 W. 26th St. (4th Floor-SoutH) 
Confidential counseling with all alternatives discuss­
ed and referrals made to appropriate resources. Call 
478-5711, Ext. 26, for an appointment. Individual 
appointments Tuesday 1-5 p.m., Thursday 1-5 p.m., 
Friday 9-noon. 4 
m JOSEPH BLINDERMAN, M.D. 
• ANNOUNCES THE OPENING 
OF HIS OFFICE FOR THE PRACTICE 
OF 
PSYCHIATRY 
GROUP & INDIVIDUAL , TRANSACTIONAL 
PSYCHOTHERAPY ANALYSIS 
BY APPOINTMENT 2200 GUADALUPE, SUITE 221 
476-8217 
Book NowI I" 
' , i 
$ tiV-





via Braniff/lcelandlcJets A'.>l 
For U.T. Students/Faculty & Families 
Departures 
May H/Aofl. * 
May 28/Avg.tt 
May 23/Ang. 7 
May 24/July 2ft 
May 26/July 5 









Now York/Luxembourg Portion Only $261 
Austin/N.Y. $151.00 (plut tax). Return Any Day 
ffej Call the Europe experts 478-9343^1 
HARWOOD TRAVEL 




 ̂ y 
iter 6.7 
. It could be because of our location. Just two and 
a half blocks from campus in the heart of the stu­
dent neighborhood. You save time. Money. And 
gasoline. 1 . - . . £ 
Or it could be because we haven't raised our 
prices since 1969 (1969 prices look pretty cheap 
Compared with 1974 prices). 
Or, it could be because of our One Semester Contract̂  
it by ear, avoiding any long term commitments. 
,,So, ifyou're looking for a place, think about us 
won't affect your reputation, one way or the other. And it could be the start 
of something really good. 
801 West 24th - 476-7636 
mMmmmmmlsm 
h lets you play 
lat  CE
and cooling of ho es. ^ ' v air-conditioning unit in a new 
* Engineers say there are# Home nov^ costs about $2,000. 
technical barriers in the way Solar energy advocates esr 
of house-siie heating and cool- timate that the added $1,000 to 
ing units. All that is needed is 12,000 investment for a solar 
the industrial capability to unit could be recouped during 
mass produce units for about several years use through an 
<3,000. They also must beeasi- annual 'fjjel saving of $200. ' 
ly operated by the homeowner Such units would require a 
and manufacturers must/backup energy source such as 
provide reliable service.1 gas or fuel oil for successive 
. "WE CAN LAY out on cloudy days. 
paper right now a scheme tol&? Farther In the future are 
build 100,000 units at about $3,-u urge central power stations 
000 each that looks perfect, which will convert sunshiny 
All we have to do is prove that 
we're .right," said William 
Woodward, head of the 
National Aeronautics and 
•Space Administration's space 
.propulsion and powe&division, 
;.,"f The space agency/ would 
nave a majorsroje Jjra solar 
heating . amfVcooiing 
demonstration project under a 
bill now before the House of 
Representative* Introduced 
last fail by McCormack, it 
authorises expenditure of $50 
million over five years to in­
stall 4,000 solar heating and 
cooling units in homes around 
the countrjr. 
into electricity, generating as ' 
much energy as large fossil 
fuel or nuclear plants. 
The most technically feasi­
ble project in the next few 
years will be construction of ; 
solar energy farms in the ; 
desert Southwest that woul# !f 
heat water. ,jto_ drlveTj® 
generators. > 
Even farther in the future is 
a giant satellite orbiting the 
earth and converting sunl! _ 
into microwave radiation nnd 
beatning it to earth. The 
radiation would be conver 
into electricity to be led 
power lines. 
il 
,, River HiHs 
ury living at Its beat 
2BR-2B,$£^0 CA 
Iliart/Vt 1 rrin irhtirn fnr VAKae-bfVf nrh 
furnished ALL BILLS PAID 
RS <• FX'? Utfd1 pJt'r > 
Rraplaoes, Town Lake viows 
• Pool with wsior yodoyboN oourtS 
> 1 or 2 bedrooms, 1 or 2 baths 
• Largo deota, outside storage 
jpi* 94 hour emergency maintenanoeaorvtoe - 0m 
Sj.pnshuttw^rojj. , . gggfe 
sms# . 444-1806 
1601 Boytf Opsat Drtwo, |uat olf RtversWeDr. 




five minute visit 
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Unlversfty Co-Op SHm* Shop 
23r«l & Gvadahipe 
laakAaeifceri t Mmrikmrn- Wilnwi, 1 < ^ 
Friday, ̂ prll 12, , , DAILY TEXAN Page 
1 w 
»v 
f p £ 
fit j. 
' mm. • 
* 
Functional But Un­
appealing Ad About The 
University Co-Op Stereo 
Shop's Tape Sale 
Open Reel 
Tape: u 
(llurtratient like the 
one abeve help elimi­
nate blandiMtt in ad.) 
LP-35-LH 7" x 1SOO' 
DP-26-IH 7" x 2400' 
TP-18-LH 7" x 3600' 
SP-52 7" x 1200' 
LP-JS 7" x 1800' 
0P-26 7" x 2400 
TP-11 7" x 3m 
0 




















Low Neis^—High Output 
Cassettes 
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oise Cassettes' K 
h South Carolina Kingdom 
(c) 1974 New York Times News Service miles north of Savannah—most of 4hem American-born 
. SHELDON, S.C.—Crooked as a cottonmouth moccasin and dropouts from the squalid tenements of New York'sL, 
-mired with dank mud, the road winds forbiddingly into a swam- Harlem—are among the most fanatical devotees of witchcrafim 
py thicket of stubby murtle bushes and stunted oaks weighted s~ " « »—»•• x™ «,>.<,»<»»»• 
down with the hanging gray moss that is the flora trademark of 
the "low country" of coastal South Carolina and Georgiaflff 
At the end, a high wooden archway leading to a weedy cou: 
tyard encircled by a rude collection of tarpaper huts, each 
primitively painted with mysterious crosses, circles, animated 
dancers and spear-carriers. 
THE RESIDENTS are black-skinned, their mouths uttering 
unintelligible words, their cheeks etched with parallel rows of 
knife-thin scars, their shoulders draped with flowing robes of 
ro<1|ed and green, blue and brown. 
^ A farge sign proclaims V ? * . '' - ' \ -i 
' "Notice: You are leaving the U.S. You are entering "Yoruba 
: Kingdom. In the name of His Highness King Efuntola, Peace., 
^ Welcome to the Sacred Yoruba Village of Oyo-Tunji, the only 
• village in N. Amerika built by priests of the Orisha-Voodoo cult. 
As a tribute to our ancestors,, the priests preserve the customs, 
| laws and religion of the Afrikan race. Welcome to our land." 
And watch your step. 
















$5 00 Many Beautiful Colors $75C 
* LEATHER SALE • 
Variout fcindi, colon • 75' par ft. 
Capitol Saddle^ 











A ttending the 
Summer Session? 
WHY NOT 
TRY THE BEST! 
• 21 Great Meals per Week 
• Maid Service 
• Close to Campus 
. i— 
• Private Transportation 
• Private Pools 
ALL THIS AND 
EVERYONE GETl 
A PRIVATE ROOM 
MADISON HOUSE 
709 W. 22nd St. 
478-9891'' 478-8914 
Madison - Bellaire Apts. 
also available for Summer 
HURRY! 
Bright and Breezy... 
white sails, blue sky, 
and you in free 
spirit separates 
in a country increasingly mezmerized by whatever mind-.. 
mystifying practice it takes to give reason and meaning to lifc£r: 
in the 20th Century, be it voodoo, astrology, extra-sensory 
perception, sorcery or satani$m. ' , ^, 
THEY FOUNDED their "kingdom" four years ago when they: '5I 
became dissatisfied with their spiritual and worldly lives in:. 
New York and.decided to seek fulfillment by returning to the 
tribal ways of their African forebearers, wajrs that included 
polygamy, ancestor worship and voodoo as practiced b^lhe^n^ 
cient Yorubas of Nigeria. t* ^ >\ ^ 
True, there is a certain amount of old world commercialism 
in this new world. „ ^ ̂ r } 
THE GIN THAT is liberally sloshed over the iron idols ihiHtig' 
tribal ceremonies cannot be conjured up without the green 
power of the almighty dollar. Curious tourists and women's; 
clubs who need a "voodoo lecturer*' are asked to kick into the 
kingdom's kitty, lest its subjects be forced to live on food,, 
stamps or stoop to hard labor in nearby fields.; < , 1 ^1, 
Still, the unbeliever who would cry "Hokum!" would do well 
to ponder whether anyone but a true believer would "leave" the 
United States—even a miserable Harlem tenement—to go 
native in a crude hovel set in a ijrarshy kingdom that is swarm? 
ed by maddening mosquitoes in summer and chilled by grey sea 
mists in winter. _ , * * <-
Chauvinist Mail Box 
_UPt Tehphete 
Thirteen-year-old Wayne Hood seems bewildered as he "males" his letter at a local 
Fort Worth post , office — somebody goofed When they painted the sexist 1iign. 
Scientists 
Exorcis 
steaker and an exorcist in 
the same story? 
Bible buffs will be happy to 
learn that St. Luke was 2,000 j 
years ahead of his time. 7* 
In chapter 8 of his gospel*, 
St. Luke tells of a man who ! 
was possessed by several 
devils and ran around naked 
every day. No sooner would I 
the man be bound with; 
"chains and fetters,'' than! 
he'd break loose and streak 
out to the desert. 
According to St. Luke^ Jesus 
showed up and ended the poor 
man's possession. Jesus is 
said to have transferred the 
devils froth the man to a herd 
of nearby sheep, which 
promptly "rushed headlong 
over a cliff into a .la^e. and 
were drowned." , VV ->i? 
St Luke's story has a'hbppy 
ending- The formerly possess­
ed streaker was later found 
"clothed and in his right 
mind." 
' 
" Blood Plasma Donors Needed > 
Men & Women : " f" 
* EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
TUES. &FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M2 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 w- 477-3735 
(c) 1974 New York Times 
News Service 
NEW YORK - Seven 
oceanographic institutions 
have joined in a multimillion-
dollar international effort to 
assess the long-term effect on 
the oceans of pollution levels 
so low they are permissible in 
drinking water, yet are high 
enough, some fear, to wreak 
havoc in the seas. 
To this end six plastic bags, 
each filled with 2,350 tons of 
sea. water, are to be suspend­
ed next September-in Saanich 
inlet off Vancouver Island in 
British Columbia. The bags, 




shaped like inverted silos, are 
33 feet wide and 98 feet deep. 
They then will be stocked 
with tiny marine plants and 
animals, and pollutants, such 
as heavy metals, pesticides 
and petroleum products, will 
be introduced into each bag. 
Similar experiments will be 
conducted in Loch Ewe on the 
coast of Scotland. 
The six-year project is part 
of the. International Decade of 
Ocean Exploration. The 
National Science Foundation 
has awarded grants - for the 
first two years of the study 
totaling $1,276,400. 
The grants will go to the 
four participating American 
institutions—the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography of 
the University of California in 
San Diego, the Skidaway 
Institution of Oceanography of 
the University System of 
Georgia in Savannah, the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution in Woods Hole, 
Mass., and the Rosenstiel 
Say what your love really means with a ring from Carl Mayer's. 
And Carl Mayer's offers a 20% discount to students. 
(Convenient terms available) 




• 2 bedroom, 1 Vt bath 
• large enough for a 
study room 
• furnished 
• all bills paid 
only 
$175.00/mo. 
• plenty of parking 
• city transit to campus 
• 2 swimming pools 
• 24 hour maintenance 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL: V 
444-7555 
SPEND YOUR MONEY ON 
THE TOWN. NOT THE HOTEL. 
At the Hotel Riverside we deal in basics. For a paltry $4 a night well 
give,you a room with bed and basin, four bath being mere footsteps 
down the hall. Make it $8 and well put yoo in a room with bath. With 
or without, you're in a building with a Luby's Cafeteria and El Poco 
Loco - one ol the River's livelier nightspots. All right in the heart of 
San Antonio's beautiful Paseo del Rio. 
Make your reservations for a weekend. Or a week. At the hotel that 
figures you get more for your money 
when you're awake. Than when 
you're asleep. 
R?am© 'h hens 
Fine Frames For Your Face 
£ 
TheRhrer's Only Budget Hotel m 
Comer of 
Presa & College 




Science of the' 
of Miami. The 
project's total cost is es­
timated at |6 million.. 
The project is known as 
CEPEX; for Controlled 
Ecosystem Pollution Experi­
ment. Other participating in­
stitutions are in Canada and 
Britain. Quarter-scale models. 
of the plastic bags, or 
"marine test tubes," were 
tested last summer in Saanich 
Inlet, according to a report by 
the University of California in 
San Diego. 
~ As set forth by the Scripps 
•participants, the project ;"is 
designed to help man learn the 
long-term effects of pollutants 
On marine life, and to forecast 
what the world oceans will be 
like in the year 2000 if 
pollutants continue to be add­
ed at the present rate." 
Some fears have been ex­
pressed that destruction of the 
drifting plant life of the 
oceans by pollution will 
eliminate a major means for 
replenishing the oxygen of the 
atmosphere. Even partial 
elimination of such plants 
would undermine the food 
chain that supports the forms 
of marine life on which much 
of mankind is dependent. 
The  d r i f t i ng ,  l a rge ly  
microscopic life of the sea, 
known co l l ec t ive ly  a s  
plankton, includes both plants 
and animals. The bags of 
water these organisms will be 
cultured in will be isolated 
from the surrounding sea but 
will be open to the air. The 
bags will be suspended from a 
floating framework formed in 




1624 Lavaca • ; 
8 Jefferson Sq. 









NEW HOUSING POLICY!! 
DEXTER HOUSE 
1103 W. 24th 
OCCUPANCY ONLY 
Semi-Private Rooms as Low as $60 
Luxurious Private Rooms $1 Hfl 
I WW per mo. 
• Maid Service • Private Bus 
• Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators* Intercom 
^ Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines 
• StudyAreas 
• 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby 
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus 
• Special Meal Contracts 
Available At Madison House 
Now accepting Fall '74 Contracts 
< for U.T. Men and Women ' ^ 
HOUSING OFFICE 709 west 22nd $t.-
478-9891 - 478-8914 
'M DEXTER HOUSE! 
. , \ dnmo Sea • fnmo IAm* ^ V Co e See - Co e Live 
GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY $ $ 
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"Fire ants" — just their 
nairte suggests they must be a 
nuisance. 
They are, and live Universi­
ty graduate students in 
zoology received notice this 
week from the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) 
that they have been awarded 
an 18,790 grant to study the 
pests. 
v 'The money will support a 
summer research project on 
the. comparative ecology of 
native and imported fire ants 
to be carried out by Don 
Feener, Bill Marshall, Mike 
Hooper/ Sally Levings and 
Rick Wi|lianis. 
The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture has spent millions 
of dollars on chemical 
methods of controlling the im­
ported fire ants, whose dense, 
hard-packed nests in fields 
are a serious problem to 
farmers in the southern 
United States; Feener, third 
Five UT Students To Study Farm Pests 
^Publications Applications Fi, 
year graduate student, said. 
Two species of fire ants 
have been imported acciden­
tally into the United States 
from Latin America, probably 
from Brazil, and one of these 
is a pest, Feener explained. It; 
destroy crops, but recent 
evidence shows they probably 
do not and in fact, might even 
control some other cfop pests 
such as sugar cane borers," 
F^ener said. _J' 
"Calves have been reported 
entered the country acciden- "* Killed by fire ants, t»ut there is 
tally in 1930 through the port no sound evidence to support 
of Mobile, Ala., and the pop­
ulation expanded rapidly. 
"The main reason the ants 
are a pest," Feener said, "is 
because they make huge 
mounds, about a foot high, in 
fields. The mounds are hard-
packed, the dirt cemented 
together by the saliva of the 
ants, and they occur in great 
density throughout a field. 
"Because the mounds are, 
hard, they have been reported,; 
to damage farm equipment' 
when fields are being plowed. 
If the mound is disturbed, the 
ants swarm by the thousands, 
and they have a painful 
sting," Feener said. 
: "It has been reported they. 
politico! roundup 
Democratic gubernatorial in refusing to call a special 
candidate Frances Farenthold session of the Legislature to 
said Thursday Gov. Dolph deal with school financing. 
Briscoe broke a campaign-
promise when he appointed 
registered lobbyists to state 
commissions. : y, 
She made the statement 
, before boarding a, train to 
campaign in Laredo. 
Briscoe stated in 1972 he 
was against registered lob­
byists serving on state boards 
and commissions, "yet he per-
-sonally appointed 17 
registered lobbyists to those 
boards and commissions," 
Mrs. Farenthold said. 
SHE! CHARGED Briscoe 
with making "empty 
promises which are only to be 
resurrected at campaign 
time." 
He can hardly talk about be­
ing a reform candidate," she 
continued. "Even though most 
of the major candidates for 
statewide office have filed 
their income tax statements 
along with the Ethics Bill 
Report, Gov. Briscoe has 
refused-" 
Mrs. Farenthold attributed 
local property tax increases to 
Briscoe's "stubborn inaction" 
POT YOUR OWN 
HERB PLANTER 
KITCHEN GARDEN 
913 N. LAMAR 
Briscoe also promised to 
end age-discriminatory in­
surance rates two years ago, 
but "he never made a 
proposal on that after he was. 
elected," Mrs. Farenthold 
said. . ,. ~ ;  - :  
McCreary 
Lou McCreary, Democratic 
candidate for state, represen­
tative, place 4, Thursday 
proposed ffmeans to refinance 
the state's public school 
system and to provide equals 
educational opportunity to 
children in economically dis­
advantaged areas without 
raising taxes. 
Speaking at a Texas Union 
sandwich seminar, McCreary 
said "the objective could be 
achieved by "first, dedicating 
the entire $315 million es­
timated surplus to this pur­
pose, and second, by conver­
ting the highway fund into an 
education fund." 
McCreary said the state 
highway fund constitutes $68 
million which would create 
$28 million surplus when add-
this claim," Feener said.;V 
Study sites will be'Vn 
Brazoria County in a region 
near the Big Thicket, and in 
Walker County ' around 
Huntsville. The students will 
test their theory that the inva­
sion of fire ants is attributable, 
to the Increasing amount of.'-, 
cleared, areas caused by such 
practices as gra zing, road 
building and clear cutting. 
Ants will be studied not only 
in the field, but the students -.. 
also plan to set up nests of im-
ported and native species in ' 
the laboratory. The natives 
are not pests and must com* 
pete with imported species. 
By learning as much about . 
r/ J , f J, % I• j~ K i \ X 
Briscoe 
ed to the existing surplus. 
EDUCATION equalization 
would require $355 million, ' 
but the current surplus and 
the highway fund would total 
$383 million. 
McCreary said "We should 
retain the dedicated one-
fourth of motor fuel taxes for 
education and provide that the 
other three-fourths may be -
appropriated by the ' 
Legislature, hot only for 
highway needs but also for 
human needs such as educa-. 
tion and mental health and 
mental retardation programs.. 
This flexibility will help us 
meet the needs of the time." 
REFERRING to his op­
ponents, McCreary said "Gon-
zalo Barrientos has disregard­
ed the fact that we do not need, 
any new taxes and is ad­
vocating a corporate income 
tax to pdease his band of 
liberal followers." . > 
He then charged his other 
opponent, Rep. Wilson 
Foreman, with taking a 
"philosophical'' position. '' He 
has proposed no new ideas on 
how to meet this program,'V 
said'McCreary. 
Mi 
fire ants as possible, the 
students hope to discover 
natural methods for con­
trolling them.-
-Feener saitf the studyl 
^originated two years ago when 
it was assigned as a field pro­
ject for summer field course. 
Zoology 384, "Ecological 
Studies in a Temperate-
Tropical Transition." The. 
course was taught by 
Lawrence E. Gilbert, assis­
tant professor of zoology, who 
Applications for summer 
managing editors of The Daily 
Texan were filed by three 
Texan staff members before 
«the Thursday deadline. 
T; The applicants and 
.current positions are Mark 
Dorsett, city editor; Betsy 
Hall, assistant managing 
editor, apd BJ 
;®ditor'm .  wi 
slated for May 1, with an April reading speeds, study techrii-
22 filing deadline for com- ques and verbal preparation 
munication students seeking: for Graduate Entrance Ex­
positions on the council. am8, 'WkS} 
Student Government Tours 





w " will open 
.vat 9:30 a.m. Friday in the Joe 
Conference 
is faculty adviser for the pro-
, Council Posts^ 
Elections for position^'on 
the School of Communication 






Highlighting the conference 
•are two lectures. Thomas 
Mann, former assistant 
secretary for Inter-American 
..Affairs, will speak on 
"American Democratic 
Thought: Latin American 
Case" at 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Science of the Sou/ 
Study Group - Every Sunday 
- 7 p.m.-8 p.m. 
Three Elms Apts. 
400 W. 38th, No. 103 
2nd block east of Guadalupe 
For those of you thot do. 
And a/so for those that don't. 
GOOD FRIDAY SUPER SPECIAL 
fri. & Sat. 6-8 Only 
Bean Burrittos 
Chalupas ~r ; 
Guacamole Tacos 
Guacamole Salad 
Hector's TACO FLATS 





the BEST in 
. • 
Country | Sounds 
N. I Sat. 
PLUM j DRY 
NELLY J RUN 
Dancing • No Cover: 
Dime Box 
27141.1st • 47S-01S2 
HAPPY HOUR 6-8 P.M. DAILY 
POOL - FOOSBALL - PINBALL - PIZZA 
THEFLAGON & 
TRENCHER 
2513 SAN ANTONIO 476-6795 
Fridays 4-8 ' $1.00 per Pitcher 
mcnOge 
1 W«TN 47BHII 
M FRi. 9-12 
BRONCO BROS. 
(Solid Country Music) 
SAT. 9-1 . f 
CEDAR FROST 
ytxi • HAPPY HOUR 4-4 }' 
% AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES 
EASTER SUNDAY BENEFIT FOR 
SATTVA RESTAURANT 
Dance to the music of: 
PLUM NELLY • LEA ANN & the BIZARROS 
LAME BUNNY WINKING • BASILISK 
CONQUEROO 
AND OTHERS 
SUNDAY, APRIL 14 METHODIST STUDENT CENTER 
2434 GUADALUPE 2-11 P.M. (DINNER AVAILABLE) 
rARMAHD' 
if STEAKS & BURGERS 
presents 
A HAMBURGER SPECIAL! 
ty-i'1. . 
2 
i r,;! ? 
OLD FASHIONED 
NO. 1 HAMBURGERS 
i 10 
ONLY , |
WITH LETTUCE, TOMATO AND MAYONNAISEl Hi 
411 W.  24th S* .  
472-5032 
egular 89r Each 
SAVE 68< 
MUST BRING 
Coupon good 'til 4/30/741 
Freshmen and sophomore 
students can apply for Basic 
Educational Opportunity 
Grants (BECK^) for the 1974-
75 academic year. 
To be eligible for the grants, 
varying in amounts from |50 
to $800 per academic year, the 
student must not have attend­
ed a post-high school institu­
tion prior to April 1,1973. The 
amount of the BEOG is deter­
mined on the basis of a 
student's pr his parents' in­
come. 
Applications are available 
at the Office of Student Finan­
cial Aids, 2608 Whitis Ave. 
All freshmen^and 
sophomores applying 'lor any 
type of financial aid will be 
required to fill out a BEOG 
application, Jose Antu of the 
financial aids office said 
Thursday. The grant is intend­
ed as-a "floor" for a financial 
aid package and may be.com-
, bined with other financial aids 
to help meet the full costs of a 
student's education, Antu ex­
plained., " 
RASSL Deadline 
" Friday is the last day to 
enroll in the Reading and 
Study Skill Laboratory 
(RASSL) programs for this 
"semester.;. 
Classes are being offered 
for three weeks in study 
$ is sponsoring a post-exam trip 
to Padre Island' May 16-19. 
Registration for the excur­
sion is from l to 5 p.m. in 
Union Building 319. Registra-
•z tion for the trip will continue 
« until April 26. A $10 deposit is 
due by that time with the 
remaining $15 cost due by 
May 1. Deposits are refun­
dable until 5 p.m. April 26. 
AUSTIN TOMOMOW 
MUSI M NHOraOtHOOO MMTINO tor 
?Zon* 10 will M from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.: 
-Saturday at Cunningham Eltmen-
tary, 2240 Berkaley Ava, , \ "fi 
tmwmmtt* ' ' > 
ACCOUNT1NO MPMtTMWT will ipon*or a 
colloquium,: "Operational and 
- Program Auditing: The Expanding 
- ' Role of the Auditor In Government 
0peratlon»," at 2:30 p.m. Friday In 
the Joe C. Thompson Conference 
'.Center. Featured speaker for the 
Movent it E,H, Mora* Jr., assistant 
I comptroller general of the United 
• States. • 
AtfHA *ww Drta will meet at 4 p.m. 
•j Friday In Burdlne Hall 13« for a pan-
istSi el discussion on "Job Opportunities 
In Sociology," Panel members In-
Daniel Price. Dr. Cookie Stephen 
. end Or. Gup Shuttiesworth. 
HYCHOIOOY OtMtTHMNT COUOCHHOM . 
will be held at 1p.m. Friday In 
Parlln Hall 203. Speaker Is Or.; 
Pevendre Singh, who Wilt speak on. 
"Obesity and Response inhibition." 
WAMHa ANO STUBV WMI MMp«ATO«Ylf 
sponsoring a study rOadlng discus­
sion at noon Friday In Jester AJJ2.' 
Pre^nrollment. Is not necessary taf 
the course. 
SATTVA will hold Jts E«ster benefit from 2 
to 11 p.m. Sunday at the Methodist-
student Center, 2434 Guadalupe St: 
Music will be provided by Plum Net-
" ly. Lea Ann and the Biuaros and 
others. Dinner is available. 
UNION MCMATMN COMMtTTM will Spon-, 
sor an Easter, egg hunt for married 
students' children from 2 to 4 p.m. in' 
Pease Park at the south end parking 
&# iot, a prlie will be offered .for the 
most eggs collected. 
_UK|ON MCMATION COMMITTW Upperi 
""^^Guadalupe canoe trip Is this. 
weekend. Registered participants 
. should meet at 5 p.m. Friday at the.' 
East Mall Fountain. 
* UNION UT tNTRACnON GOMMITTH Will' 
c. - sponsor an Informal discussion with' 
i«i Jacques Barium at 1 p.m. Friday in 
 ̂ , Union Building 104. Barium Is a 
Columbia University profissor and 
author-of many books on education, i 
UTCZKHOua and schools that teach the< 
Ciech language, will hold *a cpn^<  ̂
, . ference at the SPJST Hall In Taylor' . 
r* beginning at 3:30^p.m, April 20 ' 
Registration is S2 which entitles par** 
tlcipants to the meeting,.' a meal, a 
l"'A social hour and a dance, beginning' 
at t p.m. The Ctech dance is open to-





2915 Guddalupe « 
KENNETH THREADGILL 
TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY 
Serving your favorite Beer'and 
o Wine Coolers, Sangria, and ^ ^ 
21 varieties of Pizzas 
4764394 . 2915 Guadalupe 
A  V E R Y  S P E C I A L  
^ ( R E C O R D  kimrn * 'to* ti?! 
m  
10,000 unopened, unused albums from private collection, many unob­
tainable country and western,rock, .blues, jazz, soul, big band, gospel, 
and others. Originals from '50s, '60s, early '70s. Offered by owner at 
$2.00 and $1.00 each. No limits. Discount on large cash purchases. 
First-come, first served basis for one day aply. No checks. Starts 9:00 
a.m. Saturday (tomorrow) in the yard at 1409 Kirkwood, Austin. 
til 
HPSSl * . f ! ! •  f i  I ; •  P T ™ ml""• rraTnTt-1™• \ 
5 rrnrrm 

















E. 6*h & Trinity f / , , 476-5365 
DOAK SNEAD 
' (Playing Original Progressive Country) 









• — ' THE • 
EL PASO CATTLE COMPANY 
EVERY 
SUNDAY, MONDAY, & TUESDAY 
FOR THE BEST IN 
PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY MUSIC 
CAIL FOR DETAILS 
11 V 831 HOUSTON ST. - 459-8851 
LEBANESE CUISINE • 
Sun., April 14 11 a.m. - 8 p.m. J 
ALAMO • 
604 Guadalupe 476-5455 
Regular American Dinner & Wine List 5 
' . - Available 
Order* to Go ' 
, , " Open 6 a.m. till 9 p.m. 
SS&SSSSCGQStSBSSSSSSSSSI 
Nature knows best 




To help you get in touch with your real needs... ydur 
need to feel whole and to experience Jife fully, Is the. 
purpose of the newly open CREATIVE LIVING' 
CENTER. The staff at CLC offers individual and 
group sessions in the following: 
-p Massage and Massage Training - utilizing 
techniques of Swedish, Oriental, and 
Esalen massage 
• JBody/Mirid Integration - sessions in Bio-
Energetics to unblock the flow of energy 
• ̂ through out the body by releasing muscular 
and emotional blocks. 
• Mental Technique* md Meditation - for 
.relaxation, and (x>sitlve identification; for 
'V .unlocking imagination, intuition and extra 
f W ^ A* _V J, 
# 
sensory perception.̂  * ^ 
>• Por more Informatlon.call: f5f-22»( 
f *66 
J?CREATIV? LIVING CENTER Roy W. Hedges, Director 
















WHEN YOU SPIN 
THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE AT 
THE BARREL HOUSE 
DON'T EXPECT TO WIN 
A TEDDY BEAR. 
What you might win is a 659 tab price on 
one of our paw-sized, 13 oz. drinks. 
Which is a bargain even at the usual $1.10. 
Of course if Lady Lush turns her back on 
you, you could pay as much as $1.55;4 . 
Although, considering the quantity, that's 
still a lot of quality boozing for losing, m 
But if you miss the point in spinning for 
ybur sauce, you can play darts on our ^ 
English dart board, , 
•J}'pi ' v-;:-•V:'"".*.• "/.?.v\ 
Or if none of the games people play 
interest you, you can always sit back and 
listen to one of the best sound systems 
in town. 
Which always seems to sound its best 
during our 3 pm to 7 pm Happy Hour. (For " 
ladies who carry our free, easy-to-get Happy 
Hour Club Card, Happy Hour is all the time.) 
^ ^ 
- So come take a chance on the Barrel 
House Saloon. 
Even if you don't care about spinning our 
wheel, the Barrel House is still the kind of 
place where you'll never feel like you're 
spinning yours. „ 
t - i * 
Mi 
QM 














[oca/ Naturalist Gives 
Wifdf Edible 
Yes, you can eat parts of the 
pine trees, bull nettles and 
acorns that are found in the 
Austin area. 
r This advice came not from 
TV's Euell Gibbons, but 
James Hershberger, a local 
expert on edible plants" and 
owner of an incense and herb 
Shot), who said the Austin area 
is "abundant in wild vegeta­
tion that is edible." 
Hershberger said the" best 
spots to find such plants are 
where old houses have been 
torn down, road construction 
credks because of pollution. 
Before venturing out in the 
woods, he recommended 
becoming familiar with plants 
in books, but "the best way to 
learni is to go out with 
someone who knows the 
plants/' he said. 
Reference books available 
on the subject are: "Plants in 
Texas and Their Reputed 
Medicinal and' Poisonous 
Properties" by Dr. Henry 
Burlage, former dean of the 
School of Pharmacy, and 
Maude Grieve's " Modern 
XSgfc, : 
Congress 
^jjjfiTLiVi lu-jMij'; ''mii ' . l i i 'ni- i j  
Demos Debate 
'areas, along side creeks and Herbal." The Burlage book is 
&•' around lakesS|^|-??^;-'v' available in the College of 
• He cautiofted" against' Pharmacy office. 
gathering plants around well-
• used thoroughfares or in 
Hershberger divides edible 
plants into three main 
Buckdancer's Choice 
Claude 
THE (fnqliskAire APARTMENTS 
2101 BURTON DRIVE 
TONIGHT 
categories: fruity, seeds 
nuts, and roots. 
The fruits he recommended 
seeking^in this area are the 
black night jade, whose 
berries are good for 'pies; . 
• dewberries which can be 
found along the MoPac con­
struction area and along the 
Colorado River in the vicinity , 
of the new high school site; 
and mulberries which are 
found on trees all ova* town. 
Of the seeds and nuts 
available, he suggested bull-
nettle, but cautioned that the 
outer crown is poisonous. The 
kernals inside are edible. 
Lambsquarter or wild spinach 
seeds, which the Indians 
ground for meat, and acorns 
wjsich should be soaked and 
boiled in salt water, are 
delicious, be said.' 
Lambsquarter leaves also 
make an excellent green for 
salads. be added. 
"Texas garlic," a root, is 
also common in the area-
Other roots of value according 
to Hershberser are the wild 
onion and bamboo shoots 
which are considered a 
nuisance by meet, but the in­
ner stalk may be blanched and 
used in oriental cooking. Wild 
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Michael Murphey's Newest 
Release on Epic Records 
& 
8-Track 
By DAVID HENDRICKS 
f Texan Staff Writer 
The question of whether 
there is already enough 
evidence to impeach Presi­
dent Nixon dominated a 
debate Thursday night 
between the three Democratic 
candidates for the 10th 
Congressional District seat. 
The candidates, State Rep. 
Larry Bales, Austin teacher 
H.E. Meadows and incumbent 
U.S. Rep. J.J. "Jake" Pickle, 
participated in a debate spon­
sored by the LBJ School of 
Public Affairs. 
"The President should be 
impeached. All the House of 
Representatives needs is 
'probable cause' of an offense 
for an impeachment. The 18-
minute gap on one of the tapes 
is enough," Bales said. 
Pickle said he would not 
prejudge' the President, 
although he has never been a 
supporter of Nixon. He said he 
would base his decision on the 
•% 
LUCK TRACK TEAM 
mymZenitek 
—TMCMI Staff MWIM 
J.J. Pickle 
evidence put forth by the 
House Judiciary Committee, 
"I will vote for a bill of im­
peachment on the basis of 
strong, compelling evidence 
from the Judiciary Com­
mittee that the President of 
the United States is clearly 
guilty of an impeachable 
offense," Pickle stated. 
^Meadows, an Austin high 
School government teacher 
and rancher, said, "I think 
Nixon, expects impeachment. 
His tactics are changing; 
When the bill comes, I think 
the House of Representatives 
will send it to the Senate for a 
trial." -
T : The debate began withopen-
' irig remarks by each of the 
three candidates to the 150 
people in the audience. • 
Pickle listed his 
achievements as a con­
gressman during the last 12 
years, including legislation he 
introduced to free funds im­
pounded by the President. The 
proposal has been combined 
with his Budget Control Act, 
now pending. 
He also mentioned his role 
in the investigation of the ITT-
Hartford Insurance Company 
merger. 
Meadows said he was run­
ning to offer "a fresh look in 
Congress — a middle-class 
look. Our form of government 
is now on trial. Cracks are 
beginning to appear in our 200-
year-old Constitution because 
of a deep loss of faith in 
elected positions." 
Bales reviewed his record in 
the Texas Legislature, es­
pecially in the area of cam­
paign reform. "I want to give 
Congress a voice for this dis-
Saturday j 
GREEZY WHEELS 1 
Only Weekend Appearance-in- Austin This Month, 
-Sunday. 
Big Jam Session 
Starts Around 7 p.m. 
J07 Bee Caves Rd. 327-9016 
The Shrimp Harvest 
is easy to enjoy every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday noon and night at inflation-stopper prices. 
Generous servings of boiled Gulf shrimp on ice to peel 
and eat. Cocktail sauce and hushpuppies, too. 
BIG CATCH- 3.50 HALF-CATCH 1.95 
^U^Martin's 
Oyster Bar and Seafood Restaurant 
5011 Burnett Road at Hancock 451-8174 All you 
Your favorite mixed drinks. wine, and beer ean „ 
rooms, too! I 





I* Open 8 p.m. 10th & Lamar 477-3783 
WW w" 
Fantastic Prices Everyday 
*3.99 
OPEN 11:00 am. to 2:00 a.m. 
604 West 29th St. 
Austin, Tx. 





trict that has |ieen sadly lack­
ing for the last 12 years," he 
said. 
Bales termed Pickle a 
"messenger, but no innovator . 
More is needed. I will not be. 
afraid to stand Alone." - tT-
Bales criticized Pickle for 
voting to "kill" Medicare, and, 
also for voting against mass 
transit, voting rights exten­
sion and campaign reform. 
During the course of the 
debate, Meadows said- he 
favored a change in foreign 
programs. 
"We are the bread basket of 
the world," Meadows said. 
"The Arabs have the oil, but 
we have the bread. We can no 
longer afford to give away, like 
we have. in foreign 
programs." 
Among the items Bales said 
he supported was an amend­
ment defining privacy wliich 
"so far, Js vague in the 
Constitution." He said he 
favored more campaign: 




, ( In  River  Hi l l s  Shopp ing  Center  w i th  Sa feway)  
Jtexv?'. 444.1929 \ -
BankAmericard and Master Charge Accepted. 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
FPB ^ 
jsm 30c 
ON YOUJt NEXT 12" 
WITH THIS Aftffg 
IflVf pn. 
ON YOUR NIXT 14? 
PIZZA™,„1, 
Page M F?riday? April 12, 1974 IB DAILY TEXAN 
OFFER 
PIZZA 
25 th, 1974 
a prdfit-excess tax on oil and 
gas companies. 
Earlier in the day, Pickle 
spoke to a government elate 
taught by Bruce Grube, assis-si 
tant instructor in government. 
He mentioned he would like to 
see The Daily Texan and the ^ I 
University Student Govern- ?^' 
ment restored to guaranteed*^ 
funding. After talking to some ^ 
of the Board of Regents 
members,'he said he believes . 
this will happen. 
Aftr the talk, Pickle said he 1 * 
doubted the board would 
reverse its earlier decision to 
put The Texan and Student 
Government on optional fun­
ding but that some members 
were interested in seeing that 
full funding be restored 
somehow through alternative 
sources. 
Pickle said no specific plans 
were mentioned to him by the 
"four or five" board members 
he talked with. 
He refused to; name those 
members. 
Stops 
mm > f H mm P3' I 
Expected To End 
DALLAS (AP) — Mayor 
Wes Wise said Wednesday he 
is confident the Dallas City 
Council will vote next week to 
eliminate comfnuter airline 
flights from Love Field by 
stopping scheduled airline 
operations. 
"Dallas made a commit­
ment and gave its word. I 
hope the City Council will take i 
courageous action Monday in 
reiterating that word. I'm 
confident they will do so," he 
told a news conference at the 
new Dallas-Fort Worth Air­
port 15 miles from Love Field. 
The commitment was an 
agreement with Fort Worth 
made before opening of the 
new $700 million DFW Airport 
that all airlines would use the 
new airport, rather than Love 
Field, to insure adequate 
revenues to pay off the new. 
facility's indebtedness. ' 
i Southwest Airlines, a small 
intrastate communter ser­
vice, was formed after the 
agreements were reached and 
has refused to move its opera­
tion from Love Field. This has 
sparked a flurry of lawsuits 
and has -threatened to under­
mine, the new airport, .accor­
ding to city officials. , 
Southwest won a court rul­
ing that prevented the' ,city 
from barring the airline from 
Love Field so long as the air­
port is open as an airport. 
Wise made no reference to 
any possible conflicts, with 
that ruling by City Council ac­
tion to curb flights at° the air­
port. 
Tnursaay, Fr1aayr Sqturaay 
TURTLE 
Every 
V Resiouianr •* 
\ 6Bor ,. v 
*•••••••• 
Second Level. Dobie Moll 21st 6 Guodolupe 
free parking in the reor 
presents 
BILLY JOE SHAVER 
and 
JIM RITCHEY 
HOMESUNG -Friday after nobn 
3:00 till 5:00 $1.00 Pitcher of Beer 
38th and IH 35 452-2306 
[TQITeezYINN" 
I Pitcher of Beer 
j QQc : 
5 ; M W with coupon 
I _ • Pool 
I • Foosball 
|—Open at Noon Seven Days a Wet 
| 19th & Guadalupe No Cover j 
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Educating the Community 
v&« FUQUAy 
Staff Writer 





,,-. ; I » 
, .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . .  p o s s i b l e  p l a n  f o r  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t a l i s t ,  t h e  c o m m u n i t y  a n d  t i i t e  
It sounds rather imposing and high-flown, even exotic, but developer. Meaningful compromise is usuallv the best oath far 
what the Institute does is really not so difficult to fathom.. - getting things done."*^^^##«^%3%^^5?^ fl 
just asimportant as 
-getti  t i  one,' 
The institute tries to reach all environmentally concerned Reaching results oil" 
persons, be they hard-core ecologists, land developersv talking about strip mining or DiraUneson the national Jeve 
housewives or students, and bring them together to discuss added. 
problems am) work out solutions. . "We 
''OUR MAIN purpose is community education," Emily ecologist or businessman, it's because,they don't know enough 
& ry 
















•>- i ! 
i t 
This former women's dorm is the home of the institute 
i .  £  * * « « . * « • >  • « • < * -  T i - i .  — r  t  %  >  , ( f X K*' 
~m The institute was chartered in March, 1971, and moved into 
#elen M Kirby Hall, 306 W, 29th St., in.June, 1971. Pt 
£*' At the formal dedication on Nov. 16, 1971, Russel E. Trainf^ 
now administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency^ 
outlined the goals of the institute, stressing the need to deal 
effectively with change, to focus on local problems, to make 
current information available to the public and community 
decision makers and to include the business community active? 
ly m plans. • v 
THE INSTITUTE is a private organization. It is not 
associated with the University or other colleges and therefore 
receives no public funding. 
"It's really surprising that something this large could 
manage to get along on just private contributions, but that just 
shows that there are concerned people in this city," Ms. Jacob-
son said. "The City Council has shown that they are en­
vironmentally concerned and the presence of a Quality of Life 
Committee on the Chamber of Commerce illustrates this 
awareness." ' ^ 
Since its beginning, the institute has grown to include seven 
fulltime staffers, including a PhD in ecology, plus pnepart-time 
worker. j'- , ,> 
The institute tries to cooperate with other environmental 
groups in the area, such as the Waller Creek chapter of Earth I 
Care, a national organisation dedicated to environmental 
programs. 
But the institute also deals with groups other than those 
specifically centered on the environment^eetings between 
land developers arid ecqlogis^s help iron out differences 
separating the groups, Ms. Jacobson said. 
FACED WITH SUCH a wide range of responsibilities, the in­
stitute must choose those areas which most warrant attention. 
"I think the parks are a very strong point, and the creeks are 
- very precious, but have been abused," Ms. Jacobson said when 
asked what she felt were the most important areas, y 
; At present, the institute is limited in its activities by a corip" 
mon problem, the lack of money, and cannot accomplish all that 
may be deemed necessary. However, Ms. Jacobson voiced hope 
that the organization would be able to further their cause. 
"We are at an exciting point, because we are in a position to 
expand," she said. Possible future plans include studies on land 
use development and community planning. 
"Austin is really a unique place, a beautiful city with a lot of 
people interested in helping preserve the city's natural beauty*!5; 
Ms. Jacobson concluded. "We hope we can help show these pete?? 
pie that they can contribute something." ~ > 
Use Daily Texan CIassified Ads 
-yvC 
STAY TUNED TO THIS SPOT 
FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
ABOUT THE 
TEXAS UNION ALUNIGHTER 
FRIDAY NIGHT, APRIL 19 
. /•  . :  ' .ft- . 
TENTH VICTIM 
The story takes place in the 21st century, when war. has been elimifiated and 
replaced with a "Big Hunt" — an officially sanctioned license to murder. Quali­
fied people, on payment of a fee, are licensed for a period of ten kills — half of 
them as hunter, and half as hunted — with the victims selected by a computer 
located in Geneva. After the 10th victim, the survivor receives a prize of a 
million dollars, international recognition and unlimited political and moral privi­
leges. , . r'• •%&:;..; 
"• • • " *sn'i i<ut sex play at all. It is bigger, better, funnier and. vastly more' 
important, a film that soars above the battle of the sexes to survey an entire war, 
losing war being fought against violence in contemporary life . . . creates a 
world in. which humanity's workaday hostilities have ibeen reduced to an absurdity, ' 
•y a way of life in which murder is not merely legalized, but institutionalized and 
enjoyed as international sport," —Newsweek 
behind all the rattle-dazzle lurks a valid satirical notion." -Time 
Directed by Elio Petri; original title: "La Decima Vittima:" produced by Carlo 
Ponti; screenplay . by Ennio Flaiano, Tonino Guerra, Giorgio Salvione and Petri, 
based on a short story "The Seventh Victim" by Robert Sheckley; photography by 
Gianni di Venanzo. With Marcello Mastroianni, Ursula Andress, Elsa Martinelli, 
Massimo Serato. English and Italian dialog uiith English subtitles.^ -
Saturday 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. 
Townes Hall Auditorium (Law School) 
$1.00 UT Students/ Faculty, Staff 
$1.50 Members 




\ "-"fAris and Theatre Committee 
JAMES DEAN 
FILM FESTIVALS® 




7 and .1(0:30 p.m. ^ 
Directed by George Stevens; with Elizabeth 
4 . Taylor, Rock Hudson, Carroll Baker ;. 




EAST OF EDEN 
7, 9, 11 p.m. 
SMif' - >-• J9 
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Mt bov *0(t It todvihtr,' From th« rlotoui nov.l by "C««»y" T*frvSou«h*m, ITwM^ChrMtontirwrgMMOfMOl th* 
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AC AUD. IS FRIDAY & SATURDAY jS7-9.11 





a FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
J April ,12-13 
antHacMing: 
CAB CALLOWAY and Htt ORCHESTRA 
MIA NO Mild ORCNESIRA 
CA8IKY ii F00TU8HT MRAOE 
WILL RORERSn THE AUOIENCE 
ALJOLSONii MAMMY ' S 






A THE BRI6HTEST TEETH M THE EAST 
7:30-9:20-11:00 






r: ; Friday, H 
Sunday 
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE 
7 and 9 
Starring Natalie Wood* Sat Mineo, Jim 
r Backus. Directed- by Nicholas Hay 
$1.00 Studtnti, Faculty, Staff 
$1 .S0.M«mb*r« \ 
mmtiaA < 




2 p.a*u imdtf 
50* OiUrM 
75' AMI* 
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Directed by Elia Kazan; with Julie Harris, 
Raymond Massey. 
p 0»WTHN< KMI NAIWM TEEANII. t**. AH MM* 
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's Record Unusual Past 
By, LYNN BAELEV 
gif Cg ®g| Texan Staff Writer fpgs 
>; 'Nostalgia buns take heed. Many music-minded' ,rAmericaif' 
Graffiti" lovers may white away the hours tMs^eekend sjftijng 
through oldie-but-goody albums^# ' 
Winn Anderson, ex-manager of Na^hviile's largestYrecord 
store, will put his record collection up for grabs Saturday. 
When Anderson accepted his Nashville job, he agreed to 
accept payment in merchandise rather than cash — instead of 
money he got a percentage of the store's inventory. 
• In the course of two years, he accumulated nearly 14,000 
§§if albums: Since leaving the job in 1972, he and his records have 
Hi been through a lot. 
lip. . After' moving the collection to Dallas, Anderson made the 
PI# mistake of telling a "friend" where the records were stored in a 
nearby warehouse. The "friend" soon filed a claim of 
^f|ownership with the City of ballas, an action that tied the 
records up in a two-year court battle. 
$$?k Only two weeks, ago, Anderson,.was established as the 
'^legitimate owner. . ,, K- ' 
e|A. While moving the albums to Austin, Anderson experienced 
ftt'Xyet another setback — his U-Haul trailer was rammed from 
Pllbehind, causing it to flip over. Although albums were strewn 
t^fiacross the highway, only two were damaged, he said. 
The oddly-assorted collection, which includes everything 
tfs-.h-
r t$$-
from Peggy Lee and The Platters to Hank Snow and Waylon 
Jennings to'Fleetwood Mac and Iron Butterfly, dates back to 
the early '50s. Many of the albums already are collectors items 
not found on today's market. 
Such one-of-a-kind wonders as "Annette —-The Story Of My 
Teens and the Sixteen Songs That Tell It," by Annette 
Funicello, (including the Mouseketeer closing theme), and 
"Joey Bishop Sings Country and Western/" are among the 448-
box collection. 
Anderson's apartment resembles the storage rooms of a large 
record store — boxes and stacks of albums line the walls, cover 
floors and kitchen counters. 
"I have dreams of walking through corridors .of..record . 
albums," Anderson said.,", ^ ^ 
Weather permitting, Anderson will fiaul the thousands of 
albums out-of his apartment for the last time Saturday and set 
up shop on a friend's lawn (1409 Kirkwood Rd.). From 9 a.m. 
"until the last person leaves," the unused, unopened classic and 
contemporary records will sell for $1 and $2. 
What's left will be sold for vinyl, or possibly recycled, Ander­
son, said. •.. 
. Eager to be Tid of the Space-consuming anachronisms, (after 
all, who can spend 6,666 hours listening to all those records? ) 
Anderson is looking forward to eating off the kitchen table 
again.. ,\ 
!&' 
• TRY OUR SPECIALS! First Time SERVED IN TOWN! 
IfaMqiML CHINESE CUISINE 
SPECIAL CHEF PROM NEW YORK 
in. thn Ri 11:30 AJL-230 FJL, 
• We Serve . . . QUICK LUNCH 
- v Orofi Soup-Fried Rica 
• Chicken Chow Main ....... $1.55 
• Shrimp Chow Main uptaiiti $1.65 
• Peppered Steak $1.75 
• Sweet Sour Pork $1.75 ? 
IIIMtMIIHI 
2 Fried Wonton with— 
m Chicken Almond 
• Shrimp Lobster Sauce 
• Sweat Sour Shrimp it* 





MINER 5 PJL-H PJl Sat I Sml 12 Nms-10 PJL -7 Oays A Week 
9306 North Lamar at Rundberg Lane 837-2700 
£ 
fi m 
WB Iff - -T*wn Staff Phtt.1 
Andy Parker (I) examines records as Anderson tells their history. 
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ANEXTRAO RDINARiLYTB 
TRIUMPHANT FILM! • 
A wide-angle image of lifeJH 
more revealing than lifeMnHj 
itself, Mr. Eustache is doirvg 
what he wants, and that 
accounts for the beauty of H 
this absolutely marvelous H 
Marathon of a film!" 
—Norma McLain Stoop, 
After Dark •••••HHHJjl 
"EXCEPTIONATF^^^TII 
ORIGINALITY. THE FILM • 
ACHIEVES A FRANKNESS 
AND FRESHNESS RARELY 
FOUND ON SCREEN. 
The torrent of talk is 
unceasingly fascinating! Hj 
The acting is superb. The 
movie is well worth a visit,™. 
—Frances Herridge. N. Y. Post H| 
"POSSIBLY THE MOST 
IMPORTANT FILM OF 1973!" 
—-Jarries Monaco. ra™™ 
iS'iin The New York Times fflBBml 
"Masterpiece" 
"AN UNPRETENTIOUS 
MASTERPIECE. A GREAT 
fi FILM. Its stars are 
electrifying. You must find 
the time to see it or miss . 
out on ONE OF THE 
IMPORTANT CULTURAL 





An intense, intelligent, 
innovative and stunningly 
impressive work. ONE OF 
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
FILMS OF THE YEAR!" 
—Crawdaddy 
Austin Ballet  Theatre 
returns to Armadillo World 
Headquarters at 7:30 p.m. 
.Sunday with the sixth of a 
series of monthly perfor­
mances for the season. 
The varied works set for 
this performance reflect not 
only the range of dance talent 
in the repertory company but 
also the diverse 
choreographic talents of ar-' 
tistic director Stanley Hall, 
University professor of dance. 
Hall's works span the wide 
spectrum of dance .topics with 
a technical work, a dramatic 
"A Classic" 
psychological  bal let ,  a  
classical piece and a 'spoof on 
the traditions of dance. 
The premier of "Ballet 
Class'.' will open the show; 
this new work is based on the 
theater 's  lecture-dance 
demonstrat ions and i l­
lustrates the daily ritual of a 
dancer with music by 
Glasounov, Shostakovich and 
Drigo. 
Also included will be the 
revival of Hall's "Tregonell" 
choreographed to the music 
from ''Patch of Blue" by 
Jerry Goldsmith and 
Ussachevsky (Music for Elec­
tronic and Older 
Instruments.) The dramatic 
work depicts the relationship 
of three people with a psy-i? 
et iological  ' ' twist ."  The:-
costumes and sets for this 
work were designed by 
Kathleen Harter Gee. 
The dancers will present the 
classical aspect of dance in 
the lyrical "Pas Classique" 
premiered by Hall to music by into nine divertissements that 
Glaounov. • ridicule their subjects. 
The f inale wil l  be the J  Tickets  wil l  be sold at  the 
"Facade" choreographed by door for $2. Advance tickets at 
Hall after Sir Federick Ashton $1.50 may be purchased at 
to music.by William Walton-. Sears, Hogg Auditorium, Oat 
The music to "Facade" was Willie's, Discount" Records, 
originally written as a setting Sanfords Shoes and the Den-
to a poem by Edith Sitwell. 
The music is choreographed 
mark Shop. Children's tickets 
cost 50 cents. 
Boz Scaggs To Perform 
"EXTRAORDINARY! 
—The Wall Street Journa 
"UNIQUE!" JH 





"Jean Eustache shows the 
influences not only of 
Bertolucci and Rohmer 
but also of Godard and 
Warhol in a work that is 
nevertheless very much his 
own. There's a stark 
beauty and honesty. His 
leading players are 
impeccable in their 
revelation of self!" 
—Judith Crist, 
New York Magazine 
mm -a classic of 
mmm SEXUAL INTIMACY! 
_Jhe script is so rich that it 
H pushes the movie even 
•deeper than 'Last Tango'. 
• A long, funny and finally 
• frightening glide into the 
•marrow of modern sexual 
• feelings. Many people, 
• especially young people 
• deserve to see a movie 
• that cuts to the quick of 
human emotion!" 
DHI —David Elliot, 
•M| Chicago Daily News 
AN INTELLIGENT, FUNNY, 
DEMANDING WORK BY 
AN EXCELLENT 
FILMMAKER. The talk is 
marvelous—extravagant, 
ironic, witty. Francoise 
Lebrun provides the richest 
and most beautiful 
performance. But neither 
Bernadette Lafont nor 
Jean-Pierre Leaud have 
m ever been better!" 





Boz Scaggs, a blues-rock 
guitarist and vocalist, will 
perform at 8:30 p.m. Friday 






"AN IMPORTANT, NEW 
CONTROVERSIAL WORK. 
I found it fascinating!" 




The native Texan, now liv­
ing in San Francisco, played 
with the Steve Miller Band 
before forming his own group 
and was involved in the '  
• production .of their first two 
albums. 
Scaggs has several albums -
to his.credit: "Boz Scaggs and 
Band," "Boz Scaggs," (with 
Duanne Allman assisting on 
guitar, and Tracy Nelson on 
jmixe mpsio/rwiLLiE4>im̂ mdrm-At̂ ADiLLO wnq.n 
the vocals in the song, "I'll Be 
Long Gone,") and his latest 
album, "Slow Dancer." ' 
While Scaggs is  both a  
singer and guitaris t ,  he 
prefers to be known as a 
singer. 
Tickets are $4 in advance at 
Oat Willie's, Inner. Sanctum 
and the Armadillo Box Office, 
or $5 at the door. 
m—mmmmmrntmim—mmmmmm* 
Village Cinema Four 
77fmwni 
T NO PASSES 12:30 2:40 4:50 
7:00 
9:15 
11:15 nimcp B«n . PAruici uiciru ruiAPiTrtu utcinu 
Deorvjofvef COME TO THE CINEMA AND REGISTER TO WIN 
A SUPER-SIZED STUFFED 
DOG 
G 











THIS Ttmt THi BUUiTS AM . 




$1.00 til 5 MON.-THURS. 
MOVIES CVfRY TODAY SATURDAY 1" 
GULF STATES DRIVE-IN V ? J GULF STATES DRIVE-IN 
Motorcycle Thrills and Spills 
"ON ANY SUNDAY" let 
SoiuhsidE ShovvTovvN USA 
\̂Hwy.1S3 • Cjmwon «83M5»4/i* ; *\ 7tO E. B«i Whhf444-2296/̂  
BOX OFFICE OPEN ?:30 SHOW STARTS DUSK * iSI-
CAHftS F£STIiW.<B73 - QUUnSPtQAiJUTf PIZE -ar«ln^l*Jn^ftmtWfiwwl(lniri*wi»inwriwwi 
— — ;  •————: A New Matter F<lm» HtHaae , 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 7:30 ONLY 
April 12-13 Friday in Jester 
Cinema 40 Saturday in Batts Aud. 
Adm. $2.00 





LATE SHOW 11:30 ONLY 
- •  ' 
13' : m I 
BEAT THE 
DEVIL 




O/recfecf by John Huston 
. "Hugely entertaining... wild lunacy" • 
The m:w Yorker 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY FRI m 
12-13, 11:30 ONLY ,. v.. .SAT. in Batts 
BOGART 
Page 18 Friday/April 12, 1974 TflE DAILY TEXAN 
L 
French with Subtitles 
m COLOR 
Features t:3S-t:10f:4S 
MATINEES SAT. I SUN. 
3:15-4:50 
ONE WEEK 0NLYI 
MARILYN MONROE • CANDY BARR 
AND A HOST OF OTHERS IN 
"THE EROTIC FILM 
CIRCUS // 
^ -if "} 
'Beit of the Nmv York Erotic Film Feilivol'the ma-
°f pictures in thti gruup are both erotic and amuttng ... 
'j . * ***:.*'»# fOT'- without a doubt; it 'Apple Knothtr* and 
' " f./"m m<M'f with a very young, very' 
•Uyn Monroe. She'walkii in front p/ ihe cqmen, «li 
... .. /o..
Coke', a short ttag filtn ade 
abjett-lookinf Marilyn t T, .... — 
down beneath a fake tret and commence* a tlou- strip-teaie^ later roll• 
an apple up and down the famous torso and sipping a rota. 
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- futuristic world, set in the Exterminators, who ride on 
«„•- X®81" ^®3' which 18 sPlit; tato horseback throughout the land 
"*». !t' "ygCTca mflf.-,;' three distinct factions (so dis- killing the Brutals, in the 
uL ^HMr" J*004' I** '®ct« U,at they're name of their god',' Zardta 
nlfmiiiu i^SL „ banally oversimplified, thus Zardoz, it is later learned, is a~ ay wtLLOAM a. CTONE JR. ruining whatever empathy the member of the third faction, 
• audience ""'fht have for the Eternals, which feels that 
Doorman's them). * the Brutals "must be con-
offering to the movie FIRST, there exists a race trolled." k 
of slaves called the Brutals. g'ltf all this is getting con-
They aft poor, downtrodden ""'fusing to the reader, I 
fas the old proverb goes) and apologize, but I'm determined 
in suffering, and they're in- to go on, airway. After all, 
eluded so little in the film that Boorman did), -
I can't even think of anything According vMo " the 
else to say about them. , stereotypes Boorman has 
The second faction is the drawn; the Exterminators are 
lustful,; murderous and - of 1973, as he sees it. To wit: "ZARDOZ," alas, has two, 
passionate — exaQt opposites modern society is fast becom- - strwfjf influences working 
of the Eternats^who are ing little more than a hollow, against it, and Boorman is 
5 * " plastic storage bank for facts, 
scientific data and " 
- world, is a science-fiction film 
' which really isn't a science-
' fiction film at all. Rather, it's 
a fable (which, if put in 
literary form, would probably 
begin; "Once upon a time in 
the future..."). £4 
Boorman has conceived ofa 
The Imaginary Invalid' 
Angeliqu* (Chryste John), Toinette (fora Loewenstsrn) and Cleanto (Robert 
Scnenkkan, Jr.)* I-r, stor in Moliere't classic French farce, "The Imaginary Invalid." 
The comedy open* Wednesday and plays through April 20 in the Drama Theatre 





2700 WIST ANDERSON IANE 4518352 




1930 EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 441-5M9 
MUSKETEERS 
"1HAVEN'T HAD SUCH A GOOD TIME 
AT A NEW MOVIE IN YEARS. 
There were, once upon a time, four Marx Brothers, 
there were four Beatles, and now 
there are the three Musketeers." 
Peter Bogdanovlch 
New York Magazine 
"AN ALL-StAR CAST BRINGS BACK THE 
HEYDAY CF BUCKLE, SWASH, THRILLS, SPILLS AND 
i PI HAIRBREADTH ESCAPES" 
* • '•&: , • : Playboy Magazine 
"IT IS ONE OF THE MOST ENTERTAINING, 
DELIGHTFUL, IMAGINATIVE, AND FUN MOVIES 
YOU OR YOUR FAMILY WILL EVER SEE. 
John Barbour 
NBC Entertainment Editor 
(Los Angeles) •• 
HELD OVER 










vanced and who'have become 
void of all human feeling* 
THE ETERNAL women are 
sexless and cold; the Eternal 
itaen are impotent and 
passive. Supposedly, they're 
immortal, but I suspect that 
they're just unable to tell 
when life ends. They're so 
void of feeling that they can't 
feel life to begin with, so how 
could they possibly determine 
when death had set in? 
V • The Eternals exist in a 
sheltered world called the 
Vortex, and those Eternals 
who have lived for over a hun­
dred years (give or take a 
quarter-century), have 
become so bored with their 
passionless lives that they're 
either completely apathetic or 
totally senile. 
Enter Sean Connery — an 
Exterminator named Zed Who 
penetrates the Vortex. Zed, of 
course, is as lacking in educa­
tion as the Brutals, but he 
does have the virility and zest-
ful manliness that make the 
Eternals take an introspective 
look at the emptiness of their 
society. 
HERE, OF COURSE, Boor­
man constructs a rather 
elaborate parallel to the world 
•com­
puterized information ^ in­
formation which is really 
.quite worthless if unaccom­
panied by love,'feeling, com 
- Akron Computer Asks 
Apology for Obscenity 
By Zodiac News Service^ 
Students using the computer center at (he University of 
• ^kr?n wilJ no longer be able to use ''pbscene. wprtis" in giv-
: ing instructions to the computer 
Computer center director John Hirschbuhl says the com­
puter has been programed to demand an apology if certain 
four-letter words are used. If the student refuses . to 
, apologize;, says Hirschbuhl, the computer turns itself off, 
responsible for both of them.. 
One problem hasio do with | 
Boorman's incompetence as a^f 
writer. His characters,:^ 
besides being oversimplified;: 
passion and a lust forlife. *»vte .vir,ttua»y 
•*:• •, v '•'•'"•?W?jfe*hat---:jaB t pithy or profound-^ 
While IpSkS^te tnie 
Boorman should be praised 
for dttfimotitiflf to writi* oc ^ r i .c v> prpviuW^j 
well as direct (his previous wnr^^ J^f 
directoral efforts.have ii\clud-jV;^g made-up worlds. $|g 
»SL.thI hig» The second Problem con-
Deliverance aAd the much- cerns Boorman's indecision-  ̂
about the seriousness of his;";? 
film. There are Several small 
instances in "Zardoz" where! 
Boorman goes for a laugh 
sand, htorjokes seemingly are 
ahnea at his own premise. . 
This is not to say, however,, 
that Boorman is spoofing his ;j§ 
own work or that he is attemp-' 
ting to parody the'sci-fi genre^ 
V-Zardoz''.is;"without questtbnfgg 
meant to be taken seriously. 
AND YET, ;'the self- , 
deprecating asides are still 
here and I have ah idea whyg# 
Boorman, in making i ''Zar^f 
doz," probably sensed that the > 
'audience would find the whole '' 
thing ridiculous and giggle 
(and, in f^ct, he wasn'ttoofar: • 
wrong). In self-defense>j|£ 
therefore, Boorman 'hasifo 
chosen to insert a few 
INTENTIONAL laughs and 
show us that he's quite aware 
of our temptation to snicker; 
from the peanut gallery. "* I 
:.S®# : c;-
Still. Boorman's protectively , 
insertions confuse the viewer^J11 
who now can't decide whetheifg|' 
the serious scenes should b^S 
taken seriously. But of course 
i- with filrp•;Iike;s;:i^ardoz,'^g' 
;,who;cares? , "S 
discussed "Point Blank"), it 
does not follow that he has 
succeeded in achieving art, or 
even that he has", made a 
worthwhile movie, 
I say this because '(Zar­
doz," for all its visual 
siveness, for all its ac­
complished cinematography 
send for .  a l l  i t s  grand 
aspirations, really doesn't 
succeed in doing anything 
more than making an ^in­
credulous audience wonder 
why actor Connery ever left 
the James Bond series. (Sup­
posedly, he did so because he 
wanted to do some "serious 
acting," but if that's the case,. 
he must not have reiad the. 
script before he signed to 
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Jon Voight; screenplay 
be Irving Ravetch and, 
Harriet Frank Jr.; ' 
directed by Martin Rit^l C& 
; at the Fox Twin. !Jfei 
;V.1 By PAUL BEUTEL 
\ Texan Staff Writer 
' "Conrack" is such an 
.J; Earnest and well-crafted 
\ Ijxiovie that it downright defies 
= ^nyone to dislike it. "If we 
" ' "can't move you," the film 
taakers seem to be saying, 
• ' then you'te a soulless excuse 
,.ifor a human being." 
M Based on Pat Conroy's 
' '"'Autobiographical "The Water 
' y.s Wide," the film recounts 
VjsConroy's tribulations in 
accepting a job teaching a school principal Mrs 
'group of black children living^|§(Madge Sinclair): who insists 
on a remote island off. thc^>|that all they need is discipline 
coast of South Carolina. '^|and subsequently refers to 
Conroy knew the job would' ;.them all as "babies." Conroy 
*be difficult, but nothing had-^worfcs immediately to undo 
quite- prepared him for what^the situation, by addressing 
he finds. * .^Ihem as "gang 
The childreh (physically; e And for reasons never ade* 
belonging in grades 5 throughequately explained, the 
8) neither know the name of 
the country in which they live, 
nor the ocean which separates 
them from the mainland 
which they have never visited. 
What's more, some of them 
can't even add two and two. 
THEY RECEIVED no 
assistance whatsoever in their 
education from the black 
misconstrue 
name ^ into 




" C o n r a c k . - . V  
Directed by Martin Ritt (he 
also directed "Sounder"), 
"Conrack" works largely on 
whites by playing upon guilt 
feelings. Conroy sums it up 
rather neatly in one of his 
opening addresses to the 
class. ' 
.. , 
Scbtt^f HE EXPLAINS that he was 
once a bigot—someone whose 
neck is red and whose brain is 
small—but he has now seen 
the light. Consequently;; 
Conroy's newly-discovered 
liberal attitudes make him 
•feel all the more guilt as a 
Representative of the white 
system which has kept these 
children in total socio-cultural 
darkness. j 
The education of the; 
children becomes his crusade! 
and because his guilt has' 
aroused ours also, he has our 
total support. if 
The structure of''Conrack'& 
necessitated its being a do-or-• 
die: one-man show, and Jon-
carries it off with a 
M as 
.fe White BM.-4422333 




This time the bullets are 




2700 WCST ANDCRSCifcl Utif r 
- "451-im 
is Dirty Harry in 
VILLAGE - 12:40-3:00-5:20-7:40-10:00 
WITH $1.00 TIL 5 M0N.-THURS 
SOUTHWOOD 3:454:004:15-10:15 
WITH $1.00 til 6 MON.-SAT. 
EXCEPT HOUDAYS 
If You Need Hfclp 
. Or f'i/vV'^'i-
JUSt Someone Who Will Listen 
Telephone 476-7073 
At Any Time 
The Telephone Counseling and Referral Service 
, virtuoso performances.^' 
His tireless exuberance 
keeps the film moving and 
charges it with life and a pas-
Ision for communicating the. 
' "more joyous aspects of life. 
VOICtHT'S Conroy dives 
right into the middle of an ap­
parently hopeless situation; 
making the most of every 
f available opportunity to plant 
--.a bit of excitement in dormant 
.'minds. He's neither a com­
passionate nor callous social 
'worker—he's a teacher in thte 
most unorthodox and in-
" wigorating sense possible. l\, 
' And what begins as a labor' 
based on guilt (whether he or 
we want to admit it) becomes 
a genuine effort of love and 
concern. 
His fanatical optimism and 
enthusiasm contrasts sharply 
with his adversary Mrs. Scott 
and even more so with the 




12200 Hnceck Dm - 45H641 
EXCLUSIVE OPINIO 
, AUSTIN KA. 2444-10 
SHOWING REDUCED PRICES TIL t:15 
The same producer••• •, 
and the same proud, warm feeling that 
made "Sounder" last year's best-loved film 
liLjfTfiiliTi ' open sjo si.oo tn t p* 
UHilVHIUll , :a 
11423 W k*WWiBW-44?1333 : 
ami Eastwood 
l«Dt'l|mi i )to FONS : 
® TECHNBOIOR® «BB' ALSO STARRING HAL HOtiROOK 
-4771964 
OPEN 1:45 
$1.50 til 6 p.m. 
FEA. 2-4-6-8-10 
JACK NICHOLSON 
Till: LAST DHTML 
SHOULD HAVE WON 
o/ <s< THE (!&* OSCAR! BUT I 
DON'T GIVE A *&!(! 
!%/& 'EMI AND THE 
%/*!{ NAVY! 
™ !!< the Navy! 
A girl with a great following: 
Every cop in Texas was after her. 
was behind her. 
24~rOregm or Jeannfe 
MM MM 
rut oiipmoi nun tvnoroo 
im oubnuinnu Lnrntoo 
a-dmj mm mmm ma mm. im. 
RSUUi & ZAX£K ni flAVIB A MM IffHNIflR<s> PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED Some material may not be/suitable for pre-teenagers 
Cronyn) who continually 
threatens to remove Conroy 
•from his job, particularly 
when Conroy prepares to 
bring the children to the 
mainland for Halloween, (the 
most delightful bit of trick-or-
treating since Margaret 
O'Brien's adventures in 
"Meet Me in St. Loui»"). 
THERE'S A certain amount 
of the joy of learning Which 
we can share with these 
children, but for whites the 
greatest emotional involve-
: ment is reserved for Conroy. 
r His actions serve as a balm 
for our guilt pains, and we 
want desperately for him to 
vsucce^.v#pfe*« 
'Sounder" possessed more 
universality of emotions (e.gl/v 
family relationships, the love 
between man and wife, the 
t r i a l s  o f  g r o w i n g  u p )  
presented within the context 
of black experience and se$ms 
the more fully realized of the 
two Ritt films. In its all-out 
effort to move us, "Conrack 
leaves a lot unexplained; but 
while viewing the film, I 
never reallv noticed it. I sur­
rendered to the story and 
Voight's ingratiating por­
trayal, as I suspect £a^ncH!it 
everyone will; >< ' 
Scientists Detect, < 
Star'8,-5 Planets|||f-
^y Zodiac News Service one or even two plantets clr-
• Astronomers at the uiniver^" cling, it, but astronomers 
sity of British Columbia Oliver Jensen and Tadeuse 
MB 
believe they have located a 
star that appears to have at 
least five separate planets 
circling it, ^ , - J 
For centuries, scientists 
have suspected that many or 
even most of the stars we qan 
see have planets around them, 
but the stars are too far away 
for the planets themselves to 
be seen. 
Hie latest discovery con­
cerns a star known as "Bar­
nard's Star." It had been 
suspected previously that 
Barnard's Star might have 
tJlrych believe they have 
detected at least five planets. 
The two scientists direfully 
• measured minor movements 
of Bernard's Star in the sky. 
They believe these 
movements are caused by 
planets which revolved 
around the star in periods 
ranging from 2.4 years to 26 
years. 
The astronomers add that 
the planets appear to be at 
least 500 times the size of the 
earth. They say they doubt if 
these planets could support in­
telligent, life as we know it. 
presents "Ben Hur," which 
was lauded with Academy 
Awards in 1959. Starring 
Charlton Heston, Hugh Grif­
fith, Stephen Boyd and Jack 
Hawkins,. the plot concerns a 
Judean aristocrat who defies 
the paganism of ancient 
Rome. • "v.v";K: . 
Viewers may choose to 
watch another spectacle, 
Told," at 8 p.m. on channel 36. 
The story of Jesus Christ until 
his crucifixion,, the movie 
stars Max Van Sydow, Carroll 
Baker, Sidney Poitier, John 
Wayne, Pat Boone, Charlton 
Heston and Shielley Winters. 
The conclusion will be shown 
Saturday night, f#; • 
6:30 p.m. 
7 Jimmy Dean Show . V 
Village 
Four 
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w,«, OTIS YOUNG /RANDY QUAID /CLIFTON JAMES 
TEXAS OPEN 7:15 
FEA. 8:15 
4(5^3 $1.00 TIL SHOWTIME 
Just a person who 
protects children and 
other living, things 
AT 8:15 & 12:15 
plus TOM 
AT 10:45 ONLY >, 
PdlttWI® MANN THEATRES 
FOX TWIN HELD OVER FEATURE THRU MONDAY 
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34 Eyewitness News 
7 p.m._ 
f Movie: "Ben Hur" 
V; 9 Washington Week In Review 
24 The Brady Bunch 
36 Sanford and Son 
. 7:30 p.m. 
9 Wall Street WEEK - — 
Vi>/i The Six Million Dollar Man 
36 Lotsa Uuck. . ''u};/. 
• p.m. 
. » Bach Mass in B Minor 
36 Movie: "The Greatest Story Ever 
Told" 
t:30 p.m. 
24 The Odd Couple 
9 p.m. 






36 Tonight Show 
terplece Theater 
Wide ' World of Entertain-
horoscope 
(Editor's Not*:. Donton and Dawn SpW.y, 
who pnpond thi. column, an local ntniogm 
tpockiliKins in natal chartt, pononal inter­
view!, analyth and mtrology dow.l.) 
AMIS: There may.be a tendency to speak 
before all the facts are known. 
TAURUS: You could realize a financial 
. • • ' benefit through some form of in­
tellectual communication. 
GEMINI: You are the critic today. 
Remember "The Golden Rule" and 
all will be well. 
CANCER: There may be many visitors at 
your home lust now, perhaps a 
social gathering. 
LEO: Anything of an intellectual nature 
fascinates and Influences you. 
Anyone for chess? 
VIRGO: You tend to be conservative now, 
but it's time to get out of that rut. 
LIBRA: Partnerships are strengthened by 
direct and open communication. 
You owe it to yourself. 
SCORHOi Reverence for basic principles 
is a quality It would do you well to' 
strengthen. 
SAGITTARIUS: Fame and/or fortune come 
to you through some form of com­
munication. 
AQUARIUS: You progress. It is in the 
areas directly related to the mind 
and the intellect. 
PISCES: Your thoughts are influenced by a 
dreamy mood. It could be a mirage. 
JONVOKHT 
"CONRACK" 
20th Csnlury-Fox presents A MARTIN RITT/IBVING RAVETCH PRODUCTIO 
tlso starring PAULWINRELDand HUME CRONYN 
Jirectedby MARTIN RITT Produced by MARTIN RITT and HARRIET FRANK 
Screenplay by IRVING RAVETCH & HARRIET FRANK. JR 
Based on the book "The Water is Wide" by PAT CONROY Music JOHN WILLI A! 
£££) PANAVISION* COLOR BY DELUXE* 
BUTCH HELD OVER 
ARE BACK! 
lust 
fan of it! 
frQ ,.,r, 
RAUL NEWMAN ROBERT REDFORD 
KATHARINE ROSS. A 
"BUTCH CASSIDV AND TOE SUNDAN« WD" 
vr v1,~ '1 ^ ̂  NOW SHOWING AT THE FOLLOWING THEATRES ̂  jh 
BOjiiMuiM wini:i 
SOUTH SIDE 
'10 E Ben Wl 
444 1J96 
CATTLEGOMPANY^l5±S2 -
hm ni*u»r >mim mu+iu.tm 
MANM THCATMI* 
FEATURE TIMES MATINEES OAltY THRU MONDAY 
OPEN 1 p.m. v 
Faatur* Sh«wn at 1:20>3i20<5i20-7;20-9{20 2-4-6-8-10-
! to* ornci OHN 7;IS - SHOW STARTS 
Page m ̂ rlday^ABrli^ 
^vwiSIi 
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Sandwiches, chips,-and tea will be available; Union buildirig 
104; sponsored by Academic Affairs Committee. 
7,9)j.m.; Film: "Claire's Knee;" directed by Erie Rohmer, 
fifth in his series of "moral tales;" the New York times call­
ed it "superlative;" $1 UT students, faculty, staff; I1.5Q . 
members; Union .Theatre; sponsored by Arts and Theatre 
Committee. 
8 p.m.; Poetry Reading2 Tino VillanueVa; chicano poet of the 
Spanish department "at Boston University will present a 
reading of his poetry; location to be announced; sponsored by 
Mexican-American Culture Committee arid* the Center for 
Mexican-American Studies. 
8 p:m,; Speaker: John Kenneth Galbraith; free to UT ID 
holders; $1 general admisslon; Union Main Ballrooifi; spon­
sored 1>y Ideas and Issues Committee. 
Jean-Pierre Leaua and Bernaaette Lafont star in Jean Eustache's new film. 
< * r rTr^i 
Saturday, 2-4 p.m.; Raster Egg Hunt; for married students' 
children; prise will be offered for most eggs collected; free; 
Pease Park (meet at parking lot at south end); sponsored by 
Recreation Committee. , ?;«< 
#, 11 p.m.; James Dean Festival Film Mo. 2: "Bast of 
Eden;" drama that established James Dean as an important 
star; based on the priae-winning novel by John Steinbeck; |l 
UT students, faculty, staff; fl.SO members; Union Theatre; 
sponsored by Arts and Theatre Committee. 
Sunday 7, 9 p.m.; James Dean Festival Film No. 3: "Rebel 
Without a Cause;1'the film that captures the feelings of tilt 
^/American teenagers of the '50s; James Dean and Natalie 
sSWood star; #1 UT students, faculty, staff; $1.50 members; 
Union Theatre; sponsored by Arts and Theatre Committee. 
Monday Times by sign-up; Union Committee Member Inter- .:y= —-
views; sign-up in Union Program Office, Room 342, through ' Thursday Noon-1 p.m.; Sandwich Seminar: "Chicano Poetry.'• 
v. Wednesday sponsored by the Texas Union Program Council. Tino Villanueva will speak on chicano poetry; bring your own 
.m. - 5 p.m.; Art Exhibit: Lary Wilhelm; a photographer ofbrown bag lunch; Union Building 304-305; sponsored "by 
tare scenes and landscapes; through April 19; Union ArtSi S Mexican-American Culture Committee and the Center for 
Gallery , sponsored by Arts and Theatre Committee. Mexican-American studies. ' 
•.?; Tuesday Noon-1 pm.; Sandwich Seminar: "Recreational Op-7 'p.m.; Film: "Lawrence of Arabia;?' starring Peter 
• • portunities In and Around Austin in the Springtime," Connie O'Toole; Best Picture of the Year Award; $1 UT students; 
v.: .Shirley, travel editor, Austin American-Statesman; 
"«.sandwiches for sale, or bring your own lunch; Union Star 
Room; sponsored by &)TA (Students Older Than Average). 
-'4,,p.m.; Chicano Music Concert: Willie Caritcales y Su Con-
junto Lucero; program is part of Minority Cultures Week at 
UT, which is jointly being coordinated by the Mexican-
American Culture and Afro-American Culture Committees,' 
Student Government Minority Affairs Committee and other 
- - -chicano and black organisations on campus; Union Patio; 
sponsored by Mexican-American Culture Committee. 
Wednesday Noon-1 p.m.; Sandwich Seminar - Consumer 
Protection Series: "Buying Insurance — Hornet Life, Autot 














.Older Than Average). 
Saturday 7, 9,10, 11:20 p.m.i Jamfes Cagney Festival Film No. 
2: "White Heat;" considered to be the epitome of the true 
*'• gangster film; highlights James Cagney suffering from acute 
*; momism; $1 UT students, faculty, staff; 11.80 members; 
Union Theatre; sponsored by Arts and Theatre Committee. I 
Evening, time to be announced; bus trip to Fiesta; shuttle S 
bus to San Antonio; more information available late? in the |
Program Office; sponsored by Recreation Committee. j| 
»- faculty, staff; $1.50 members; Union Theatre; sponsored by 
Arts and Theatre Committee. 
'.^Friday 4-6 p.m.; SOTA Happy Hour; Armand's upstairs (24th 
Street off Guadalupe Street); sponsored by SOTA (Students 
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$1.00 til 3:00 p.m. 
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00 
"The Mother atid the 
Whore," Jean Eustache's 
' three-and-one-half-hour film, 
first screened in this country 
at the 1973 New York Film 
Festival, receives its Austin 
premiere this weekend. 




' By Zodiac News Service 
The FBI has revealed that it 
has developed a super­
computer that can instan­
taneously identify finger­
prints. 
At present, it takes five 
minutes for a trained techni­
cian to classify the prints of a 
single individual, but the 
FBI's new computer system 
can analyze in greater detail 
and memorize the Same prints 
in just five seconds, or in 
i/60th the time., .... 
film in New York has brought 
some serious attention and 
highly favorable notices from 
many respected critics. 
The story concerns the 
almost every respect." 
Furthermore, Monaco noted 
that "even though 'The 
Mother  and the Whore '  
centers on a male character, 
triangular relationship of a 30- ' it nevertheless shows tremen-
year-old man (Jean-Pierre, dous respect,, understanding 
Harry Caul will go anywhere to bug 
a private conversation. 
His talents are unequalled. 
They've already been 
responsible for three murders. 
Leaud)v his older mistress 
(Bernadette Lafont) and a 
younger  nymphomaniac 
(Francoise Lebrun). 
In an article published in 
The New York Times, James 
Monaco likened the film to 
"Last Tango in Paris," but 
noted that "Eustache's film 
surpasses Bertolucci' s in 
and even love — for its 
women ... one of the first 
films to display the sen­
sibilities of the Seventies." 
'The Mother  and the 
Whore" will be shown at 7 :30 
p.m. only, Friday in Jester 
Center Auditorium and Satur­
day in Batts Auditorium. Ad­
mission will be $2. 
—TONIGHT— 
Lea Ann 
and the Bizzaro* 
-SAT.-
Jus' Walkir 
"Plenty of Funk" 
• .-SUH-
' . Wpstover 
BEVO'S 
WEST SIDE TAP 
MIXED DRINKS 
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SEE THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
PAINTING OF "THE 
. TH R E E  M U S K E T E E R S "  I I I  
t. TECHNICOLOR* • PRINTS BY OE LUXE® 
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"On&of tHe most mi-
aginative, technically 
n g e n i o u s  a n d  
provocative films I've 





> ' - y £0 
"John Boorman has 
fashioned a new genre 
in 'ZARDOZ,' what 




. V David Sheehan 
' . CBS-TV 
'Watching ,'i! 
' Z A R D O Z '  i s  l i l c e  
n e g o t i a t i n g  a  
minefield of surprises. 
A rich, exciting film." 
Jerry Ostet 
N.Y. Daily News 
See the future, 









20th CeiHi*y Fo* Pnesems 
SEAN CONNERYm ZARDOZ BOORMAN 
Also-starring CHARLOTTE RAMPUNG SARA KESTUMAN And X3HN ALOERTON . 
MN^6K3N*RIN758T KlUXCr' 
Written. Produced 4 Oirected by Hi 
VARSITY I  
<  . . ;  A r ) a \ M  > (  .  i-:\ i  i  
i $1.00 HI 3:00.p.m,,..:,.,.;,.,-





John Cazale • Allen Garfield 
Music scored by Coprod'ucer 
David Shir© "• Fraid Roos 
»^ l  Color  by  TECHNiCOLOR" 
TRANS* TEXAS 
•UARIU5 Theatres IV 
1500 S. PIEASANT VAUEY ROAD 





WINNER 7 ACADEMY AWARDS! 
BEST PICTURE 
BEST DIRECTOR 
BEST STORY AND SCREENPLAY (ORIGINAL) 
BEST FILM EDITING • BEST ART DIRECTION ; , 
BEST MUSICAL SCORE • BEST COSTUME DESIGN 
$1.50 
til 6 p.m. 
$1.00 til 6 p.m. 
Feature* 1:30-3:30-5:30-7:30-9:30 
5 ACADEMY AWARD 
NOMINATIONS 
THE YOUNG 





i'. ?^OF '42" 
i MAKE AN 
UNFQRGETT 
I v. TEAM! 
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|A GEORGE RCV 
IHCS 
(fWyoor^uilwt »nJoym»nt-you must this film from m* beginning.) 
HELD ^urtlbrlhe fun ofrtl 
OVER RAUL NEWMAN 
ROBERT REDFORD 
A KATHARINE ROSS. 
"BUICH CAJSIDY AND 
THE SUNDANCE KID' 
Three boys wanteJ to l>e like tKeirlero. 
mmzm 
They go theirwisL 
Soon they 
fortune 
DEAD or ALIVE 
Ron Ho 
AVMTERMIMSCH-IUCHAKDFUtSCHEKProdDctioa 
STARTS lAllJJ ""I $1^ATURBPJ" 
















IS word minimum -fe-s 
Each word one lime , . . .. I AO 
Eachword 2-4 times. ... .. ..S Of 
Each word 5-9 times . . .. s 07 
Each word 10 or more times. , s .06 
Student rate each time ....... $ ,7s 
Classified Display 
1 col. x I inch one time... s ; S2.fi 
I col. x 1 inch 2-9 times...-..S2.66 
1 col. * T inch ten or more flmes $2.37 
MAOUM SCMCOUU 
. Taxon Mday . .... 2.00 p.m. 
Timdoy T*Mn M»W»ay •.. • /TO:00 a.m. 
WiMdn tnon Tuvidoy.'.' 10:00 a.m. 
Thursday f«*n W»dn«»d«y . 10:00 a.m. 
Friday TIM Thutwfoy...... 10:00 a.m. 
•In fh« «vwit if mii mad* in «* 
sdvtrtlMMiit, fawiNAott Mlin HWII kt 
giv*n at tlw pubfalnn an mcamlbU hr 
•nly ONK InwiiMt Insertion. JUI doinn f* 
BdjmtniMh thewid b* mod* Ml later 
than 30 days afltr pvUtsHM." 
, LOW STUDENT RATES 
IS word minimum each day .75 
Each additional word each days .OS 
I col. x 1 inch each day S2.37 
"Unclassified*" ) line 3 days .$1.00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipts and pay in advance in TSP 
" " 3.200 (25th & Whitls) from'8 Bldg 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Friday. 
Monday through 




- • Come Rummage! 
There's still some of us who would 
prefer princely silks, cottons, and 
woolens in their pure form to all the syn­
thetics in the world. 
However, as mundane as it is to men­
tion it, the cost of these garments is often 
discouraging. 
For those of you who share this opi­
nion, come visit Granny's Attic 4211 
Duval, Saturday only, from 11:30 - 6:00 
p.m. and have a ball rummaging 
through the racks discovering the finest 
of labels for a fraction of their original 
co«»! 
- COMPONENTS 
1'974 Component sets (only 3) complete 
with speakers and dust covers. To be 
sold for S88.00 each. Cash or terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6535 N. 
Lamar. Monday-Friday 9 toff, Saturday 
- 9 to 6. 
FOURSQUARE 
FURNITURE 
Custom made furniture. Price for un­
finished begins at: Chair-s25, Couch-$35, 
De$k-S40, Coffee Tabte-S20, Dining 
Table-$20. Trundle Bed-S95. We also 
strip frame canvases. Between 6th and 
7th on Red River. Monday, Wednesday, 
Saturday, 10:00 to 5:00. 
.478*3252 
AX-7000-GARRARD 
Garrard's famous professional turntable 
is the heart of the AX-7000-Garrard 
stereo system 250 watt amplifier and 
precision AM/FW multiplex stereo tuner 
with FET circuitry, AIR SUSPENSION 
3 way 10 speaker system. Features 
heavy duty 8" woofer, 51*" midrange, <" 
horn tweeter, and 3' a duocooetweeter 
in each speaker enclosure. 1 year 
guarantee on parts and labor. Lists at 
$529 but will sell at S299. Cash or Terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES. 6535 N. 
Lamar, Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-6 
Vintage Threads 
has company ! 
Happenstance has moved in with a 
whole new world of fine handmade goods 
and art objects. To make room for them -
and for our Spring Finery and duds for 
strutting - we're selling our Winter 
clothing at 25%-75% reductions. 
VINTAGE THREADS/ 
HAPPENSTANCE 
2405 Nueces - upstairs 
SINGER 
" ZIGZAGS S56 
Just received in original factory cartons 
3 Zig Zag Singers that make buttonholes, 
sew on buttons, do decorative stitches & 
monograms — much more. Inspect to­
day, UNITED FREIGHT SALES. 6535 
N. Lamar, Mon.-Fri 9-9, Sat. 9-6. 
FOR SALE' small stereo component 
system *200 oj5 best offer- Call 447-3379. 
NlKKOR 35mm Perspective Control 
Lens. Brand new. Lists for over <300. 
Asking S250 with case. 478-5917. 
.70 CARAT FLAWLESS Diamond ring 
set. Must sell. Accept any reasonable 
offer. 451-2241 after 11 a.m. 
LEAVE COUNTRY, must sell '61 Mer-
cury. Loaded. FM stereo, 72,000 miles, •> 
excellent condition. $1,000. 478-9076. 
STEREO EQUIPMENT. New Shure V-
15 type ill cart. New Dual 1211 turntable. 
47743(0. 345-3011. 
'71 TOYOTA COROLLA 1600. 2S mpg, 
AC, radio, tape deck, new tires, make 
Offer. 442-3190. 
INTERNATIONAL 420 class sailboat, 
14' racing slodp, trapeze, compass, spin­
naker,' trailer plus complete solitaire 
rig. 11650. Call 452-8024. 
'71 CHEVELLE MALIBU. All parts 
replaced, plus new tires. Good gas 
mileage, excellent condition. Call 478-
8635. 
'71 14'xSl' MOBILE HOME. Furnished, 
AC, washer, dryer. Shag, very 
reasonable, located U.T. Trailer Park. 
474-1308. 
1972 CHEVROLET VEGA, R&H, AC, 20,-
000 miles, excellent condition. Phone 478-
8688 • 
LADIES 5-speed Schwinn. bicycle. Ex­
cellent condition. 160. With book rack, 
$65, After 6:00, 926-9798. 
MAMIYA Rb67 90mm f3.8 revolving 
back. Excellent condition. 451-772J 
between 6 and 8 p.m. $450. 
1973 HONDA 125 SL. Excellent condition^ 
less than 120 miles. $495.836-4210; after 6 
p.m. 453-2116. 
RIDE BUS TO UT. 4 bedroom, 2 bath 
home, large living area and big hobby 
room.. All for $28,500. Located North. 
Feather Homes. 451-7697. 
$10,500. USE YOUR VA. Two bedroom, 
one bath home, only 10 blocks from UT, 
off 19th Street. Clean home with pay­
ment less than $100 month. Feather 
Homes. 451-7697, 
HUGE FENCED YARD. Immaculate 
three bedroom, lVj bath home. CA/CH. 
Located South, one block city bus. $21,-
800. Feather Homes. 451-7697. 
'73 NORTON 750. Great shape, 6.000 
miles. Misc. Harley parts, '74 trike' 
frame, 5x16 tire and 'rim. Call French, 
444-8154, 
SEARS RADIAL TIRES. Guaranteed. 
36,000 miles. New. Set of 4. $160.474-4629. 
RALEIGH 10-speed bike, 26". Car 
carrier, lock and chain. Sailboat, 
Dolphin Jr. - new sail, sailbag, car rack. 
476-9284. 
1966 YAMAHA 305. inspected, many new 





TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. . ,..L 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED irv-
sfruments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built.- 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
G.UITAR REPAIR, new fend used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio. 476-8421. Tues.-
Sat. 10-6. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lens, Projec­
tors, Accessories. The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera. 476-3581, Dobie 
Mall. 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. All sizes to choose from: $3 00 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
HELPS YOUR FUTURE. 5.125 acres 
east near Colorado. Live on it or use as 
investment. 459-9574, 452-4205. 
Tvl MALIBU CHEVROLET. $2000. 
Great shape, new equipment. Call 477-
4562 or 926-7761. 
FIDDLE AND BOW. Excellent but most 
sacrifice. $50 or best offer. 477-2080 
between 6:30-7:30. 
1970 SAAB 96. M,000 actual miles. Great 
car. Needs tune-up. $1395, 454-2327 
"74 CUTLASS SUPREME. Fully 
equipped. FM Stereo and tape. Assume 
payments. Small Equity. 441-1132 
evenings. 
COMFORTABLE 14 x 60 Mptrile Home, 
two bedrooms, shag carpet, bay window, 
raited ceiling, CA/CH. excellent condi-
. tion. $6600. 385-33S2 after 1 p.m. 
t-TRACK HOME unit with amp 50 tapes 
and car -unit, sears color TV. 444-1713, 
44I-7KH. 
SET OF 4 HR70 X 14 radials. $115. 477-
6666. 
GIBSON SOLID WOODguitar with case. 
New, retail price $325, .selling for $225. 
453-1673. 
FINE GUILD iumbo 12-string guitar, 
new condition, hardshell case. Call 474-
1074 afternoons. 
NEW GUITAR with case and shoulder 
strap. $55. Call 452-5503. 
DESK, BOOKSHELVES Special prices 
to students or will make to order. 4300 
Ave. B. 
SONY COMPONENT STEREO; slant 
tape deck, new Shure cartridge. 914 W. 
James. 7-9 p.m. 
FENDER JASS BASS, no scratches, thin 
maple neck, brown body, hard case, also 
acoustic 140 bass amp. Both 10 mo. old. 
441-5634. 
LUDWIG CLEAR VISTALITE drum set, 
cymbals, used less than 60 days. 444-
5935, 452-7714, after i p.m. 
AKC REGISTERED show quality 
Afghan puppies below average price. 
Beryl 472-8944, nights. Karen 477-7448, 
days. 
TEAC A-4010SL tape deck. $275. Gibson 
ES-330TDC elec. guitar. $250 with case. 
AR turntable XA. $50. Laves Sight-N-
Sound Center, 217 E. 6th. 
FORD PICKUP. Red 1949 classic, Chev 
V8, radio, radial tires, $750 or best offer. 
477-3733. 
1968 NAVY BLUE Squareback 
Volkswagen. 63,000 miles. Good condi­
tion. $1,000. Call Jerry (nights) 476-8481. 
WATER SKIING boatride on Lake 
Austin, Call 476-3550 mornings. 
VW BUG. good tires, new starter, radio, 
heater, body fair, blown engine. 472-0260 
nights. 
COLOR*TV - Sears 18", 2 years old. Ex-
cellent value and condition. $150. 451-
5513. 
30-WATT LAFAYETTE stereo 
amplifier. Eico mono tuner. Olympia 
portable typewriter. Call 454-8895. After 
.. —rrr. 
RENAULT '67 great gas mileage. Good 
condition, new clutch. Call 471-5863. 
'73 Va YAMAHA 250MX. Softened suspen-
sion, extra fast. $725 or the best offer. 
Call 474-4209. 
1970 YAMAHA ENDURO 175. Perfect 
condition. Knobbies, great gas mileage. 
447-4849. $350. 
12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM mobile horned 
CA/CH. Assume payments, $2600 
balance. Call 385-5835 after 5:30. 
1973 PONTIAC FIREBIRD. 12,000 miles. 
6 cylinders, 3-speed stick transmission, 
AM/FM stereo, orange and white, low 
gasoline consumption. $2995. yCall 47#r 
GIBSON ES335; $325; 50-watt Marshall/ 
j month old, four 12" Lansings, $600. Must 
seii; 472-9495 befort 1:00. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, side 
railings, curved foot boards. Doubles 
: and singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
FURN. APARTS. 
WILLOW CREEK 
Summer Rates Start Today 
i BR $155 2 BR $190 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Shuttle Bus Route 
Dishwashers - 2 Large Pools 
Security 
Clubroom. volleyball Court 
Move in Today 
1901 Willow Creek 
444-0010 
TANGLEWOOD NORTH 
Summer Rates Start Today 
2 BR. Furn. $165 
1 BR. Furn. $140 
AC Paid • Bright Shag Carpet 
Dishwasher - 2 Large Pools 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
1020 E. 45th, 452-0060 
$115 
PLUS ELEC. 
• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air • Pool 
» • Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
RETREAT APTS. 
4400 Ave. A 459-0058 




Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to" 
your housing. 
The "South Shore's central location 
provides easy access to U.T. 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
I bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake Complete with shag 
carpeting, accent wall, modern fur­
niture. plus an individual deck overlook­
ing the water. 
From S145— all bills paid 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
You Belong At"" 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms! game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Come join us 
now! From $145 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) 
WE RENT 
AUSTIN 
Your time is valuable 








Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
SH5, one bedroom $130/ two bedrooms 
si70. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-2461 " 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 1 
- • "• - • 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom, contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
.OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from S12V. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. 451-4533 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer; rates. Start »135 - SUS, Also 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom 2 bath, 1 
bedroom l bath. Closeto campus, shuttle 
bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator 
large closets, private, pantry, storage, 






Located by UT courts giving you 40 ten­
nis courts In your backyard. Of course, 
there are 2 swimming pools, barbeque 
pits, and all of th<f other things you want. 





FROM $119 plus E. 
1 BEDROOMS 
FROMS130plus E. 
FURNISHED ON SHUTTLE 
38TH 8. SPEEDWAY 
453-0540 472-4162 
BARRY GILLINGWATER CO. 
4l? BLOCKS TO CAMPUS. 
1907 SAN GABRIEL 
SUMMER-FALL RESERVATIONS 
Upperclassmen, air conditioned, 1 
bedroom, full kitchen, bath, quiet, lots of 
parking, amid. 1 person SI30 mo., 2 per­
sons SUS mo. plus electricity. Summer 
Rates S5 mo. less per person. 453-3235 
V I P. 
APARTMENTS 
' 33rd & Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
New ' contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer, and Fall 
Drastically^ reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn. only 3 
min. from downtown, 5 min. from UT. 
Large waifc-ins, extra storage, private 
balconies, lots of glass. From S179 plus 
E. .OAK KNOLL, 620 South 1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
'Town1 Lake Circle'— 
444-8118 472-4162 
^ Barry Gittingwater Company 
LIVE NEAR CAMPUS 
S U M M E R  F A L L  
RESERVATIONS NOW 
Air conditioned, 1 bedroom efficiencies 
tor 2 or 3 persons, quiet, parking, maid. 
S75 month each 2 persons, S60 month 
each for 3 persons. Fall rates - »5/month 
more per person. Upperclassmen. Plus 
Electricity. 453-3235. 
Why waste time on a bus? 
Walk to class. 
Old Main Apartment 
Unique Efficiencies. Fur­
nished. All Bills Paid. 25th and 




Nicely furnished with dishwasher, dis­
posal. Between Lamar and Guadalupe 1 
block North of North Loop. 606 Franklin. 
Call 453-2835 or 451-4352. 
SU CASA 
203 West 39th 
451-2268 till 6 
Now leasing for summer 
Quiet atmosphere 
Shuttle on corner 
Pool, party room & Bar-B-Que 
Water and Cable Paid 
1 BR, 1 BA. - $135 
2 BR., 2 BA. - $230 
• Transportation 
• Professional Service 
,• 24 Hour Phone Service 
LET US HELP YOU FIND 
YOUR 
APARTMENT, , „ 
DUPLEX 
or HOME 
MYRTLE WILLIAMS & 
ASSOC. 
472-7201 324 So. Congress 
THE BLACKSTONE 
S64.50/month 
Apartment living >/i block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
A Paragon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. $149.50 
- $169.50, ABP. 
472-8253 472-2518. 
Hancock Apts. 
Free April Rent On Shuttle Bus Route. 
Efficiencies. Sparkling new Luxury. 921 
East 46th. No Lease. All Built-lns. Near 
Hancock Shopping Center. Close to 
University. On Shuttle Bus Route. 
454-3854 451-6654 472-8226 
PLAYBOYS 
Ultra-modern duplex apt., includes 
hanging fireplace, panelled walls, 
slanted beamed ceilings, Terrazzo 
floors, fully draped, modern furniture 
and all tile bath, 2 bedrooms, air con­
ditioning, central heat, kitchen, private 
yard/patio. Lease required - rent 
S155/month. No utilities. Tenants will 
show. 3408-B West Avenue. To lease call 
or write Apartment Rentals, 1009 Main 




Make a little money go a long way dur­
ing Woodside's summer special, effec­
tive J une 1. See our spacious one and two 
bedroom apartment with huge closets, 
beautiful decor and optional fireplaces.. 
Sundeck, pool and cabana are available 
for your total relaxation. Lovely view of 
Austin's hills. On the shuttle bus route, 
just minutes from the University and 




WALK TO CAMPUS 
H IGHLAND MALL am 
, AREA ON „ % shuttle : < 
Huge 1'4 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn 
with large walk-Ins, beautiful landscap-
Ino. From J154 ABP. 1100 Relnll. 452-




* 206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and Patio. 
Reasonable. Shuttle Va block. 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 




- Summer Rates Start Today 
1 BR. I BA; 2 BR, 2 BA; 3 BR, 3 BA 
$155, S210, $290 ° 
Large P90I - All Bi|ls Paid ^ 
Move In Today! 
Best Rate on >he Lake 
Shuttle Bus From-Ooor 




Summer Rates Now » 
2 BR Furn. $125-$135 
1 1 BR Fyrn. JUS • 
Central Air Conditioning 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from *139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn, Barry Gilllngwater Company. 477-: 
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two -
bedroom apartments, completely fur-. 
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning Oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit.- Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students ; 
and families welcome. Manager 315-2043 
after 4:00. 
PEACEFUL WE AUSTIN. Colorful 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
T 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. Located 
in the heart of UT area. 1 block to shut­
tle SI49.50, S169.50, ABP. 
472 8253 472-2518 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
oedrooms plus enormous^one and' two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from $125. 1507 Houston Street. 
—«S4-6394-egrmavPropertles lfTE,-WI:W33' 
SUPER-* NIZO 





capability. Original cost $550 sail for 
$400. Oi rm after I 00. Greg. 
'973 BUICK Centurion, i loor hardtop. 
Mr. auto. AM/FM, extras, nt-2919. 
ALFA ROMEO COUPE IHS Excellent 
mechanically S speed transmission, 
-tour wheal chic brakes, Pireliies. Weber 
carburetors. Ibw.mileetae. new paint, M 
mp#, manuMwtrv, »»m. 
ItSf FORD" AMBULANCE Rdns goodT 
M00 444-2446 \& p»rk«r Lane. 
SAILBOAT, Olympic racing class, two 
man keel boat rigged for racing. 22' long, 
owner will finance. Call 453-6551 after 10 
p.m. 
RARE MARANTZ 10B Tuner, very good 
condition, $450 or best offer. Call 471-5376 
after 5 p.m. 
'72 PINTO RUNABOUT. Excellent con-
dition, air. automatic, $2,100.00, 20 mpg. 
2000cc engine. 5200 Overbrook. 
"JEUNET" racing ten speed, 24W, 531 
DB, stronglight, Campi. extras, new 
tires, must sell, frame too large. $205. 
471-3184. 
'72 SUZUKI 380. $675. 47S-2690 mornings. 
Included Bell helmet. 
1955 FORD V-8 Country Sedan wagon. 
Runs good. $100.1209-0 Castle Hill. 477-
2519. L -• •. ' - V . ,< . ' . v 
PIONEER CS-66 10". 3 way speaker 
system. 2 months old. New. $240, asking 
$185. 454-1324 before 10 a.m., after 6:00 
p.m.1' 
MUST SELL CANON FTQL with 
50mm/1.4 lens, $200. Vivitar 90 t 230mm 
T4 zoom lens with adapter, $135. Vivitar 
180 flash with recharger, $25. Vivitar 
skylight and polarizer filters,,$7. Will 
sell separately or altogether, as a whole . 
- $385. Cal Zag, 452-1S51. -
TRIUMPH- SPITFIRE fylark II. 1966 
Recently rebuilt, needs some work, will 
negotiate. 3000 Cataltna, after 5:00. 
OIL PAINTING, LARGE. Major work 
by Barton or sen Francisco Street scene 
Impressionistic, Expensive. Offers 926-
0534. 
fflKON F. $100. Nikfcor 50rhm ft.4. $6S 
Sofigar tISmm, l3.5,M5.Sotlgar f5.5mm, " 
$85 Luna pro. $50. fyWSt sell. 471-7101. 
AMF -*LCORT <2* sailboa?rt4»~Wm> 
trailer,' 4300 without. Excellent condi­
tion 4414561. 441-5321 after 6:30. 
/ 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Or. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
& n d  A u s t i n  t r a n s i t .  2  b e d r o o m  
townhouses, extra large. Two bedroom 
Hats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher. disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool, maid 'service if desired, 
washateria in complex. See owners. Apt. 
113 orxall 451-4848 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444 7555 
I. 2, or 3 bedrooms 
unfurnished or furnished 
From SI40 • S265 
2 swimming pools, playgrounds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, minutes to B.A.F.B., steps from 
IRS. on bus .line. BILLS PAID, Free 
channel TV 
B R I G H T  A N D  
CHEERFUL 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus, new shopping center, 290 and 
Koenig Lane. Call today: 
472-8278, 9-6 and 
892-2215, 6-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
or the three summer months only, 
own Lake Apartments will give a 
POSADA 
ADVENTURE 
Lease Now for Fall to get a 
g i f t  o f  o n e  m o n t h  r e n t .  
Students and singles will love 
o u r  g a r d e n ,  p o o l  a n d  
clubroom. Your own private 
bus, group trips, and many 
other adventures for fall. 
Flats and Studios from $125 
308 East St. John 
451-8155 452-5326 
THREfe ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished 
Summer rates, Start S135 - $185. Also 
teasing lor fall. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1 
bedroom, t bath. Close to campus, shut­
tle bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
large closets, private patios, storage, 




Large 3 bedroom duplex lownhouse In 
convenient Northeast Austin, WO conn, 
vaulted ceilings,-orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins. 6413B Auburn 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Glllingwater Com­
pany. 
f; 
substantial rent discount to UT students 
On Tovwv Lake, cable, -all bills paid, 
disposal, telephone lacks, laundry 
facilities, club room, pool, pets, specious 
efficiency. 1 bedroom. 2 bedroom. 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus 
Lease now, make this a great,summer. 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458, 444-3790 
NOW LEASING new efficiency apart-
men*. One semester or longer. 
tl35/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd . 477-4118. 2504 Manor «d474-2201 
PALO BLANCO 
APARTMENTS 
Furnished one bedpoom apart­
ment. 3 vacancies. 
911 Blanco 
472-1030. 
MINI APARTMENT, Open b*am cell­
ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
kitchen."color coordinated. CA/CH, pool,-
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. 1134.50 
bills paid/ 452-5533, 451-6533. Central 
Properties Inc. .. 
EFFICIENCIES. »1I5 ph* electricity. 
Pooi, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. Hun­
tington Vine. 46th and Ave, A. 4544M3. 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
c o m m u n i t y  l i v i n g .  F i v e  
architectural' styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for SI20 all bills paid. 
1 5 0 1  K i n n e y  A v e .  N o .  I l l  
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
CONSUL 
ON TOWN LAKE 
New Roof - New Management 
2 and 3 bedroom townhouse and falts 
from Si80 all bills paid. Summer from 
SI65- On shuttle bus route, dishwasher, 
disposal, central air, pool, game room. 
Call 444-3411, or come by 1201 Trnmn 
Ford Road, Apt. 113. Turn East off IH35 
on E Riverside Drive. 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large' walk-in closets 
. Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR SUMMER 
& FALL. Shuttle bus seryice at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at J135, airbills 
- Icy" Spacious efficiency, one and two 
drooms. Closets galore. Party bars 8. 
wet bars. Private patios 8. balconies, 
Clubroom, game rooms, saunas, two 
pools. Individual heating and cooling. 
Professional resident management. IMS 
Burton Drive at Woodland. Second red 




l'*Br. Furn. $145 
2 Br. Furn. J190 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
Central Air 8. Heat 
1403 Norwalk 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
472-9614 
THE WILLOWICK 
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central location. 
1 Bedroom 
$145 unfurnished S160 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
SI78 unfurnished . S198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
600 South First St. 444-0687 
ANTILLES APTS. 
1 BR. FURN. $165 
2 BR. FURN. $180 
ALL BILLS PAK) 
2 NICE POOLS 
Dishwasher 
Fully Carpeted 
2204 Enfield Rd. 478-0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
PARK PLACE 
ARTS. 
2 Br. Furn. $180 
A L L  B I L L S  P A I D  
Central Air Condition - Large 
Rooms - Fully Carpeted -
Covered Parking Area 
4305 Ave. A 452-1801 
HARTFORD PLACE 
1405 Hartford Rd. 263-2390 
Large furnished 1 bedroom and 
efficiency apartments. CA/CH, shag 
carpet, quiet atmosphere. Just off 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, pre-
lease for fall and summer. 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
' Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
Going fast! 
$124 bills paid 
474-5550 477-3651 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 
451-8242 - No fee. 
TANGLEWOOD 
EAST 
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 
Summer* Rates-^ 
Start Now! 
2 BR Furn. $140 
1 BR Furn. S120-S125 
Nice shag carpet - central air -
Large pool 
Ride Bike to UT 
Carpeted - Large Pool 
RIDE BIKE TO UT 
2401 MANOR RD. 
•0 
474-4665 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR. $130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted -
, 3704 Speedway 453-4883 
SHUTTLE BUS FRONT DOOR 
MARK XX APTS. 
1 BR - S130 2 BR - $150 
Summer Rates-Start Today 




efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West'Sth 
(off Blancoi) 476-3895, 472-4)62 Barry ; 
Gilllngwater Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477- , 
5282. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4162. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00.' 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, . 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From S125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
453-6308, 472-4162. Barry GMIingwater 
Company. 
LARGE ONE and two,.bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, shut­
tle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasing. Ver­
sailles Apartments, 4411 Airport. 452-
.8385. . ... -
LAW SCHOOL • one block. Large one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. $150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 to, $240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fall-leases. Swimming pool, . 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenue. Phone 476-5556. 
452-5093 •• 
HALF "MONTH RENT FREE. Large 
f'urnished one bedroom, CA/CH, cable. 
5 BLOCKS 
WEST OF CAMPUS 
New semi-efficiencies 
Shag carpet, cable, gas, 
water furnished 
RED OAK, 2104 San Gabriel 
$121 Summer Rates 
477-5514, 476-7916 
MARK V 
SUMMER RATES START TODAY 
1 Br. $130 
Luxury one bedroom apartment, fully 
carpeted, dishwasher, pool. * 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 




2 Br. Furn.-S150 
1 Br. Furn. - $130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air. 441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 & 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location In 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry Gilllngwater Company. 
452-3076, ^8-1832. f 
WALK TO CAMPUS. Newly remodeled 
sJooms sTS., all bills paid. (908 West 29th, 
Tfirttie rear). Efficiency apartment 
$99.50, all bills paid. 2907 San Gabriel 
Apt. C. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-6533. . 
BEAUTIFUL ATMOSPHERE. Shuttle 
at front door. Park with tennis courts 
across street. Swimming pool. Efficien­
cy, one bedroom, two bedroom. Leasing , 
at summer rates. 4410 Avenue F, Aparf-,-
ment 103. 454-2092, 
NEED'TO FILL new eff iciency 
apartments. Walking distance UT. 
$129.50. 451-7937. ' 
LARGE EFFICIENCY summer sublet, 
fall lease option, 2 blocks campus. 400' 
West 29th, No. 1. 477-7653. 
GARAGE APT., West University area 
for sedate grad student or working per­
son. $125 plus electricity. 454-3124, 6-9 
p.m. 
$125-$115 SUMMER RATES1 North near 
Highland Mall and City park and ride . 
terminal at Fox Theater. Shag carpet, 
dishwasher, disposal, 'CA/CH, pool, 
sundeck, laundry^No.children, pets. 902 
Mayfield, 454-3137, 452-1156. 
MINI" APARTMENT. Open beam cell-
°"ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. $134.50 
bills paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. Central 
Properties Inc. 
2200 NUECES efficiency bills paid S135. 
Call 453-6857. 
HELP WANTED 
We are now taking applications for part-
time noon help. We offer: 
2604 Manor Road 477-1064 
VERY SECLUDED 
$130 ALL BILLS PAID 
Efficiencies, 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments, perched on a cliff overlook­
ing a creek in one of Austin's prettiest 
parks. Fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, 
pool, built-in kitchen, beautiful fur­
niture. 513 Pecan Grove. 442-8094, 451-
6533. 
Central Properties, Inc. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near cam­
pus, shopping center, and shuttle bus. 
All bills paid. For more information, call 
454-9475. 
$149.50 ALL BILLS- PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SUMMER RATES NOW! Six blocks 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom $150; one bedroom $120. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-In 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 
MINI APARTMENTS, also oVie and two 
bedrooms.^ Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CJ"t> rich wood paneling, 
pool, all buiif-ln kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533! 454-6423. Central 
•Properties Inc. 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
'Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31sf 
472-2147, 472-4162 
Barry Gilllngwater ;Corr>pany 
NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon Ml, 
22nd. end Sen Oabrlel. Extra lerge two 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
Most outstanding apartments in the 
University area! Call Rod Wetsel at 472; 
8941 or 4/2 *253. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 8. 2 bedroom efficien­
cies. Nice pooi erea, study room, orien­
tal f urnlshlngs. F rom $139 ABP. 405 East 
31st. 472-2147, 472-4162. 'Barry 
Gilftngwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with built-lns, vaulted ceilings. Smalt 
community living. $139.50 plus electric^, 
ty. 801 West Lynn. 477-M71, 472-4162, 
Ba rry gilllngwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE,' 
Highland Mall. vCapltol Plata. Large i 
8. 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
$137.50 'plus electricity. 110$ Clayton 
. L a n e .  4 5 3 - 7 9 1 4 ,  4 7 2 - 4 1 6 2 .  B a r r y  
Glllingwater Company 
$1.70 starting pay 
Scholarship program 
V2 price on food 
Profit sharing 
Apply at Holiday House No. 5 
6800 Burnet Road f-
HOLIDAY HOUSE 
No. 1 
Part-time help needed to work noons. Ex-
j^Ujej^wor'Kjn.gxoRjcUj*ons. "-Wo-havo p:n ex-
cellent scholarship program for college 
students. Good starting pay. 
Apply between 5-7 p.m. daily 
at 1003 Barton Springs Road 
FURN. APARTS. 
THREE OH FIVE 
APARTMENTS 
Large new contemporary efficiency apartments leasing 
for Summer. 
$125 - $129.50 plus electricity 
• walk-in closets and outside storage area 
• pool -
• cable 
• laundry and parking , . 
• on shuttle bus route 
• Optional studio couch or double bed 
451-4364 
305 West 35th (6 blocks to campus) 
UNF. APARTS. 
SUMMER RATES 
AT CIRCLE VILLA -
2323 Towntake Circle. (i 
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
flAONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
1 Bedroom - unfurnished - $130 plus electricity 
2 Bedroom - 2 Bath'unfurnished - $170 plOs electricity 
Shuttle bus, muz Ik, pool, shag carpet, small complex, 
' very clean. 
Call 441-0014 ' or . 441-3020. 
22 Friday^April 12, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
FURN. APARTS. TYPING 
NEW SFF. NO rent fill M4V- Walking T—T* 
dilfffnee toUT. 451-7937, 453-3974. JUSt' 
CLEAN MEW EFFICIENCIES, NW 
smmla, CA/CH, shag carpet, residential 
neighborhood. *120-1175. Till West 10th, 
No. 106 or call 472-0129. 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY. Furnished 
ooe bedroom luxury apartment on shut­
tle.. 4103 Speedway No. 202, Manager 
Apt. 103. 451-2132, 345-4555. 
$144, ONE BEDROOM Sao Paulo 
Apartments: Shag, pool, balconies, 
walnut paneled. One block park. Tavern, 
shuttle. 476-5072. 476-4999. 
NQB HI LL APTS., .2520 Long view. Now 
leasing summer and fall.. Large i^. 2 
bedroom. <• Dishwasher, disposal, ' 
North of 27,th 
Guadalupe 
Shig 
carpM, pool, laundry. 1 block tennis 
courts, n block 1C; shuttle. Summer 
rates, 477-0741. 
Or Typing. Multillthing, binding®/ 
• the Complete Professional^?' 
FULL-TIME Typing 
|||1 Service 
Wm ' RESUMES 
with or without pictures. 
2 Day Service 
^72-3210 and 472-7677 i 
I®:- " 
HELP WANTED 
GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY ' 
will have a representative tw tamput to ^ 
interview students; with a firtn-
. background in the behavioral . sciences, 
- especially management and psychology 
and with some knowledge ot transacr 
ttonal analysis 'and the vretnforcement 
theory 
April 19, 1974 
• Pleas* contact Liberal Arts Placement« 




W COPY SHOP II 
JRBC/Bond Paper Super 
Copies m 
Guadalupe 
Students Polled at Spurr's Request 
FtC»ur*$v 
B,nd'"9S.v,¥^#r^Money-
, :.Ne*t to Gourmet on the Drag 
«• 
2707 Hemphill Park 
• $125 up. All furn.. very nice 
e. All conr 
LA CASA ....
and dean, quiet atmospher . 
veniences, 5.minutes to town, off South 
Lamar. 2024 Gooidridge. Call 454-1170 or: 
441-3139. 
AAODERN T BEDROOM, No deposit: 
S135 month. Central air, dishwasher, 
shag carpet. Call David 477-3457 after 4. 
NOW LEASING for summer. One 
bedroom apartment and 2 bedrooms. ' 
One and two bath apartments. Large 
pool, CA/CH, 1'/I from UT Law School. 
Shuttle bus route, ABP. Casa Dei Rio 
Apartments. 3212 Red River, 478-0672. 
EFFICIENCY, one and two bedroom 
from S110 ABP. One block Law School. 
2700 Swisher. 47S-4550. 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED one 
bedroom. Pool, cable, city, shuttle : 
buses. Nice neighborhood. $130 plus elec­
tricity. 476-W35 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Walk to 
school, shag carpet, disposal, cable TV, . 
sundeck, CA/CH, laundry, shuttle, great 
location, ABP. $155. 2812 Nueces. 472-
4497. 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY, Large, fur­
nished one bedroom, north of campus, 
inieudes CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, 
shag carpeting, cable. 1700 Houston, 
Manager Apt. 201.451-1375,451-2832,-34» 
4123. 
ENFIELD ROAD. One, two bedrooms. 
Pool, AC, shuttle. Moderately priced, 
fair td mediocre management.. From 
$145, bills paid. 2400 Enfield. 477-4845. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment. 
$127.50 plus electricity, available now. 
-Quiet slxplex. 370ZT6m Green. 476-5694. 
EFFICIENCY, carpeted, one block Law 
School, 495/monthr 2700 Swisher. 
Manager apartment no. 203. 478-6550. 
$124 - $159. GAS, WATER, and TV cable 
paid. One and 2 bedroom, pool, paneling, 
and dishwasher. Two blocks to .shuttle. 
West 39th and Avenue B. 454-0360, 452-
4342. 
RENT NOWI One bedroom furnished: 
walk to UT or shuttle. $150 pluselectrici­
ty. 442-4187 after 6 p.m. 
APRIL FREE, sublet May, Lease op­
tion. CA/CH, pool, near campus. $129.50, 
electricity. 400 West 34th, No. 203. 5-10 
p.m., 451-4364. 
CAVALIERS APTS. 307 East 31st. 2 
bedroom furnished, pool, maid and 
lanitor services. Walking distance to 
UT, ALL BILLS PAID. Summer rates 
$140 up. Fall rates $210 up. 474-2291 
evenings. 
ONE BEDROOAA, $130 ABP. Shuttle. 
AC. Must move by May. 34th and 
Speedway. 454-9294. 
ROOMMATES 
NEED FEAAALE roommate immediate­
ly. Own room in huge house. Close to 
campus. 474-5532. 
COOL FEMALE roommate share nice 2 
bedroom Apartment, near campus, shut­
tle. $76.50.1 Available end May. Diane 454-
6139. 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE new 3 
bedroom, m bath house with two male 
graduate students. (72.50/month, fur­
nished, no deposit/lease. 
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 
one bedroom apartment in N. Riverside. 
Call 444-M25. 
COOL FEAAALE ROOMMATE to share 
targe 2 bedroom, awn' bath. Shuttle. 
Pern, 474-9931, ext. 203.8-5.447-142* after 
UNF. APARTS. 
NO RENT UNTIL THE FIRST 
V BORM - 1 Bath, $127.50 plus Elect. 
2 BDRM • Hi Bath, $149.00 plus Elect. 
On Shuttle Bus Route, Convenient to 
Capital Plaza. Gas, Heat 8. Cooking, 
CA/CH, Free Cable"Television, Pool, 
Laundry Room, Shag Carpet, Pets 
allowed. 
KAILUA VILLAGE APTS. 
5211 Cameron Rd. 
451-3046, 836-6967 
ONE BEDROOM STUDIO near campus, 
EC bus. Study included. $140 plus elec­
tricity. Begin renting June 1. Call Mgr. 
477-4282 or 452-2121, 2703 Swisher. 
SUBLET MAY-AUGUST. 2-2 unfur-. 
nished, $190. Electricity, 2. blocks shut­
tle. 400 West 35th, Apt. 110. 451-3635. 
APRIL FREE. Sublet until August. One 
bedroom, unfurnished, shuttle, dis­
hwasher, pool, CA/CH, cable. $135 ABP. 
442^0815. 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes cam­
pus/downtown. 1,. 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. $85 to $140. Mack's 
Marina. 327-1891,-327-1151: 
NEED TWO BEDROOM House, close to 
campus or shuttle route. Will sublet 
Slimmer only. Call 454-0218 or 472-2177 
after 6 p.m. 
NORTH 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, two car 
garage, air conditioned. $239. 452-4012. 
TYPING 
Lone Star Carpets will pay 
good hourly wage plus 
generous commissions lor 
telephone solicitors. Hours „ 
4:00 - 9:00, Monday 
By MIKE POWERS number of items related to 
Alternate plaits for football athletics" for the Board of 
ticket drawing, funds for Regents' next meeting, 
women's athletics and the , Questionnaires were mailed 
future of Cultural Entertain* .to 750 selected students, 
cnent Committee activities . Of the eight survey 
kre the subjects of a survey or questions, six concern the 
fXerox or IBM 
COPIES 








Qn the Drag - Next to Gourmet 








1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typlnsi (50- page). Printing and Binding: 
9"«bl0«k south of Riverside. At the 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
T R A V I S  S T A T E *  
'SCHOOL 
ATTENDANT 1 - $397, 
•„ per month • 
Taking applications for full time work,.., 
mainly 1:45 p.m. to 10 p.m. shift. Duties- • 
: Include'the care, training and treatment"*, 
of mentally retarded residents. Apply at\ 
the Personnel Office, Travis State , 
School, 2 miles east4f*ustln on FM 969' 
(East 19th). • to 11 a.m. or i to 4 p.m.,v 
Monday through Friday. 
Afi Equal Opportunity Employer 
FROGS DON'T FLY 
but crazy captions do catch the eye. Be ' 
happy doing the things you like best, -
talking to people on the telephone. New 
offices, 5 days a week, free parking, 
friendly atmosphere, bonuses plus ; 
salary Call 451-2357 between 9:00 a.m. £ 





42 Dobie AAall " ̂  476-9171 
.. Free Parkina 
' J a.m. -10 p.m. M-F 
^University students. 
A1 Lundstedt, business 
Mtaanager for the University's^ 
Department of Intercollegiate1 
Athletics, said Thursday the 
Student Advisory Committee 
to the Athletics Council for|| 
mulated the survey after ipK 
request "by the president' of 
the University and the 
Athletics Council to ascertain 
feelings about a 
blanket tax. Formerly in­
cluding a myriad of activities, 
by school year 1973-4 the tax 
dwindled to only CEC and 
athletic events. "It really 
isn't proper to refer to it any 
longer as a blanket tax sincelt 
will probably cover only 
athletic tickets in '74-75,,r 
Lundstedt said, "but it 
remains for lack of a better 
term." 
There are three questions : traditiotial random Iqttefy for 
oh possession and usage of - each home game and a one* 
blanket tax receipts^&time preseason drawing 
Lundstedt commented that?'which would determine the, 
although purchases have seat for the entire season. The 
"fallen from approximately 90 selection, however, would be 
to 72 percent since 1968, "We . from "allotments slightly 
Ji 
feel 
t a.m. - 5 p.m. .Sat.-
Filing Deadline Today 
For Diploma Name Card 
a leveling off is oc%^ 
curring. Even the fuel: shoi^p 
tage may contribute since ft;. 
will be too expensive for many , 
students to go elsewhere fo#"' 
recreation," 
Two questions concern!' 
women's intercollegiate 
athletics, the first offering 
fund options under the blanket 
.tax or a separate voluntary 
^check-off fee. The second con­
siders raising the blanket tax 
pMnii 
iwpwiibpi, 
^V^sfrom $18 to $20 with the ad' 
; FREE RIBBON 
With any typewriter or 
adding machine repair 
Reasonable Rates , 
Sales, Service,' Rentals 
MasterCharge ; • BtnkAmericard. 
Call 474-4921 or 474-4239 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. >' 






R A "  u n i v e r s i t y  a n d a  
*» • , % business work 
Las* Minute Service 
T[mW MM OP«" Mon-Th S. 9-5 
SEJmCE FrlSar 
472-8936 30A Ooble Center' 
ITCltrEWT 
SECRETARY TYPIST, r 
producing finest quality typing' for 
students and faculty members In every 
field for 15 year's, will take meticulous 
•care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
ribbon typewriter. All work proofread. 
478-0762, 
A to Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
4720149 
. Theses, Dissertations, Themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, Resumes 
Multilithing, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 




Pick-up Service Available 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses,, 
dissertations, PR's, etc.. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5210. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/felite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex-
perienced, law -theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-4090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles ana sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
SALESMAN, 
V. r , EDUCATIONAL FIELDS ' 
. -4 . PART TIME 
Excellent opportunity with old outstan-. 
ding school: Leads furniiRsa. Work late' 
afternoons and nights. Must have late 
model car,- good education andv 
character. Mature, well-groomed. Good' 
sales experience preferred -, 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest. 
Srices,' paid daily. Call 453-7154 or come y 4301 Guadalupe. 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
Friday afternoons, all day Saturday,; 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest com­
mission. 474-3040, 453-1500, 453-2741. 
PART TIME WORK 3 evenings and 
Saturday. S300/per month. Call 452-2758. 
NEED COMPETENT loving babysitter 
for fun baby girl, si per hour. 441-1524. 
must 
Maternity Counseling Service* 
tlal " " 
Austin 
offers residenti and non-residential, 
programs; Located 2 blocks from OT 
campus. 510 West 24fh. 472-9251. " 
We have been In this business 
forSOytars — 
TELEPHONE OPERATORS, 
. speak well, have neat appearance, no ex-. 
perience necessary, will train. Apply in 
person only. 300'East 11th, Room 134, 9 
a.m. to 9 p.m. 
NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER. Prefer 
child development background and/or 
preschool teaching experience. 5 mor­
ning program. Send resume to 4108 
Janey, Austin, Texas 78731. 
WILLING, AGGRESSIVE, neat, part-
tlme help. Time to study. Pick your own 
hours. 6 hour minimum, more time if 
desired. Must be able to manage with 
direct supervisor. 452:2444. 
PHOTOGRAPHER needs models for 
Spring and Summer assignments. No ex­
perience necessary, must be versatile. 
P.O. Box 9781. Austin, TX. 78744. 
KITCHEN HELP needed Immediately. 
Apply In person - Heflin Manor. 2505 
Longview. 
THE BACK ROOM is now taking 
applications for cocktail persons and 
part time bouncer and barback. Apply. 
2021 E. Riverside. 
STEAK AND ALE needs day bus help. 
ent to waiter. Apply 
to work through 
Possible advancem t  
only if planning 
summer. Call 2-4. 
WAITERS, WAITRESSES • full time, 
and also temporary for May, June, July, 
August. Inn of The Hills, 1001 Junction 
Hwy. Kerrville, Texas or call Mrs. „ 
O'Hara, 1-894-2300. Reasonable housing 
available. 
OPPORTUNITY, sparetlme, earn up to 
SI50 weekly addressing.circulars in your 
home! Send stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. W.G. Smith Enterprises. Box 
1287-CI, Palmdale, Ca. 93550. 
EXPERIENCED CHINESE 
waiter/waitress. Speak fluent English.' 
Part-time,- full-time. Call between 4:00 
p.m., 5:00 p.m. 452-5704. 
NEED DRUMMER and lead instru-
ment. No celebrity. Hard working 
musicians only. Gigs soortx385-4705. 
COOPERATIVE NURSERY si»ks\fTior-
ning pre-school teacher for^well-
estabiished school. Willing to work with 
strong parent group. Competltive salary 
offered. 453-2048 or 428-8380. 
EXPERIENCED PAINTER'S helper. 
Full time. Call 477-4104. Leave name and 
number. 
i^OY ROGERS RESTAURANT needs 
part-time college help. Apply in person 
2-5 p.m. 19th and Guadalupe. 
WEST, BLOCK SHUTTLE, . two 
bedroom, large den, shag carpet, 
CA/CH, stove, refrig., dishwasher. $200. 
327-1590. 
NORTH 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, 2 car gar-
age, air-conditiohed. $225. 452-4012. 
HWY. 183. Old house, garden acreage, 
Well Water, fenced, no small children» 
472-5393, Night, 327-1244. $150. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
40 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
plete service from typing through bin­
ding. Available until 10 p.m. Experienc-
edTnatnields. NWrTaWuV- WmshTe— 
Drive. 476-3018. 
IMMEDIATE or summer |ob driving 
school-type bus afternoons. Chauffeur 
license required. Apply in person. Austin 
Bowl-O-Ramh. 517 South Lamar. 
WAITPERSON WANTED 2-3 
nights/week. Call Charlie Jacobs. 
Stagecoach Lounge. 345-9044. 
VW PARTS & SERVICES 
Quality work at reasonable prices,^Tune?,f 
up - SIO.SO-'plus Pert*. Free diagnosis. ~ 
Estimates'and compression checks. 
Please try us! (We have moved to 1003 
Sage Brush). For information call 834-
3171. Overseas Engine & Supply. 
Thanks. 
ALTERATIONS 
Zippers, waist, length 
We are now doing 
outside alterations at 
easy prices. 
- Bob Elliott's 
' 2424 Guadalupe (On the Drag) 
Open Thursday til 8:00 o.m 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Ext 
pert repairs, moderate prices. 
Guaranteed work. 1024 Airport. Call 385-
9102. 
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call 472' 
4198 for help in pregnancy decisions. 
FOR BUSINESS serving UT communi­
ty. Approximately 2500sq. ft. basements 
area. Ideal for office storage, typing ser­
vice, etc. $450/month including utilities. 
Plenty of parking. Only 5 blocks from 
campus. 477-9487. 
: WE REPAIR electronic equipment. 
Reasonable and guaranteed. Lafayette 
Radio. 2901 N. Lamar 474-4441. « 
P-K AUTOMOTIVE. Precision elec-
tronic tune-ups. General auto repairs,, 
Near campus arid reasonable prices,: 
Call Jim K„ Steve P. 472-4331. 
GUITAR LESSONS. Learn finger plck-
lng.techniques of Leo Kottke, Mance-
Lipscomb, and Kurt Van SIcMe. 
Beginners - advanced. 478-5197 or 447-
23? 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST AFGHAN hound, brown/grey. 454-
•278, 471-5244. REWARD ^ 
LOST: Embroidered Jacket in/near " 
Mexes Hall, Wednesday, March 27th 
around S p.m. Please call 442-9480 
Reward. 
LOST MALE SIAMESE cat. Near 2«th 
and Guadalupe, on March 25. Please call 
4H-7124, Reward. 
$200 REWARD for the return of the 
following Items •'Stolen from my 
kpartment: SansUi 5000X amplifier, 
^ual 1229 turntable, TEAC A-350 
kassette deck. Realistic DX-150A 
shortwave receiver, Nikon F2 camera. 
Call Stan. 451-5147. 
REWARD FOR RETURNING 
sunglasses which were lost Monday mor­
ning on first floor of Journalism 
Building. 454-9020. 
LOST ON SUNDAY 4/7/74 - Woman's 
GRUEN leweled watch. Reward 
offered. Cell Stephanie. 477-7070, or 471-
4295. 
LOST: LONG-HAIRED male German -
Shepherd. Black/cream colored. 1 year 
old, Vicinity 12th and W. Lynn. Reward. 
444-3211,452-0710. 
BEANS COME HOME! Lost reddish-
brown Husky puppy four months old. 
Child heartbroken. Dog needs medica­
tion. Reward. 478-9759,474-1895,478-1510. 
After years of hard work, 
" sweat, toil and long hours 
spent studying, graduating 
^seniors still have additidnal 
requirements to fulfill before 
joining the ranks of people 
s£with sheepskins. 
" The major job is to file a 
, diploma name card by the 
''deadline Friday; Gary Speer, 
registration supervisor, 
3 emphasized that any un- -
dergraduate hoping to 
graduate in May must have 
ijihe name card in the hands of 
his college or school dean by 
the deadline or wait until 
, summer to graduate.- ? ; 
'• , '• 
"There has simply got to be . 
some deadline, and this year 
it is April 12," Speer said. 
"Unfortunately, tomorrow 
afternoon is a staff holiday, so 
students who have not yet fil- • 
. ed the name card should do so 
before no«n " 
For the procrastinating 
senior, the procedure involves, 
requesting a diploma name 
card from the  dean's  
secretary, filing it out and 
returning it to the secretary,. 
The graduate student ~ ho^^m®®n .. nto 
deadline for submitting the The students 
card was Feb. 1. 
ditional $2 going to the 
women's program. 
The final portion of the su^ 
vey concerns football tickets^ 
and their selection, A similar 
survey two years ago pnj-'. 
posed a single preseason 
drawing to determine a se­
quence alternating among five 
stadium sections for the five 
o,ve.^j 
rejected the"" 
The second major item the 
student must attend to lsrob-~ 
taining a cap and gown. All 
colleges and schools, except 
the School of Communication, 
the law school, School of 
Library Science and the Lyn­
don Baines Johnson School of 
Public Affairs, retire the 
somber clothin^for participa­
tion in graduation: 1 * , t > > 
But don't despair; This 
should be the last bit of 
college red tape encountered 
before being cast into the sea 
of college 
whelmingly 
idea and showed they were 
still willing to gamble each 
gameto^et a good seat," said 
Lundstedt "That was a sur­
prising answer, and we expect 
some surprises this time." < f 
Presently, opinions are be- ' 
ing sought comparing the . 
better in location than or­
dinary draw." As usual, 
students would draw. fo& 
groups of up to six people. f:J, 
. With sufficient positive 
response to the second plan; 
students may be offered a 
choice of either route next 
fail, said Lundstedt He added 
thg athletic department's 
motive for suggesting the plan 
is to reduce the labor required 
for weekly drawings for each 
blanket tax receipt holder ^ 
In Lundstedt's opinion,, 
dropping CEC funding from 
the blanket tart; would 
probably be detrimental to 
CEC's program sinceiit would 
move:r'.f,roi[n, the'broad 
coverage of the athletic ticket 
'to optional selection. 
Law student Gary Polland, 
former member of the 
Athletics Council and chair­
man of the Student Advisory 
Committee, stated in the sur­
vey cover letter that he plans 
to collect the mailings by Fri­
day. 
: Lundstedt said although 
results will be compiled next 
week, they, will probably not 
be made public until «ft«r: 
iif 
review by the regents. 
iMMmB 
.--^1 Br. Apt. 
$139.50 
unfurnished ALL BILLS PAID 
• efficiencies, 1 & 2 bedrooms 
• Ppol and clubhouse 
• Fireplaces & decks 
• Walk-in closets and outside 
S storage areas 
• On shuttlebu8 route 
• furnished or unfurnished 
.1700 Burton Drive, 442-1449 
take Riverside or Woodlaixl exit east 
A Development of Jaeger Associates 
At, 
The traditional April 15 tax 
filing deadline is only a few 
days away and the Austin 
District Taxpayers' Service 
Center has been busy helping 
frantic taxpayers meet Mon­
day's midnight deadline. 
"We've been handling about 
3,500 calls a day," said Chuck 
Bailey, a member of the 
public affairs staff. "We've 
been handling all kind)! of 
problems that run the whole 
gamut, but most of them are 
about different kinds of deduc­
tions." . 
The service center, at 300 E. 
Eighth St., also is equipped to 
handle those who wish to 
come in .for personal counsel­
ing and speak directly with a 
taxpayer service represen-
. tative. 
Callers may receive 
•81 
> c-
telephone help by calling 472-
1974, and those outside the 
Austin area may reach the 
center toll free by dialing 800-
252-1000. 
Bailey said the call-in ser­
vice has been, receiving 
greater response this tax 
Season as a result of the toll 
free service and a better 
awareness, of available help 
on the part of the taxpaying 
public. 
. Those failing to meet the 
April 15 deadline will be sub­
ject to a penaliy of 25 percent 
of their total tax plus a J per­
cent interest charge. 
i ̂ 
*•' if 
- . .  f -  i ¥ .  










SANTA ELAtNA HOUSE. 2411 Rio 
Grande. CA/CH, maid service, kitchen. 
S75. 472-3684, 258-1902. 
TEXAN DORM. 1905-1907 Nueces,pou-
bie available at $42.00/wonth. Daily 
maid service, central air. Refrigerators,, 
hot plates, allowed. Two blocks from 
campus. Co-Ed. Resident Managers, 
477-1760. 
SUBLEASE ROOM next to campus. 
S50/S90. Maybe cheaper. Call Gary, 836-
5163. • . 
ROOM & BOARD 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why pot start out with 
— good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 




Austin Parachute Center 
For information Please call 
272-5711 anytime 
S100 REWARD. Information about 
stolen Sunflsh sailboat. Over spring 
break. From Windy Point, Lake Travis, 
No questions asked. 471-1256, 
• LOST: 45th and Red River. Un-* 
catchable, smallish, black calico cat 
with deer flea collar. Lost April 8- If' 




Piano neM tuning? 474-5153 (early). .; 
Want good old car cheap 926-6800. 
Need ride Pt. Isabel Pete 472-0211. 
•61 Chev. $75.451-6130. 1 ! J 
2-2 speaker boxes, $15. 442-6311; ;. p 
ESS amt 1's $400. 8 mo. old. 454-3074. '• 
JUNE FIRST,' Near campus, one Ludwlg drums 4 sale. After 9 - 451-3441. 
BELLSON DORM for Men. Excellent 
home^ooked meals. Air conditioned, 
• maid, swimming pool. Now taking reser­
vations for summer and fall. 2610 Rio 
^Grande, 474-5600. . "• •. 
NELSON'S GIFTS; Zuni Indian 
. lewelry; African and Mexican imports. 
> 4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Orew Thomason. 478-
2079. ' • 
PAWN LOANS made on most anything 
of value. 613 West 29th. 476-2207. 
EDGAR CAYCE' PHILOSOPHER. 
Dreams, reincarnation, meditation, free 
lectures. Next 4 Mondays. 7 p,m. 1115 
West 12th. 444-2222. 
/SPEND AN UNCHAPERONED month 
- in Eufope this summer seeing Italy, 
^'."Switzerland^ Germany, France, 
! Belgium, Holland, and England by VW 
* - " * *2*9414. bus. Call Scott Dayls. 44 -1 
WANT TO SELL your Feds 'n Heads 
g»me? Call 476-1549. Keep trylngl 
FURN. DUPLEXES TRAVEL 
bedroom, furnished, AC, duplex for one 
or couple. *130 plus gas «, electricity. 200 
East 3Qnd. 476-5559. 
WANTED 
, ieu Y, SELL ;A(i tyMS glrley magazine!, 
i::-^books, records, guitars, stereos, radios, 
• lewelry. musical Instruments. New 
• ..jbuyer on duty. Aaron 
. Complete darkroom, $250. 477-3102. 
Mex. pots, hammocks. 452-6110 
4 F78-15 tires. 130. 1610 West, Apt. 3 / 
AC wndw unit 6000 BTU. $75: 837-1730. 
Buy silver; 200% of face. 472-2135. 
EiJROPfe-ISRAEL-AFRIpA^V 
Student flights alt year round, f' 
CONTACT. . . fA,,kL, 
V ISCA 
6035 University Ave. No 11 - , -J' 
San Diego, Calif. 92115 ' 
TEL (714) 217-3010 ' 
, f '^Downtown 
%' 320 Congress. 4 .ft. Swedish-Ivy $20. 474-1833. 1A sh - t 
T^SURFINO ANYONE? Need ride fo 
>air $65. 474-1133 
hi Brownsville or Pt. Isabel. Will share ex-antes. *»ete, 472-0212. Leave messege. 
WANTED REMINGTON 'model 5* 
: --^»uage automatic vent-rib shotgun. 
MSI, 477-2563 between 8am • spm. 
»% 
W" ' ' 
'""'BUYING U.S. STAMPS: Plata blOckl,' 
.collections, sheets, aecumulatlons. 
Phone P.A.ic. 2910, 452-5442 evenings. 
Female, own rbom, shuttle. 476-1266. 
Kenwood amp and tuner. 476-5965. • 
f EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA. Traveldli-
9* rmmli-vaar«tflUnri.^tm<fci\t Air TfAUil 
30 old Playboys. I? Call 474-4577. 
isFree kittens, anytime. 478-6392. ;. >s' 
SacmgTo speed »i lbs. 471-3184. " 
co*#nts year-rou d.~Student ir ravaL. 
Agency, Inc. 201 Allen Road, Suite 410. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30320. (404) 254-4251. 
TUTORING 
MATH TUTORING that you Can unders- • 
. land. 476-0757, 
"*er A-
WILL Gim 











|Com* by TStUdg. 
koom 3.200 
, >» land place * 
4J " 
f 1 Une 
etsftgs 
Must be pre-paid 
• No refund* 
be unable to file in time 
emergency cases a 
tension is possible. 
"If a person knows' 
will 
because of a disaster or lost 
records or something," hej§;<^ 
said, "he can get an extension v 
without too much troble." 
Bailey described this year,s ' « r f-$'' 
tax situation as ' 'about 70 per-
cent completed" but added, 
"Of course there won't:be any 
question about the rest com- 4 
ing. in at -the last • minute.'^HS|M| • •/; 
wmz • 
s* fy y o. 
AMERICAN POSTER OFT 
m 
Pass the Jug. Pour the Jug. Jug-a-lug. 
Jug is the Great American Folk Wine. In Apjplesm, 
or Strawberry Glen. Full of the crisp coM bite^f 
fresh-picked country apples or s^et juicy 
strawberries. , V-.sW«7"' 
WHEOYOAFINISH.IBGOFJUG.YOTCMPLI.R ^ ^ 
.loiciMC «n ir frhr a rAm«nrir mp^l ff-lp. Hlr\«u s&a&ib. - « ' r 
JUG GREAT AMERICAN POSTER 
12 E. Grand Ave Room AA (r ± 
Chicn«o>lll.606U. 
Please send me posters; v '*-
for which 1 have enclosed S_—.—— 
candle or daisies in it for a ro antic ?al. Or blow 
your favorite tune on it. i '-7^ ^ 
Enough sell. You want a Great Ainerican Poiste 
Send us just $1.00. Our Great American Poster , 
measures 24" x 26". Resplendent in full color. & 
Complete with painted-on frame.. ftyff. 
If yt)u're decorating your room in American 
Gothic, it will fit right in. Get yours fast for a mere? 





Addrc^ V V^PRR 
f=#L. State § .Zip. Gity j; 
Offer JBMMJ until February Ut, ,197V Void if restricwJ or for-
bitkien by taw'. Available only in U.S.A. Please allow 4 weeks for 
ilellvery. Poster Guarantee: If you receive a damaMed poster, sim­
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Ut'i make wittel Thf local winemaking store hat all necessities 
*_ • w\ 
Federal and state 










rapidly expanding hobby 
Andy Sieverman 
Laura McDonough ' k 
H 
Virginia Hagerty prefers her bottle 
"t <1 ZiK 'jr i-r. ̂ - Vt '.•"i->--.-V«7-C>^v- *** v5 < rv« A-*' 
?. J! *>' -S-'kr 
fv- li ,v,%<%&&• ?<* 
Siphoning is an important step. 
ustang wine, made from 
local grapes harvested each 
^ July through August, once was 
?< the most eagerly-anticipated homemade 
beverage that Austin vintners had tooffer. 
Two years ago, however, more 
sophisticated wines cornered the market 
as local stores began to carry foreign fruit 
u concentrates. 
The availability of grape concentrates 
from the world's finest vineyards provided 
the .flame - which ignited- interest .-in--
Winemaking as a hobby. Thanks to modern 
technology, Austinites can stock their 
cellars with choice German Reislingsr dry 
'California Sauternes and sparkling French 
_ Burgundies, all made at home. 
ANY GRAPE from any part of the 
world can be concentrated* canned and 
<K shipped to the United States for non-
p^commercial use. Grape concentrates from 
f^Franee, Germany, Italy, Austria and 
" [California have been available for the last: 
|itwo years through local winemaking shops I 
or through kits for the beginner. 
Winemaking, like cooking, is easy if the I! 
precipe is followed. However, government i 
d- licensing is required prior to the cook's en-
|f;try into the kitchen. All winemakers are ; 
^required by law to register with the Texas , , m 
^Alcoholic Beverage Commission'and to i,' ^ 
v. 
• A primary fermentor — an open con­
tainer in which the first fermentation 
stage takes place. 
• A secondary fermentor, or carboy — a 
narrow-necked glass bottle in which the 
secondTermentation stage takes place. , 
• A hydrometer r-. which measures the' 
sug^r content and tests potential alcoholic 
content of the wine. 
• A fermentation lock — which is in­
serted into the secondary fermentor to 
—allowtheescapeof carbdtif dioxfde and ex­
clude bacteria. . 
• A racking device, or plastic tubing 
used to siphon wine from the primary to 
secondary fermentor. 
• An aging vat — usually a plastic con­
tainer having the same aging 
.characteristics as oak,—used tp store the 
wine for the necessary length of time. 
The type of fruit concentrate, the 
Amount of sugar, the wine yeast and aging 
time determine what kind of wine will be 
produced. 
Austin winemakers, as varied as the 
^product itself, have increased rapidly in 
/number. * Part of the growing interest 
could be attributed to the winemaking 
classes held at the University for the last 
two years. 
This popular Texas Union course has 
' & 
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' Pay a $1 filing fee. Failure to file con- ';:t ; been the training ground for potential K*k 
stitutes a misdemeanor punishable by a > >A t Austin enologists, young and old alike. The 
fine of |100 to f1,000 and imprisonment of -V -c** more adventurous winemakers waive for-
up to one year. ;}f mal instruction and buy "how-to" books, 
While federal and state law both limit ' , available at any book store. t til 
. home production to 200 gallons per year, >>? -• , WINEMAKING kits also are available 
they differ in two respects. Texas law , j -Hn one-gallon or five-gallon quantities at 
places a tax of 17 cents per gallon on i^winemaking shops and some department 
private-produced wine; federal law im- .stores. #'1  ̂  
poses no tax on wine made for private use.' V Frances Mims, "ftiaftager of DeFalcbV Vi 
Under Texas statutes, any adult, single or Wine Cellars, 1512'Lavaca St., points out a& 
married, can make wine at home. Yet, un- vthat the five-gallon kit is more practical in 
,der federal law, only married adults are \ ^^ the long run. After an initial investment of ^ 
^allowed to make wine, which isJor family to 130, each batch will yield 25 fifths of WM 
U8e only; ^v-1 VjWine at a fraction of the cost of 
f THE TECHNICAWTIEJS of winemaklng ^S?S;w|commercially-produced wines. Each bot- 'l; 
•are as equally important as the legalities fefst^tle costs approximately fl to make. 
and -must be carefully followed for good vj The most common pitfall of the amateur 
results. i^fvWinemaker is a lack of patieitcet which 
A cellar is the traditional place to set up &S&f;|leads to premature uncorking. Too often, 
shop, buy, any kitchen will do. Equipment he simply can't wait until the wine is fully 
is neither complex nor expensive, but py^aged, and opens the bottle too soon. Wine 
tfjere are some essential utensils. fr^JSSwust age for at least two. months ajtd 
fg£ usually more, dependirig upon the vairlety. ~ 
^ • •  r r  
i 
Every winemaker needs: 
imia JL 
• ! 4V.'' vT~4!,rrc.<': 
.. . , i, 
, Mj'ti-tetu A-i&SSS^ , 
